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Entropy production is a key quantity in any finite-time thermodynamic process. It is intimately tied
with the fundamental laws of thermodynamics, embodying a tool to extend thermodynamic consid-
erations all the way to non-equilibrium processes. It is also often used in attempts to provide the
quantitative characterization of logical and thermodynamic irreversibility, stemming from processes
in physics, chemistry and biology. Notwithstanding its fundamental character, a unifying theory of
entropy production valid for general processes, both classical and quantum, has not yet been formu-
lated. Developments pivoting around the frameworks of stochastic thermodynamics, open quantum
systems, and quantum information theory have led to substantial progress in such endeavour. This
has culminated in the unlocking of a new generation of experiments able to address stochastic ther-
modynamic processes and the impact of entropy production on them. This paper aims to provide a
compendium on the current framework for the description, assessment and manipulation of entropy
production. We present both formal aspects of its formulation and the implications stemming from
the potential quantum nature of a given process, including a detailed survey of recent experiments.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
In every finite-time process, entropy may flow from one
system to another. However, entropy does not satisfy a
continuity equation so that it may also be irreversibly pro-
duced (Carnot, 1824; Clausius, 1854, 1865). Such entropy
production, Σ, is always non-negative and zero only in the lim-
iting case where the process is reversible. It therefore serves
as the key quantity behind the 2nd law of thermodynamics,
which can be stated mathematically as
Σ ≥ 0. (1)
Albeit compact, this expression has far reaching conse-
quences, as it places severe restrictions on the types of trans-
formations allowed in a physical process. Hence, the charac-
terization and assessment of irreversible entropy production is
one of the most important tasks in non-equilibrium physics.
The formulation of the entropy production problem, how-
ever, is not universal. It depends on the underlying physi-
cal system, as well as its governing dynamical laws. Despite
this, during the last century several widely applicable frame-
works have been developed, from Onsager’s reciprocity the-
ory (de Groot and Mazur, 1961; Onsager, 1931a) to the cel-
ebrated fluctuation theorems (Campisi et al., 2011; Esposito
et al., 2009). More recently, the demonstrated possibility to
control elementary quantum systems has drawn attention to
the potential for thermodynamic applications in the quantum
domain. This is the primary drive towards a formulation of
a theory of entropy production capable of encompassing both
classical and quantum features.
The goal of this review is to provide an overview of the
progress in this formulation. Our approach will be centered
around a unified picture of the 2nd law, described in terms of
global system-environment quantum unitary interactions [cf.
Sec. III]. This allows us to establish a link with information
theory, and construct entropy production solely in terms of
information-theoretic quantities. The result is a generalized
form of the 2nd law, valid beyond the standard paradigms of
thermodynamics, but with classical results recovered in the
suitable limit. This approach also has a clear operational in-
terpretation, with irreversibility emerging from the restrictions
on the allowed set of operations for a given thermodynamic
process.
The results of Sec. III are central to this review. Before
arriving there, we briefly establish the notation and jargon in
Sec. I.A, and then discuss – in Sec. II – why the entropy pro-
duction problem is relevant. We then move to explore the
consequences and ramifications of such unified formulation.
Sec. IV focuses on information-theoretic corrections to Lan-
dauer principle and the role of classical and quantum corre-
lations in heat flow. Sec. V embodies another essential part
of the review. We use the concepts developed in Sec. III
as building blocks to assess the entropy production in more
general types of dynamics, constructed in terms of a colli-
sional model. This allows us to address the classical limit and
stochastic thermodynamics (Seifert, 2012), as particular cases
of the quantum formulation.
The link between information and thermodynamics has
other far-reaching consequences, as it allows information to
be cast as a resource, on equal footing to traditional thermo-
dynamic resources, such as heat and work. That is, informa-
tion can be consumed, stored or interconverted into other re-
sources. And it can be used to fuel thermodynamic tasks, such
as Maxwell Demon Engines. This is the topic of Sec. VI.
In the quantum domain this acquires additional significance
due to the possibility of manipulating quantum coherence, as
well as quantum correlations such as discord and entangle-
ment. How these features are implemented within a quantum
formulation of the entropy production problem, is a central
theme of this review.
Finally, Secs. VII and VIII discuss applications and exper-
iments. There is an inevitable arbitrariness on the choice of
papers to cover, and we have chosen to address those which
we believe are (i) representative of the types of problems the
community is currently interested in; and (ii) have the poten-
tial to open unexplored avenues of research. Concerning the
experiments, we have also tried to focus on those contribu-
tions which specifically characterize the entropy production
at the quantum level.
We finish this review in Sec. IX, by taking a step back to
look at the bigger picture. We compare the formulation put
forth in Sec. III with other approaches, both historical and
modern. The main argument we make is that the 2nd law
is always formulated by starting with a basic physical prin-
ciple, such as those of Carnot, Clausius and Kelvin, or state-
ments such as “the entropy of the universe never decreases.”
One then asks what are the overarching consequences of this
principle, and which other principles can be derived from it.
This provides a measure of how general it is. The informa-
tion theoretic formulation of Sec. IX falls under this category.
However, its main advantage is that it starts by assuming full
knowledge of all degrees of freedom involved, thus allow-
ing for precise mathematical statements. Irreversibility is then
constructed operationally, by specifying which sources of in-
formation can, or cannot, be known in a given process. This
feature greatly generalizes the breadth and scope of the 2nd
law. It not only contains classical statements as particular
cases, but can also go much further, removing the constraints
in the standard thermal paradigms, such as the need for macro-
scopically large thermal baths.
A. Irreversible thermodynamics
In order to clarify the basic ideas, as well as fix the notation,
we will start with a brief textbook review of entropy produc-
tion in classical thermodynamics (Callen, 1985; Fermi, 1956).
We consider the simplest scenario of a system S interacting
with multiple reservoirs E1, E2, . . ., each with a temperature
Ti. The flow of entropy from S to Ei during a given process
is given by the famous Clausius expression (Clausius, 1854,
31865).
Φi =
QEi
Ti
(2)
where QEi is the heat that entered Ei (positive when energy
leaves the system).1 According to the Clausius principle,
the corresponding change in the system entropy S S will be
bounded by
∆S S > −
∑
i
QEi
Ti
, (3)
Motivated by this inequality, one then defines the entropy pro-
duction as
Σ = ∆S S +
∑
i
QEi
Ti
> 0. (4)
The entropy of a system may either increase or decrease dur-
ing a process, so that ∆S S does not have a well defined sign.
This is due to the terms QEi/Ti, since heat can flow both ways.
The only quantity which has a well defined sign is the entropy
production Σ.
In the past, the terms “entropy” and “entropy production”
were often used interchangeably, but nowadays they have
evolved to have entirely different meanings. Entropy refers
to a property of the system whereas entropy production refers
to transformations underwent by the system. Thus, interest-
ingly, entropy production is actually closer in meaning to the
original use of the word entropy, as first coined by Clausius in
the 1860s (Clausius, 1854, 1865), in which “trope´” refers to
the word “transformation” in Ancient Greek.
The first law of thermodynamics states that the total change
in internal energy of the system will be given by
∆HS = W −
∑
i
QEi , (5)
where W is the work performed by an external agent, with
W > 0 meaning work was performed on the system. Alterna-
tively, one may also simply view W as the mismatch between
the local energy changes ∆HS and QEi in system and baths.
Focusing on the case where there is a single reservoir present,
if we substitute QE = W − ∆HS in Eq. (4) we may write the
entropy production as
Σ = β(W − ∆FS ), (6)
where β = 1/T (kB = 1) and ∆FS = ∆HS − T∆S S is the
change in free energy of the system. For multiple baths at
different temperature, it is in general not possible to express Σ
in this way and one must use Eq. (4).
1 We always define heat in this way, as the change in energy of the environ-
ment. The reason is that, as will become clear in Sec. III, this helps to avoid
ambiguities concerning the distinction between heat and work, something
which is quite delicate in the quantum domain.
It is often useful to express the results in terms of the en-
tropy production rate Σ˙ = dΣ/dt. In this case the second law
is usually written as
dS S
dt
= Σ˙ − Φ˙, Σ˙ > 0, (7)
with Φ˙ =
∑
i Q˙Ei/Ti being the entropy flow rate. This formula
is particularly suited for studying non-equilibrium steady-
state (NESSs) which occur when a system is coupled to two
or more reservoirs kept at different temperatures. The typi-
cal scenario to have in mind is a piece of metal coupled to a
hot bath in one end a cold one in the other. In this case, af-
ter a long time has passed the system will eventually reach a
steady-state where dS S /dt = 0. This, however, does not mean
the system is in equilibrium. It simply means Σ˙ = Φ˙; that is,
entropy is continually being produced in the system, but all
of it is being dumped to the reservoirs. A NESS is therefore
characterized by a finite and constant entropy production rate
Σ˙. Thermal equilibrium, on the other hand, occurs only when
Σ˙ = Φ˙ = 0.
Irrespective of the definitions of entropy production and en-
tropy production rate, the second law of thermodynamics can
ultimately be summarized by the statement that Σ > 0, or
Σ˙ > 0. Next we discuss some of the far reaching consequences
of this seemingly simple statement.
II. WHY ENTROPY PRODUCTION MATTERS
The goal of this Section is to illustrate, by means of clas-
sical examples, why entropy production is relevant in charac-
terizing non-equilibrium systems.
A. Operation of heat engines
Consider a system interacting continuously with two reser-
voirs at temperatures Th and Tc < Th, plus an external agent
on which the system can perform work on. The first and sec-
ond laws, Eqs. (5) and (7), then become
dHS
dt
= W˙ − Q˙h − Q˙c, (8)
Σ˙ =
dS S
dt
+
Q˙h
Th
+
Q˙c
Tc
. (9)
Writing the results in terms of rates makes the analysis sim-
pler. One may picture this, for instance, as a continuously
operated machine; or it may also be a stroke-based machine,
but where the strokes happen very fast that we may write all
thermodynamic quantities as rates (like a car engine). Follow-
ing (Marcella, 1992), we now show how the usual statements
of the 2nd law can all be viewed as a consequence of Eqs. (8)
and (9).
If the machine is operated for a sufficiently long time,
it will eventually reach a steady-state (limit cycle) where
4dHS /dt = dS S /dt = 0. This therefore means that all quan-
tities in Eqs. (8) and (9) balance out:
W˙ = Q˙h + Q˙c, (10)
Σ˙ =
Q˙h
Th
+
Q˙c
Tc
. (11)
The steady-state is therefore characterized by a steady conver-
sion of heat into work, accompanied by a steady production of
entropy.
In the standard operation of a heat engine, heat flows from
the hot bath to the system (Q˙h < 0) and work is extracted (W˙ <
0). Using Eqs. (10) and (11) one may write the efficiency of
the engine as
η =
W˙
Q˙h
= 1 +
Q˙c
Q˙h
= 1 − Tc
Th
+
Tc
Q˙h
Σ˙. (12)
The first term is nothing but Carnot’s efficiency ηC = 1 −
Tc/Th. Since Q˙h < 0, the 2nd law (1) implies that the last term
in Eq. (12) will be strictly non-positive. Hence, the efficiency
of an engine is always reduced from Carnot’s efficiency by an
amount proportional to the entropy production,
η = ηC − Tc|Q˙h|
Σ˙. (13)
This is Carnot statement of the 2nd law: “The efficiency of
a quasi-static or reversible Carnot cycle depends only on the
temperatures of the two heat reservoirs, and is the same, what-
ever the working substance. A Carnot engine operated in this
way is the most efficient possible heat engine using those two
temperatures.”
It is also useful to cast Eq. (12) in terms of the output power,
P = −W˙, which leads to
Σ˙ =
P
Tc
(ηC − η)
η
. (14)
We therefore see that, for fixed power output, the closer we
are to Carnot efficiency, the smaller is the entropy production
rate. This nicely illustrates why entropy production is often
used as a quantifier of the degree of irreversibility.
Next suppose we only have access to a single bath, so Q˙c =
0. Eq. (10) then reduces to W˙ = Q˙h, so that Eq. (11) becomes
Σ˙ =
Q˙h
Th
=
W˙
Th
> 0. (15)
Positive work means work is injected into the system instead
of extracted. Whence, work cannot be extracted from a single
bath. This is precisely the Kelvin-Planck statement of the 2nd
law: “It is impossible to devise a cyclically operating device,
the sole effect of which is to absorb energy in the form of heat
from a single thermal reservoir and to deliver an equivalent
amount of work.”
Lastly, suppose there is no work involved, W˙ = 0, but only
heat flow between the two reservoirs. Eq. (10) then yields
Q˙h = −Q˙c which, plugging in Eq. (11), leads to
Σ˙ =
(
1
Tc
− 1
Th
)
Q˙c > 0. (16)
If Tc < Th, we must then necessarily have Q˙c > 0; i.e., heat
flows from hot to cold. This is Clausius’ statement of the 2nd
law: “Heat can never pass from a colder to a warmer body
without some other change, connected therewith, occurring at
the same time.”
B. Heat and particle flow
Continuing with the assumption that W˙ = 0, let us now
assume that the environments also allow for particle flow. The
first law (8) is modified to
dHS
dt
= −Q˙h − Q˙c + µhN˙h + µcN˙c, (17)
where µi are the chemical potentials of each bath and N˙i the
corresponding particle fluxes from bath to system (i.e., Ni > 0
when particles enter the system). The last two terms represent
chemical work.
Particle conservation implies that, in the steady-state, N˙c =
−N˙h. But, crucially, this does not mean that Q˙h = −Q˙c. In-
deed, their mismatch is precisely,
Q˙h = −Q˙c + (µh − µc)N˙h,
which is non-zero whenever there is a chemical potential dif-
ference. Using this to eliminate Q˙h allows us to write the 2nd
law (9) as
Σ˙ =
(
1
Tc
− 1
Th
)
Q˙c +
µh − µc
Tc
N˙h. (18)
If we assume Tc = Th, then the second law implies that if
µh > µc, one must have N˙h > 0; that is, particle flows from
high chemical potential to low chemical potential.
We see in Eq. (18) the appearance of both a gradient of
temperature and a gradient of chemical potential. These are
called thermodynamic affinities, or generalized forces, as they
are the ones responsible for driving the system out of equilib-
rium. Each current has a corresponding conjugated affinity;
heat Q˙c is conjugated to the affinity (1/Tc)− (1/Th) while par-
ticle current N˙h is conjugated to (µh−µc)/Tc. And the entropy
production (18) is simply a sum of currents time affinities.
For concreteness, suppose (Tc, µc) = (T, µ) and (Th, µh) =
(T + δT, µ + δµ), where δT and δµ are small. Eq. (18) then
becomes
Σ˙ =
δT
T 2
Q˙c +
δµ
T
N˙h. (19)
Intuitively, we expect that the currents should be zero when
the affinities are zero. Moreover, if the affinities are small,
the currents should also be proportionally small. Hence, in
5macroscopic systems it is natural to expect a linear depen-
dence of the form (de Groot and Mazur, 1961):
Q˙c = Lqq
δT
T 2
+ Lqn
δµ
T
,
(20)
N˙h = Lnq
δT
T 2
+ Lnn
δµ
T
,
where Li j are called the Onsager transport coefficients (On-
sager, 1931a,b). This kind of relation is not a consequence of
the 2nd law (19); it is an additional assumption which relies
on the underlying dynamics of the system.
The coefficient Lqq represents Fourier’s law of heat conduc-
tion. Similarly, Lnn represents either Fick’s law of diffusion
in the case of particle transport (e.g. chemical solutions) or
Ohm’s law in the case of electric transport. The cross coef-
ficients Lqn and Lnq are the Peltier and Seebebck coefficients,
which are the basis for thermoelectrics. They describe the
flow of heat due to a chemical potential gradient and the flow
of particles due to a temperature gradient. Onsager showed
that due to the underlying time-reversal invariance of the dy-
namics, the cross coefficients actually coincide, Lqn = Lnq. As
a consequence, the matrix L is symmetric.
Inserting Eq. (20) in Eq. (19) we find that in the linear re-
sponse regime the entropy production will be a quadratic form
in the vector of affinities x = (δT/T 2, δµ/T ):
Σ˙ = xTLx > 0. (21)
Since this must be true for all x, it then follows that L must
be positive semi-definite. Thus, even though the 2nd law does
not predict the linear response relations (20), it places strict
restrictions on the values that the transport coefficients may
take.
C. Landauer’s erasure
Consider again the Clausius inequality (3), but focusing on
the case of a single bath at a temperature T :
QE > −T∆S S . (22)
It is important to realize how this bound relates quantities
from two different systems: It bounds the heat absorbed by
the bath to a quantity related to the entropy change of the sys-
tem. While initially constructed within the realm of macro-
scopic thermodynamics, it turns out that this same inequality
also holds true when the system is microscopic, with the en-
tropy now being the system’s information-theoretic entropy
(either Shannon’s or von Neumann’s; to be properly defined
below).2 In this context, Eq. (22) places restriction on the heat
2 Landauer’s principle is often stated in terms of the heat cost to erase one
bit of information, which is QE > T ln 2. This is actually a particular case
of (22) for dichotomic (binary) variables.
cost of erasing information, which is called Landauer’s prin-
ciple (Landauer, 1961).
We say information is erased when ∆S S < 0. This is a
bit counter-intuitive at first because large entropy means lit-
tle information, so that ∆S S < 0 means the information after
interacting with a bath is larger than what we initially had (it
looks like information is acquired, not erased). But what is
acquired is information about the final state of the system, not
the initial one. Before interacting with the bath the system had
some information stored in it, which the experimenter simply
did not know about (hence the large entropy). The act of inter-
acting with a bath irreversibly erases this information (Plenio
and Vitelli, 2001).
Landauer’s erasure therefore fits very naturally within the
entropy production framework since erasing information is an
inherently irreversible operation. In fact, it is suggestive to
interpret Landauer’s principle as a direct consequence of the
2nd law (1), written as Σ = βQE + ∆S S > 0. This connection
is subtle, however: In the 2nd law, S S is the thermodynamic
entropy (see Sec. IX for a more precise definition), whereas
in (22) it is the information-theoretic entropy. Notwithstand-
ing, it turns out that, indeed, Landauer’s principle is a direct
consequence of the 2nd law of thermodynamics. This con-
nection was firmly established in (Esposito et al., 2010; Reeb
and Wolf, 2014), and is one of the hallmarks of the modern
formulation of quantum thermodynamics. It will be reviewed
in detail in Secs. III and IV.A.
D. Thermodynamic Uncertainty Relations
In the examples above, all thermodynamic quantities were
treated as simple numbers, that could not fluctuate. In macro-
scopic systems this is usually a good approximation due to
the large number of particles involved. But in meso- and mi-
croscopic systems, fluctuations play an important role. It has
recently been discovered that some properties of the fluctu-
ations are also largely bounded by the average entropy pro-
duction. Consider the transport of heat from a hot to a cold
system and let Q˙ denote the average heat rate. In addition, let
us define ∆2Q as the time-averaged variance of the heat current.
In Refs. (Barato and Seifert, 2015; Pietzonka et al., 2016) it
was shown that for certain classical Markovian systems, the
signal-to-noise ratio ∆2Q/Q
2 satisfies a Thermodynamic Un-
certainty Relation (TUR)
∆2Q
Q˙2
>
2
Σ˙
, (23)
where Σ˙ is the average entropy production rate.
The TUR shows that fluctuations are bounded by the av-
erage entropy production. And albeit simple, this bound is
actually quite counter-intuitive: Since Σ˙ appears in the de-
nominator, in order to curb fluctuations (reduce the left-hand
side) one must actually increase the entropy production. More
irreversible processes therefore fluctuate less.
6The TUR can also be adapted to autonomous engines (Piet-
zonka and Seifert, 2017). In this case one studies instead the
average output power P = −W˙, as well as its corresponding
variance ∆2P. A TUR of the same shape as (23) also holds
for P. That is, ∆2P/P
2 > 2/Σ˙. However, in this case one can
go further and relate P and Σ˙ using Eq. (14). Writing also
P = −ηQ˙h (which simply follows from the definition of effi-
ciency as η = W˙/Q˙h), one then finds
∆2P > 2TC P
η
ηC − η , (24)
Hence, we see that for fixed average power P, as one ap-
proaches Carnot’s efficiency, the fluctuations in the power
must diverge.3 This therefore reflects a fundamental trade-
off between operation efficiency and fluctuations. In real de-
vices, particularly at the nanoscale, fluctuations could have a
deleterious effect in the engine’s operation. Eq. (24) therefore
provides guidelines on how to curb them.
III. ENTROPY PRODUCTION IN QUANTUM PROCESSES
A. Global unitary dynamics for system + environment
A unified formulation for entropy production in open quan-
tum systems, which holds for arbitrary non-thermal environ-
ments and arbitrary dynamics, can be made by analyzing the
global system-environment unitary evolution. We consider
the interaction of a system S with an environment E, prepared
in arbitrary states ρS and ρE , by means of a global unitary U.
The final state of the composite SE system after the interaction
will be given by
ρ′S E = U(ρS ⊗ ρE)U†. (25)
This map is incredibly general. All information about the
types of interactions involved are encoded in U, which there-
fore may contemplate both weak and strong coupling, as well
as time-dependent Hamiltonians and work protocols. The
map also makes no assumptions about the structure of E,
which does not need to be macroscopic and may very well
have dimensions comparable to those of S . One could there-
fore have S and E to be two qubits. Or to have S be a hot pan
and E a large bucket of water. Both cases will be described
by the same map (25) (admittedly, in the latter the unitary U
would be a bit more complicated).
The reduced state of the system can be obtained by tracing
over the environment, which leads to the quantum operation
ρ′S = E(ρS ) = trE ρ′S E = trE
{
U(ρS ⊗ ρE)U†
}
. (26)
3 Strictly speaking, the divergence never actually occurs since P implic-
itly depends on η and, in particular, is zero for a Carnot engine (since a
Carnot engine must operate quasi-statically and hence will have zero out-
put power). Notwithstanding, there will in general be ranges of the engine’s
parameter space where one can vary η for fixed P.
On a conceptual level, tracing over the degrees of freedom of
the environment can be pinpointed as the origin of irreversibil-
ity in this process. After all, the map (25) is unitary and hence
reversible by construction. But tracing over (discarding) the
environment embodies the assumption that after the interac-
tion one no longer has access to its degrees of freedom or is
able to perform on it any local operation. Irreversibility thus
emerges from discarding any information contained locally in
the state of E, as well as the non-local information shared be-
tween S and E.
The entropy production separately quantifies these two con-
tributions, being given by
Σ = Iρ′S E (S : E) + S (ρ′E ||ρE). (27)
To our knowledge, this formula was first put forth in Ref. (Es-
posito et al., 2010). Its justification and ramifications will be
the central topic of this Section. This will culminate with a
description in terms of fluctuation theorems, as first put forth
in Ref. (Manzano et al., 2018) and which will be reviewed in
Sec. III.E.
The first term in Eq. (27) is the mutual information (MI)
developed between system and environment due to their inter-
action, where the mutual information of any bipartite system
AB is defined as
IρAB (A : B) = S (ρAB||ρA⊗ρB) = S (ρA)+S (ρB)−S (ρAB), (28)
with S (ρ) = − tr(ρ ln ρ) being the von Neumann entropy.
Iρ′S E (S : E) thus quantifies the amount of shared information
which is lost if one no longer has access to the state of E. The
second term in Eq. (27), on the other hand, is the quantum
relative entropy, defined as
S (ρ||σ) = tr
{
ρ ln ρ − ρ lnσ
}
, (29)
which is a type of distance between two density matrices.4
The term S (ρ′E ||ρE) thus quantifies how the environment was
pushed away from equilibrium, a process which is irreversible
since we are assuming one can no longer perform local oper-
ations in it. In both formulas ρ′E = trS ρ
′
S E is the reduced
density matrix of the environment after the map (25). Com-
bining the definitions in (28) and (29), it is also possible to
rewrite (27) as
Σ = S
(
ρ′S E || ρ′S ⊗ ρE
)
. (30)
Notice the asymmetry in this formula: the quantity on the
right is a tensor product between the final state ρ′S of the sys-
tem with the initial state ρE of the bath. The interpretation for
this will be discussed in Sec. III.E.
4 Strictly speaking it is not a distance since it does not satisfy the triangle
inequality. Notwithstanding, it is such that S (ρ||σ) > 0 and S (ρ||σ) = 0 iff
ρ = σ.
7For a generic environment, the entropy production in
Eq. (27) will no longer be given by the Clausius expression
Eq. (4). Notwithstanding, it is still reasonable to define a sim-
ilar splitting and write
Σ = ∆S S + Φ, (31)
where Φ is called the entropy flux, from the system to the
environment. This equation can actually be viewed as the def-
inition of Φ. Of course, as we will see, for thermal systems
one recovers Φ = QE/T . But in general the expression for Φ
will be different.
The reason why it makes sense to call Φ a flux can be seen
as follows. Since the system and environment are initially
uncorrelated, one has that S (ρ′S E) = S (ρS ) + S (ρE). Thus, the
mutual information may be expressed as
Iρ′S E (S : E) = ∆S S + ∆S E , (32)
where ∆S S = S (ρ′S ) − S (ρS ) and similarly for ∆S E . Eq. (27)
can then be written as
Σ = ∆S S + trE
{
(ρE − ρ′E) ln ρE
}
. (33)
Comparing with Eq. (31), one finds that the entropy flux is
Φ = S (ρ′E) − S (ρE) + S (ρ′E ||ρE) (34)
= trE
{
(ρE − ρ′E) ln ρE
}
.
The entropy flux thus depends solely on the local state of
the environment. The entropy production is thus split in two
terms, ∆S S , which refers only to the system, and Φ, which
refers only to the bath.
Eq. (27) can be viewed as a general proposal for the en-
tropy production in any system-environment interaction. It
is clearly non-negative as both terms are individually non-
negative. But, of course, that does not suffice for it to be con-
sidered as a physically consistent definition. In order to do so
this formula must acquire operational significance, which can
be done by specializing it to specific contexts. This will be
our focus in the following Sections.
B. Thermal environments
As a first context, let us assume that the environment is ther-
mal,
ρE = ρ
th
E = e
−βHE/ZE . (35)
Again, we do not assume it is necessarily macroscopic. Only
that initially it is in a thermal state. Inserting this in Eq. (33),
but only in the logarithm, leads to
Σ = ∆S S + βQE , (36)
where
QE = tr
{
HE(ρ′E − ρthE )
}
, (37)
is the total change in energy of the environment during the
unitary U. Eq. (36) therefore coincides with the standard
form of the second law, Eq. (4). This is quite remarkable:
Eq. (35) is the only assumption required to convert the gen-
eral, and fully information-theoretic expression (27), into the
traditional thermodynamic expression (36).
There is a subtlety, however. Namely that the heat entering
Eq. (36) refers to the change in energy of the environment
[Eq. (37)]. It hides the fact that the process may also involve
work, which is encoded in the unitary U. The heat QE will
therefore in general not coincide with the change in system
energy ∆HS . This allows us to define work as their mismatch:
W := ∆HS + QE . (38)
This formula is valid whether or not the Hamiltonian of the
system changed during the process. For simplicity, we are
assuming that it remains the same, but the results also hold if
it does not. Substituting this for QE in Eq. (36) then leads to
the second law in the form of Eq. (6); viz.,
Σ = β(W − ∆FS ), (39)
where ∆F = F(ρ′S ) − F(ρS ) is the change in non-equilibrium
free energy
F(ρS ) = tr(HS ρS ) − TS (ρS ) = Feq + TS (ρS ||ρthS ), (40)
which is defined for any state ρS , with ρthS = e
−βHS /ZS being
reference a thermal state of the system at the same tempera-
ture T as the bath (if the final Hamiltonian is H′S then F(ρ
′
S )
should be defined with respect to H′S ). We thus conclude that
the general proposal (27) for the structure of the entropy pro-
duction reduces exactly to the expected thermal results when-
ever the bath is assumed to start in thermal equilibrium. Even
the form (40) remains the same, provided one now works in-
stead with the non-equilibrium free energy.
Eq. (33) can also be specialized to the case where E is com-
posed of multiple parts, E1, E2, . . ., with ρE = ρE1 ⊗ ρE2 ⊗ . . .
and each prepared in a thermal state ρEi = e
−βiHEi /ZEi at dif-
ferent inverse temperatures βi. In this case an identical calcu-
lation leads to
Σ = ∆S S +
∑
i
βiQEi , (41)
which is Eq. (4). Even though Eq. (41) involves only the local
changes in energy of each bath, the map (25) will still generate
correlations between the different Ei, since they all interact
with a common system. In order to see how these correlations
affect Σ, one may start from Eq. (27) and add and subtract a
term
∑
i S (ρEi ). This then allows us to write it as
Σ = Iρ′S E (S : E1 : E2 : . . .) +
∑
i
S (ρ′Ei ||ρEi ), (42)
where Iρ′S E (S : E1 : E2 : . . .) = S (ρ′S ) +
∑
i S (ρEi ) − S (ρ′S E) is
the so-called total correlations (Goold et al., 2015a) between
system and the individual environmental components. This
8quantity captures not only the correlations between S and E,
but also correlations between Ei and E j. It therefore shows
that entropy is also produced due to the accumulation of mul-
tipartite correlations between the different parts of the bath, as
a consequence of their common interaction with the system.
C. Maps with global fixed points
Next let us specialize to a different scenario. We consider
once again the map in Eq. (25) and no longer assume that ρE
is thermal. Instead, we look into those cases where the map
has a global fixed point; that is, a special state ρ∗S satisfying
U(ρ∗S ⊗ ρE)U† = ρ∗S ⊗ ρE . (43)
Notice that this condition is much stronger than ρ∗S = E(ρ∗S ),
which would be a local fixed point (global implies local, but
the converse is seldom true). An example of maps with global
fixed points are the so-called thermal operations, which will
be reviewed in Sec. III.D.
We now focus on the entropy flux (34). Expanding the
trace over E to be over S + E allows us to write it as Φ =
trS E
{
(ρS ρE − ρ′S E) ln ρE
}
(we omit the tensor product symbol
for simplicity). Next we take the logarithm on both sides of
Eq. (43), which allows us to write
U†(ln ρE)U − ln ρE = −U†(ln ρ∗S )U + ln ρ∗S .
Plugging this in the expression for Φ and then carrying out the
trace over E, one then finally finds
Φ = trS
{
(ρ′S − ρS ) ln ρ∗S
}
. (44)
For systems with a global fixed point, the entropy flux can
thus be written solely in terms of system-related quantities.
Plugging this in Eq. (33) then allows us to express the en-
tropy production as
Σ = S (ρS ||ρ∗S ) − S (ρ′S ||ρ∗S ). (45)
Quite nicely, this is written solely in terms of local quantities
of the system. This is only possible for systems with global
fixed points; otherwise, entropy production has to be an in-
trinsically non-local quantity.5
The positivity of Eq. (45) is guaranteed by its definition in
Eq. (27). But within the optics of Eq. (45), positivity can also
be viewed as a consequence of the data processing inequality:
S (E(ρ)||E(σ)) 6 S (ρ||σ), (46)
which holds for any quantum channel E. But since ρ∗S is a
fixed point of E, it then follows that
S (ρ′S ||ρ∗S ) = S (E(ρS )||E(ρ∗S )) 6 S (ρS ||ρ∗S ), (47)
5 At first glance, Eq. (39) also seem to be written solely in terms of local
quantities of the system. But that is not true because the work W, as defined
in Eq. (38), still involves quantities pertaining to the environment.
which therefore implies Σ > 0. Entropy production can thus
be viewed as quantifying the map’s ability to process infor-
mation and hence reduce the distinguishability between the
initial state ρS and the fixed point ρ∗S . This result neatly em-
phasizes the interpretation of the entropy production (27) as
a purely informational quantity, defined without any reference
to the energetics of the system, such as the separation between
heat and work.
D. Strict energy conservation and thermal operations
Thermal operations, first introduced in (Janzing et al.,
2000) and later popularized in (Branda˜o et al., 2015, 2013;
Horodecki and Oppenheim, 2013), are maps which involve a
thermal environment and have a global fixed point (thus com-
bining the results of the two previous subsections). One way
to ensure that the map has a global fixed point when interact-
ing with a thermal bath is to impose that the unitary global U
in (25) should satisfy the so-called strict energy conservation
condition
[U,HS + HE] = 0, (48)
(note that, in general U does not commute with HS and HE
individually, only with their sum). This implies that
Ue−β(HS +HE )U† = e−β(HS +HE ), (49)
so that ρthS is a global fixed point of the dynamics, provided it
is defined with the same β as the environment. As a conse-
quence, the entropy production reduces to Eq. (45):
Σ = S (ρS ||ρthS ) − S (ρ′S ||ρthS ). (50)
Naively, one may think that any map involving a thermal
environment would necessarily have the thermal state ρthS =
e−βHS /ZS as a fixed point. This, however, is in general not
true. But when strict energy conservation holds, it is. Ther-
mal operations enjoy a wide range of nice properties and have
been extensively studied in the literature, within the context of
quantum resource theories. These will be reviewed in Sec. VI.
It is important to clarify the meaning of Eq. (48). Its key
implication is that all energy that leaves the system enters the
environment and vice-versa (nothing stays “trapped” in the
interaction); viz.,
∆HS = −∆HE ≡ QE . (51)
This kind of condition is seldom met in practice6 and should
thus be viewed as an idealized scenario where drawing ther-
modynamic conclusions is much easier. Despite this appar-
ent artificiality, Eq. (48) is actually incredibly similar to the
6 Unitaries of the form (48) can be generated by resonant-type interactions.
For instance, if S and E are qubits with Hi = Ωiσzi /2 (here i = S , E) and if
the interaction is generated by a potential V = g(σ+Sσ
−
E + σ
−
Sσ
+
E), then the
unitary will be energy conserving only when ΩE = ΩS .
9weak-coupling approximation present in the vast majority of
open quantum system studies. Weak coupling assumes the in-
teraction energy is small. Eq. (48) assumes the interaction can
be arbitrarily large, but nothing stays trapped in it. To a great
extent, this is essentially the same thing. The big difference is
that weak coupling is imposed as an approximation, whereas
Eq. (48) is postulated a priori.
Comparing Eq. (51) with Eq. (38) also shows that in a ther-
mal operation there is no work involved, W = 0. Indeed,
Eq. (50) can also be rewritten in terms of the non-equilibrium
free energy (40), as
Σ = −β∆F. (52)
The expenditure of work does not have to be associated with a
work protocol, but may simply be related to the cost of turning
the system-environment interaction on and off. To elucidate
this point, let us suppose that the unitary U was generated by
turning on an interaction VS E for a certain length of time τ.
Rigorously speaking, since we turn this interaction on and off,
the total Hamiltonian must be time-dependent and will have
the form HS E(t) = HS + HE + λ(t)VS E , where λ(t) is the unit-
box function between t ∈ [0, τ]. Since the composite S + E
system evolves unitarily, any work that is performed can be
unambiguously associated with the total change in energy of
S + E:
W =
∞∫
−∞
dt
〈
∂HS E(t)
∂t
〉
= 〈VS E〉0 − 〈VS E〉τ. (53)
We therefore see that, in general, there is a work cost associ-
ated with turning the interaction on and off. But when strict
energy conservation holds, ∆HS = −∆HE and hence W = 0.
This on-off work is usually negligible for macroscopic sys-
tems, so that classical studies never really worry about it. This
is because the energies HS and HE are proportional to the
number of atoms in the bulk, whereas the interaction VS E is
usually proportional to the number of atoms on the surface,
which is usually negligible compared to the bulk. In most of
statistical mechanics, the system is therefore always assumed
to be weakly coupled to a bath. But in microscopic systems
this may very easily break down since VS E may be of the same
order as HS (even if it is still much smaller than HE). As a con-
sequence, the on-off work may be significant. For instance,
the SWAP engine, introduced in (Campisi et al., 2015), oper-
ates with two qubits and is based precisely on the extraction
of on-off work (see Sec. VII.A for more details).
Properly accounting for all sources and sinks of energy is
an important part of thermodynamics at the quantum level.
It has also been the source of significant debate. Additional
methods for dealing with this will be reviewed in Sec. VI.F.
E. Fluctuation theorems
The proposal of a general form of the entropy production in
Eq. (27) gains solidity by analyzing it from multiple perspec-
tives. In this sense, great insight can be gained by analyzing
ρS⊗ ρE
U
ρ′ SE
U†
ρ˜SE
FIG. 1 General schematics for the forward and backward trajectories
for the fluctuation theorems.
the corresponding fluctuation theorem at the quantum trajec-
tory level. This problem was solved in Ref. (Manzano et al.,
2018) where the authors also showed how the two terms in
Eq. (27) are related to the definition of what is the backward
stochastic process. Crucially, shattering previous beliefs, the
backward process is not unique. Different choices of back-
ward process lead to different expressions for the entropy pro-
duction, which quantifies the information that is assumed to
be lost between forward and backward protocols. This there-
fore attributes a clear operational significance to the entropy
production.
We consider here the same map as in Eq. (25). No assump-
tions are made about either the environment or the unitary.
Let ρS =
∑
n pn|n〉〈n| and ρE = ∑ν qν|ν〉〈ν| denote the eigende-
compositions of the initial states of S and E. Moreover, we in-
troduce bases for the final reduced states ρ′S =
∑
m p′m|ψm〉〈ψm|
and ρ′E =
∑
µ q′µ|φµ〉〈φµ|, which will in general differ from the
bases |n〉 and |ν〉. At the stochastic level, we now consider the
following protocol. We first measure both S and E in their
respective eigenbasis |n〉 ⊗ |ν〉. Next, we evolve them accord-
ing to a global unitary U and finally we measure them in the
bases |ψm〉 ⊗ |φµ〉. The last measurement is performed in the
eigenbases of the reduced density matrices ρ′S and ρ
′
E . This
choice ensures that the ensemble entropy of ρ′S remains unaf-
fected by the measurement backaction (Elouard et al., 2017;
Santos et al., 2019), even though it kills any quantum correla-
tions present in ρ′S E . For other choices of the final measure-
ment scheme, see (Manzano et al., 2018) and also (Park et al.,
2017).
The quantum trajectory is specified by the four measure-
ment outcomes γ = {n, ν,m, µ}, which occurs with path prob-
ability
PF[γ] = |〈ψm, φµ|U |n, ν〉|2 pnqν. (54)
In order to build a fluctuation theorem one must now establish
the backward process, corresponding to the time-reverse evo-
lution with unitary U†. The key observations of Ref. (Man-
zano et al., 2018), however, is that this backwards process is
not unique. The arbitrariness comes from the choice of initial
state ρ˜S E for the backwards evolution (see Fig. 1). Different
choices, as we now show, lead to different expressions for the
entropy production.
For the moment, let us leave ρ˜S E unspecified. We consider
a backward process where ρ˜S E is first measured in the basis
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|ψm〉 ⊗ |φµ〉, then put to evolve with U† and finally measured
one more time, now in the basis |n〉 ⊗ |ν〉. The corresponding
backward trajectory probability will thus be
PB[γ] = |〈n, ν|U†|ψm, φµ〉|2ρ˜mµ, (55)
where ρ˜mµ = 〈ψm, φµ|ρ˜S E |ψm, φµ〉.
Armed with PF and PB, the entropy production is then de-
fined as usual, as (Crooks, 1998; Evans et al., 1993; Gallavotti
and Cohen, 1995):
σ[γ] = ln
PF[γ]
PB[γ]
. (56)
By construction, this quantity satisfies an integral fluctuation
theorem, 〈e−σ[γ]〉 = 1. Using Eqs. (54) and (55) the dynamical
term cancels out, leaving us only with the boundary term,
σ[γ] = ln
pnqν
ρ˜mµ
. (57)
As we will now discuss, depending on the choice of ρ˜S E , this
expression will unravel in different ways.
First, suppose we choose ρ˜S E = ρ′S ⊗ ρE . This means the
system is taken at the final state (26), whereas the bath is reset
to the initial state ρE . In this case ρ˜mµ = p′mqµ and Eq. (57)
becomes
σ[γ] = ln
pnqν
p′mqµ
.
The average entropy production is computed as 〈σ〉 =∑
γ σ[γ]P[γ]. Carrying out the sum, one finds
〈σ〉 = Iρ′S E (S : E) + S (ρ′E ||ρE) = S
(
ρ′S E || ρ′S ⊗ ρE
)
, (58)
which is precisely the definition of Σ in Eq. (27). Notice how
〈σ〉 is just the relative entropy between the final state ρ′S E of
the forward process and the initial state ρ′S ⊗ ρE of the back-
wards process. This provides a solid physical basis for this
expression, as being related to the act of tracing over the envi-
ronment: The two terms in Eq. (58) appear because we reset
E in the backward process, meaning we lost all access to both
the correlations developed between S and E, as well as the
changes that were made in the state of E.
As a second choice, suppose ρ˜S E = ρ′S ⊗ ρ′E . That is, S
and E are initialized in the backward process at the final states
of the forward process, but marginalized to destroy any cor-
relations between them. Arguably, correlations are the most
difficult part to access, since they require global operations on
S +E. In this case Eq. (57) becomes σ[γ] = ln(pnqν)/(p′mq′µ)
which, upon averaging, yields
〈σ〉 = Iρ′S E (S : E) = ∆S S + ∆S E . (59)
Hence, irreversibility stems solely from the S E correlations
that are no longer accessible.
As a third choice, one may take the post-measurement state
ρ˜S E = ∆(ρ′S E) :=
∑
mµ
|ψm, φµ〉〈ψm, φµ|ρ′S E |ψm, φµ〉〈ψm, φµ|
=
∑
m,µ
ρ′mµ|ψm〉〈ψm| ⊗ |φµ〉〈φµ|, (60)
which is obtained from the final state ρ′S E after measuring in
the |ψm〉 ⊗ |φµ〉 basis. Thus, it corresponds to the maximally
dephased state in the basis |ψm, φµ〉 (note that albeit dephased,
this state is still classically correlated). The entropy produc-
tion (57), upon averaging, reduces in this case to
〈σ〉 = S (∆(ρ′S E)) − S (ρ′S E) = C(ρ′S E), (61)
which is the relative entropy of coherence (Streltsov et al.,
2017). We thus conclude that, for this choice of backward
protocol, the irreversibility stems solely from the decoherence
of the measurement backaction in the final basis |ψm, φµ〉.
In order to perform a final measurement with absolutely no
backaction, one would have to measure S + E in the global
basis diagonalizing ρ′S E . In this case the entropy production
would, on average, be identically zero and the process is re-
versible. However, this requires assessing fully non-local de-
grees of freedom of S and E, which quickly becomes pro-
hibitive even for small quantum systems.
As a final choice of measurement, we can assume that both
system and environment are completely reset, so ρ˜S E = ρS ⊗
ρE is exactly the initial state. Eq. (57) then becomes σ =
ln(pnqν)/(pmqµ) which, upon averaging, becomes
〈σ〉 = Iρ′S E (S : E) + S (ρ′S ||ρS ) + S (ρ′E ||ρE). (62)
The first and last terms are exactly the original definition of
Σ in Eq. (27). However, we now get the additional term
S (ρ′S ||ρS ), quantifying how much the system was pushed away
from equilibrium. This is a consequence of the fact that in
the backward process, we also reset the system to its original
thermal state, thus introducing an additional degree of irre-
versibility.
In the particular case where both system and environment
start in thermal states, but at different temperatures, ρS =
e−βS HS /ZS and ρE = e−βE HE/ZE , Eq. (62) reduces to
〈σ〉 = βS ∆HS + βE∆HE , (63)
where ∆HS (E) are the changes in energy in the system and
environment respectively. This choice of ρ˜S E therefore corre-
sponds to the famous exchange fluctuation theorem (Jarzynski
and Wo´jcik, 2004). If, on top of all this, the unitary satis-
fies strict energy conservation [Eq. (48)], then we may define
QE := ∆HE = −∆HS , in which case the entropy production
reduces to
〈σ〉 = (βE − βS )QE , (64)
which is the expression appearing in (Jarzynski and Wo´jcik,
2004).
A summary of these results is presented in Table I. The
main message from this Section is that the definition of en-
tropy production is actually not unique, but depends on the
assumptions about which aspects of the system-environment
dynamics become inaccessible or irretrievable. The defini-
tion (27), which we have focused on most of this Section,
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TABLE I Different choices for the initial state ρ˜S E of the backward
process and the corresponding formula for the average entropy pro-
duction 〈σ〉.
ρ˜S E 〈σ〉
ρ′S ⊗ ρE Iρ′S E (S : E) + S (ρ′E ||ρE) ≡ Σ
(bath reset) (Eq. (27))
ρ′S ⊗ ρ′E Iρ′S E (S : E)
(correlations destroyed)
(
= ∆S S + ∆S E
)
∆(ρ′S E) C(ρ
′
S E)
(post-measurement state) (relative entropy of coherence)
ρS ⊗ ρE Iρ′S E (S : E) + S (ρ′S ||ρS ) + S (ρ′E ||ρE)
= (βS − βE)QE
(both reset) (Jarzynski and Wo´jcik, 2004)
contemplates the most general scenario where everything per-
taining to the environment is assumed to be lost after the in-
teraction. If the environment is macroscopic, highly chaotic
and etc. (e.g. a bucket of water), this will inevitably be the
case, so that Eq. (27) becomes the only relevant definition of
entropy production. But in the quantum domain, comparing
the different definitions may be quite relevant.
One may also attempt to compare the relative importance
of each term in these expressions. Let us assume that the
bath is much larger than the system so that the process only
pushes it slightly away from equilibrium. That is, such
that ρ′E = ρE + O(), for some small parameter . Using
standard perturbation theory one then finds that ∆S E ∝ 
while S (ρ′E ||ρE) ∝ 2 (Rodrigues et al., 2019). Thus, it be-
comes irrelevant whether to include or not the relative en-
tropy term, since the mutual information tends to dominate.
This, however, is not always the case, as recently elucidated
in (Ptaszynski and Esposito, 2019). As the authors discuss,
the mutual information is actually bounded by the Araki-Lieb
inequality,
Iρ′S E (S : E) 6 2min
{
S (ρ′S ), S (ρ
′
E)
}
.
For small S and large E, I will be essentially capped by
S (ρ′S ). On the other hand, the relative entropy S (ρ
′
E ||ρE) is
unbounded and can thus increase indefinitely over time. This
will be the case, for instance, in non-equilibrium steady-states
of systems connected to multiple baths.
ρ��� = �-β����
λ(�) ρ� = �ρ�
��� (���-���)
Σ
ρ��� = �-β� ���
FIG. 2 The typical non-equilibrium lag scenario. A system initially
prepared in a thermal state ρthi is driven unitarily by a work protocol to
a non-equilibrium state ρ′. After the protocol, the system is allowed
to thermalize from ρ′ to ρ f .
F. Non-equilibrium lag
A scenario which is deeply related to the above, and which
has been the subject of considerable research, is the non-
equilibrium lag that occurs when an isolated quantum system
undergoes a work protocol. This has been covered in detail
in (Campisi et al., 2011). Here we focus only on the most
recent developments.
We consider a system S initially prepared in the equilibrium
state ρthi = e
−βHi/Zi, at temperature β and Hamiltonian Hi. The
system is then driven by a work protocol λ(t) which changes
the Hamiltonian from Hi = H(λ(0)) to H f = H(λ(τ)), where τ
is the duration of the protocol. The drive causes the system to
evolve unitarily to a non-equilibrium state ρ′ = Vρthi V
†, where
V is the time-evolution operator generated by H(λ(t)). After
the protocol is applied, the system is then placed in contact
with a bath and allowed to fully thermalize towards a new
equilibrium state ρthf = e
−βH f /Z f (see Fig. 2).
The unitary drive produces no entropy since the dynamics
is closed. Irreversibility stems solely from the thermalization
step. The entropy production for this relaxation process will
be given, in the simplest scenario, by Eq. (50). Since the ther-
malization is total, the second term vanishes, leaving us with
Σ = S (ρ′||ρthf ), (65)
Despite being associated to the thermalization process, it turns
out this quantity is also of significance to the unitary evolution
in itself. In fact, usually this is defined without even mention-
ing the thermalization. The reason is that Eq. (65) is also di-
rectly associated with the irreversible work produced by the
unitary V:
Σ ≡ βWirr = β(〈W〉 − ∆F), (66)
where 〈W〉 = tr(H fρ′) − tr(Hiρthi ) is the average work and
∆F = −T ln Z f /Zi is the change in equilibrium free energy.
For this reason, Eq. (65) is also called the non-equilibrium
lag. For all intents and purposes, “non-equilibrium lag” can
be taken as a synonym of entropy production. The reason to
introduce this terminology is simply to emphasize that it refer
to the unitary protocol, for which no entropy is produced. In
the past years, significant attention has been given to the non-
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equilibrium lag, particularly in the context of quantum phase
transitions. These will be reviewed in Sec. VII.E.
The non-equilibrium lag can also be studied from a stochas-
tic perspective, using the two-point measurement scheme; the
first measurement is done in the eigenbasis |ni〉 of Hi and the
second in the eigenbasis |m f 〉 of H f . The stochastic entropy
production associated to this process is then (Campisi et al.,
2011)
σ[ni,m f ] = ln pthni/p
th
m f = β(E
f
m f − Eini − ∆F), (67)
where Ei( f ) are the energies of Hi( f ) and ∆F = F f − Fi =
−T ln Z f /Zi is the change in non-equilibrium free energy.
Moreover, pthni = e
−βEini /Zi is the initial thermal probability and
pthm f = e
−βE fm f /Z f is a thermal probability associated with the
final Hamiltonian H f . The probability distribution of σ is thus
P(σ) =
∑
ni,m f
p(m f |ni)pniδ
(
σ − σ[ni,m f ]
)
, (68)
where p(m f |ni) = |〈m f |V |ni〉|2 is the transition probability
from |ni〉 → |m f 〉. By construction, this is such that 〈σ〉 = Σ
[Eq. (65)].
It is convenient to study the cumulant generating function
K(λ) = ln〈e−λσ〉, which can be conveniently written as (Es-
posito et al., 2009; Talkner et al., 2007)
K(λ) = ln tr
{
V†e−βλ(H f−F f )Veβλ(Hi−Fi)ρthi
}
. (69)
The cumulants may be computed from K(λ) through the rela-
tion
κn(σ) = (−1)n ∂
nK
∂λn
∣∣∣∣∣
λ=0
. (70)
The first cumulant is the average and is given by Eq. (65).
Similarly, the second cumulant is the variance and can be writ-
ten as
var(σ) = tr
{
ρ′(ln ρ′ − ln ρthf )2
} − S (ρ′||ρthf )2, (71)
which is sometimes called the relative entropy variance.
The CGF (69) can also be expressed in terms of the so-
called Re´nyi divergences, which will be discussed further in
Sec. VI and are defined as
S λ(ρ||σ) = 1
λ − 1 ln tr
{
ρλσ1−λ
}
(72)
They correspond to a generalization of the relative en-
tropy (29), which is recovered from S λ(ρ||σ) in the limit λ →
1. Comparing (72) with Eq. (69) one then sees that (Guarnieri
et al., 2019a):7
K(λ) = (λ − 1)S λ(ρthf ||ρ′), (73)
7 This can also be equivalently written as K(λ) = −λS 1−λ(ρ′ ||ρthf ).
This expression has been used in several recent studies. Fol-
lowing (Guarnieri et al., 2019b), we will review in Sec. VI.G
how (73) can be used as a connection to the resource-
theoretic formulation of thermodynamics, which is the sub-
ject to Sec. VI. In Sec. VII.E we review Refs. (Miller et al.,
2019; Scandi et al., 2020), which use (73) as a tool to extract
the contribution from quantum coherence in quasi-static pro-
cesses.
IV. INFORMATION-THEORETIC ASPECTS
A. Corrections to Landauer’s principle
Landauer’s principle was introduced in Sec. II.C. It is based
on the idea that information erasure is an irreversible process,
with a fundamental heat cost associated to it. This is synthe-
sized by Eq. (22), representing a lower bound on the heat QE
dissipated to the environment, in terms of the change in en-
tropy ∆S S of the system. Being a lower bound, one can then
conclude that changes in entropy must be accompanied by a
fundamental heat cost.
In Sec. II.C we hinted at the subtle nature of Landauer’s
principle: in classical thermodynamics, Eq. (22) is a direct
consequence of the 2nd law, but with S S being the thermo-
dynamic entropy of the system. Landauer’s original bound,
on the other hand, concerns the information theoretic entropy.
The framework put forth in Sec. III, however, unifies both
views, as it formulates the 2nd law in terms of the system’s
von Neumann entropy. That is, we start with the entropy pro-
duction, Eq. (27), applied to thermal baths [i.e, Eq. (36)]:
Σ = Iρ′S E (S : E) + S (ρ′E ||ρE) = ∆S S + βQE . (74)
The second law Σ > 0 then implies that
QE > −T∆S S , (75)
which is precisely Landauer’s bound (22). Equality is
achieved when Σ = 0; i.e., for reversible processes. While
these results were all present already in (Esposito et al., 2010),
the link with Landauer’s principle was firmly made in (Reeb
and Wolf, 2014), a publication which greatly popularized this
subject.
Eq. (75) is important because it is universal. We recall that
the only assumptions here are:
(a) A system S prepared in an arbitrary state ρS .
(b) A reservoir E of arbitrary dimensions and Hamiltonian,
but prepared in a thermal state ρE = ρthE = e
−βHE/ZE .
(c) No initial correlations between S and E.
(d) An interaction described by an arbitrary unitary U.
The assumption that initially system and bath are uncorrelated
is reasonable, as even classical correlations could be exploited
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to lower the entropy of S with no heat dissipation; this will be
discussed in Sec. IV.C.
The universality of (75) has the downside that, in general,
the bound is quite loose. Tighter bounds can be obtained
by assuming additional information about the environment
and/or the process. We now discuss several such formulations,
taking care to properly state which additional pieces of infor-
mation are assumed in each case. First, we consider the case
where the only additional piece of information one has is that
the environment is finite dimensional, with a Hilbert space
dimension dE . In this case, when ∆S S < 0, the following
correction to (75) holds (Reeb and Wolf, 2014):
QE > −T∆S S + 2T (∆S S )
2
4 + ln2(dE − 1)
. (76)
This shows that finite dimensions impose more strict con-
straints on heat dissipation. The correction vanishes when
dE → ∞; however, notice that the dependence is logarithmic
and therefore extremely slow. Additional finite-size bounds
are also presented in (Reeb and Wolf, 2014), although they
depend on more complicated functions.
The original bound (75), or its finite size correction (76) be-
come trivial in the limit T → 0. This is clearly unsatisfactory:
can erasure really be performed with zero dissipation when
T → 0? The bound trivializes in this case due to the term
S (ρ′E ||ρE) in Eq. (74), which diverges when T → 0. To bypass
this difficulty, in (Timpanaro et al., 2020) it was shown how
to derive a tighter bound starting only from the mutual infor-
mation term Iρ′S E (S : E). The bound in this case acquires the
form
QE > Q(S−1(−∆S S )), (77)
where the functions Q(T ′) and S(T ′) are defined as
Q(T ′) =
T ′∫
T
CE(τ)dτ, S(T ′) =
T ′∫
T
CE(τ)
τ
dτ, (78)
with CE(T ) being the equilibrium heat capacity of the environ-
ment. In these expressions T is the actual initial temperature
of the environment, whereas T ′ is merely the argument of the
functions. This bound requires only one additional piece of
information; namely the environment’s heat capacity CE(T ).
This is to be compared with (75), which requires only a single
number, T , or with Eq. (76), which requires two numbers, T
and dE . Admittedly, knowing an entire function CE(T ) is def-
initely more difficult, although the heat capacity is in general
an easy quantity to measure experimentally. However, one can
also show that the bound is always tighter than both (75) and
(76).
The physical content of (77) can be made clearer by
analysing specific contexts. For instance, if the environment
has a linear heat capacity, CE = aT , where a is a constant, then
Eq. (78) yields Q(T ′) = a2 (T ′2 − T 2) and S(T ′) = a(T ′ − T ).
Inverting the latter and plugging on Eq. (77) then yields
QE > −T∆S S +
∆S 2S
2a
.
The correction once again involves a term proportional to
∆S 2S , but with a coefficient that is temperature independent.
Thus, in the limit T → 0 the last term still survives, showing
that a fundamental heat cost still remains even in this limit.
This therefore shows that, in this case, information cannot be
erased at zero cost.
Tighter bounds can also be derived when information about
the S E unitary U and the system initial state ρS are avail-
able (Goold et al., 2015b; Guarnieri et al., 2017; Lorenzo
et al., 2015). Here we review the approach in (Goold et al.,
2015b), which derives a bound using the fluctuating proper-
ties of heat. The key idea is to interpret the global map (25) as
a quantum channel for the environment, instead of the system,
as described by the Kraus map
ρ′E = TrS [U(ρS ⊗ ρE)U†] =
∑
l
Al ρE A
†
l , (79)
where Al= jk =
√
λ j〈sk |U |s j〉, with {λ j} and {|s j〉} being the
eigenvalues and eigenstates of ρS . Trace-preservation implies∑
l A
†
l Al = 1 E . Letting En and |rn〉 denote the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of HE , the heat distribution of the environment
(via a two-point measurement) can now be written as (Talkner
et al., 2009).
P(QE) =
∑
l,m,n
〈rn|Al|rm〉(ρE)mm〈rm|A†l |rn〉δ(QE − (En − Em))
(80)
with (ρE)nm = 〈rn|ρE |rm〉. From this one may now show that
〈e−βQ〉 = Tr[M ρS ], (81)
where M = TrE[U† (1 S ⊗ ρE) U]. Using Jensen’s inequality
then leads to
〈QE〉 ≥ BQ := −T ln(Tr[M ρS ]). (82)
This result establishes a bound on 〈QE〉, which depends on
both the state of the system as well as the unitary U. It there-
fore naturally encompass also a dependence on the size of E,
in line with Eq. (76).
Using the formalism of full counting statistics (Esposito
et al., 2009), one can also extend these results to obtain an
entire single-parameter family of bounds (Guarnieri et al.,
2017). We first introduce the cumulant generating function
of P(QE),
Θ(η, β) ≡ ln
〈
e−ηQE
〉
= ln
∫
P(QE)e−ηQE dQE . (83)
Ho¨lder’s inequality then implies that for η > 0,
β〈QE〉 > −β
η
Θ(η, β) ≡ BηQ (η > 0), (84)
which contains Eq. (82) as a particular case. Conversely, for
η < 0 we obtain the upper bounds
β〈QE〉 ≤ β|η|Θ(η, β) ≡ B˜
η
Q (η < 0). (85)
In the limit |η| → 0 both bounds coincide with β〈QE〉.
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B. Conditional entropy production
We consider once again the general map (25) of Sec. III.
But now we suppose that after the map we measure the en-
vironment, or at least a part of it. Since this acquires infor-
mation about the map, the process should be more reversible.
Notice also that in this case there can be no backaction on the
system, since we are assuming only the bath is measured and
only after they have interacted (such a backaction would vio-
late no-signaling). There is, therefore, no possibility that mea-
suring the environment will make the process less reversible.
Or, put it differently, the entropy production, conditioned on
the measurement outcomes, should be strictly smaller than the
unconditional entropy production Σ.
To formalize this idea, we consider a generalized measure-
ment on E described by Kraus operators {Mk} and labeled by
a set of outcomes k. We denote the local states of S and E
after the map, conditioned on an outcome k, by
ρ′E|k =
Mkρ′E M
†
k
pk
, ρ′S |k =
1
pk
trE
(
Mkρ′S E M
†
k
)
, (86)
where pk = tr(Mkρ′E M
†
k ) is the probability of outcome k (as
before, primed quantities always refer to states after the map).
One may also verify that
∑
k pkρ′S |k = ρ
′
S , thus confirming that
the measurement in E causes no backaction in S . But there
may, of course, be a backaction in E so ρ˜E :=
∑
k pkρ′E|k , ρ
′
E .
We now ask how to construct the entropy production con-
ditioned on a given outcome. The goal is to define, in analogy
with Eq. (31), a conditional entropy production Σk and a con-
ditional flux Φk, which are related by
Σk = S (ρ′S |k) − S (ρS ) + Φk. (87)
This is still a random variable in the outcomes k. Averaging
this over all outcomes then yields the conditional entropy pro-
duction and flux according to
Σc =
∑
k
pkS (ρ′S |k) − S (ρS ) + Φc, (88)
where Σc =
∑
k pkΣk and similarly for Φc. The entropy differ-
ence on the first two terms of the right-hand side is known as
the Ozawa-Groenewold quantum-classical information (Funo
et al., 2018, 2013). Notice also that Σk and Φk are not neces-
sarily linear functions of ρ′S E , so that, in general, their aver-
ages Σc and Φc do not have to coincide with the unconditional
quantities Σ and Φ.
Eq. (87) is merely a definition of Σk and Φk. The relevant
question is how to properly define these quantities in a way
that is physically consistent. We first analyze the flux. A look
at Eq. (34) shows that a natural generalization to the case of
conditional states is
Φk = S (ρ′E|k) − S (ρE) + S (ρ′E|k ||ρE), (89)
which therefore simply amounts to replacing ρ′E with ρ
′
E|k. Av-
eraging over all pk and using the second line in Eq. (34), one
then finds
Φc :=
∑
k
pkΦk = tr
{
(ρE − ρ˜E) ln ρE}, (90)
where ρ˜E =
∑
k pkρ′E|k. This result shows that if there is no
measurement backaction on the local state of the environment
(ρ˜E = ρ′E), the conditional and unconditional fluxes coincide,
Φc = Φ.
This result has a clear and beautiful physical interpretation:
the entropy flux refers only to the flow of information to the
environment. It should therefore be independent on whether
or not we condition on any measurement outcomes. The flux
should therefore only change if there is backaction from the
measurement. In other words, the difference Φc −Φ has noth-
ing to do with the system nor the S E interaction, but only
with the backaction caused by the measurement. For this rea-
son, we henceforth assume that the measurement backaction
on the environment is null, so that ρ˜E = ρ′E and Φc = Φ. In-
terestingly, this assumption has also been used implicitly in
Ref (Breuer, 2003), which defines entropy production from
the perspective of quantum jump trajectories. We also men-
tion that even if ρ˜E = ρ′E , there will still be, in general, a
backaction on the global state ρ′S E .
Using Φc = Φ in Eq. (88) and comparing with Eq. (31)
allows one to conclude that
Σc = Σ − χM(ρ′S ), (91)
where
χM(ρ′S ) = S (ρ
′
S ) −
∑
k
pkS (ρ′S |k) =
∑
k
pkS (ρ′S |k ||ρ′S ), (92)
is the Holevo quantity (Nielsen and Chuang, 2000), which is
always non-negative. Eq. (91) is beautiful. And is precisely
what we set out to find. It shows that conditioning on mea-
surement outcomes of the bath reduces the entropy production
by an amount proportional to the Holevo quantity, an object
with numerous applications in information theory. It there-
fore shows the strictly information-theoretic nature of the 2nd
law of thermodynamics.
Indeed, χM is precisely a basis-dependent version of the
classical information used in quantum discord theory (Modi
et al., 2012). It thus follows that, for any choice of measure-
ment operators {Mk},
χM(ρ′S ) 6 Iρ′S E (S : E). (93)
Comparing this with the definition of Σ in Eq. (27) one then
concludes from Eq. (91) that
Σc = Iρ′S E (S : E) + S (ρ
′
E ||ρE) − χ(ρ′S ) > S (ρ′E ||ρE).
Hence, even though Σc 6 Σ, it is nonetheless still strictly
non-negative. This occurs because the interaction irreversibly
pushes the bath away from equilibrium, so that even if all in-
formation possible were to be acquired, the dynamics would
still be irreversible.
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C. Heat flow in the presence of correlations
Another key manifestation of information in thermodynam-
ics is the influence of initial correlations in the heat flow be-
tween two bodies. According to the second law, if we put in
contact two systems A and B, initially prepared in equilibrium
at different temperatures, heat will always flow hot to cold.
This assumes, however, that the two bodies are initially uncor-
related. If that is not true, heat may eventually flow from cold
to hot. This problem was first considered in the quantum sce-
nario in (Partovi, 2008), who discussed only the case where
the global state of AB is pure. This was then generalized in
Refs. (Jennings and Rudolph, 2010) and (Bera et al., 2017),
who also addressed some of the information-theoretical as-
pects of the problem. An experimental demonstration of this
effect was recently performed in a nuclear magnetic resonance
setup (Micadei et al., 2019). In a broader sense, these ideas
are ultimately related to the use of mutual information to re-
duce entropy, as first discussed in the seminal paper by (Lloyd,
1989).
We consider two systems with Hamiltonians HA and HB,
prepared in a global (generally correlated) state ρAB. We as-
sume, however, that the reduced density matrices of A and
B are still thermal, ρA = trB ρAB = e−βAHA/ZA, and ρB =
e−βBHB/ZB, at different temperatures βA and βB. The two sys-
tems are then put to interact with a unitary U satisfying strict
energy conservation [U,HA +HB] = 0 (cf. Eq. (48)). The state
after the interaction is thus ρ′AB = UρABU
†, from which one
can compute the corresponding marginals ρ′A and ρ
′
B.
The correlations between A and B are characterized by the
mutual information IρAB (A : B) defined in Eq. (28). Since the
dynamics is unitary it follows that S (ρ′AB) = S (ρAB), which
allows one to show that
∆I(A : B) = ∆S A + ∆S B, (94)
where ∆I(A : B) = Iρ′AB (A : B) − IρAB (A : B) is the change in the
mutual information between A and B.
Next, consider the quantity:
S = S (ρ′A||ρA) + S (ρ′B||ρB) > 0, (95)
which is non-negative because the relative entropies are non-
negative. This quantity is a part of the entropy produc-
tion, when cast in terms of the Jarzynski-Wo´jcik scenario [cf.
Eq. (62)]. What is important for the present purposes is that
this quantity is purely local, depending only on the reduced
density matrices of A and B before and after the interaction.
Substituting the initial thermal forms of ρA and ρB, together
with Eq. (94), then leads to (Jennings and Rudolph, 2010):
S = βA∆HA + βB∆HB − ∆I(A : B) > 0. (96)
Let us assume TA > TB. Due to strict energy conservation, the
average heat exchanged is simply defined as
QB = ∆HB = tr
{
HB(UρABU† − ρAB)} = −∆HA, (97)
so that Eq. (96) becomes
(βB − βA)QB > ∆I(A : B). (98)
This corresponds to a generalized version of the second law to
take into account initial correlations.
If A and B are initially uncorrelated then ∆I(A : B) = Iρ′AB (A :
B) > 0. This implies that QB must have the same sign as
βB − βA; whence, heat flows from hot to cold. But if they are
initially correlated and the process is such that this correlation
is consumed (∆I(A : B) < 0), then it is possible for heat to
flow from cold to hot. This is thus an example of a situation
where an information theoretic resource is being consumed to
perform a thermodynamic task that would not naturally occur.
This is akin to refrigerators, where heat also flows from cold
to hot, but the resource being used is work from the electri-
cal plug. The result can also be formulated in the language
of Maxwell’s Demons. A Demon, in this context, has access
to additional information, in the form of global correlations
shared between A and B. These correlations can then be con-
sumed as a thermodynamic resource.
Correlations, of course, will not always make heat flow
from cold to hot. They may very well have the opposite effect,
accelerating the heat from hot to cold. An illustrative exam-
ple is the problem studied experimentally in (Micadei et al.,
2019). Consider two qubits with Hi = Ω|e〉〈e| and initially
prepared in a correlated state of the form
ρAB = ρ
th
A ⊗ ρthB + χ
where ρthi = (1− fi)|g〉〈g|+ fi|e〉〈e|, with fi = (eΩ/Ti + 1)−1, are
the local thermal states of each qubit and
χ = αeiθ|g, e〉〈e, g| + αe−iθ|e, g〉〈g, e|,
represents the correlations, with α and θ being real parame-
ters. The two qubits are then put to interact with a unitary
U = exp
{ − igt(eiφ|g, e〉〈e, g| + e−iφ|e, g〉〈g, e|)}, where φ is
an arbitrary phase and g is the interaction strength. The heat
QB = ∆HB that enters system B at time t will be given by
QB(t) = Ω sin(gt)
[
( fA − fB) sin(gt) − 2α sin(θ − φ) cos(gt)
]
.
We again assume TA > TB for concreteness. Since fi is
monotonically increasing with Ti, when α = 0 we always get
QB ∝ ( fA − fB) > 0, so that heat will flow from hot to cold.
But when α , 0, the direction of the heat flow will actually
depend on a fine interplay between the phases θ and φ ap-
pearing in χ and U, respectively. These phases may combine
either constructively, reversing the heat flow, or destructively,
accelerating the already natural flow direction.
D. Fluctuation theorem under classical and quantum
correlations
The problem treated in the previous Subsection can also be
analyzed from a quantum trajectories perspective, which will
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serve to highlight the non-trivial role of quantum vs. classical
correlations. We begin by considering the case of two-point
measurements (TPM), where both A and B are measured at
the beginning and the end of the process. Ref. (Jevtic et al.,
2015) discusses the implications of measuring in the local en-
ergy bases |nA〉 and |nB〉 of the Hamiltonians HA and HB. A
quantum trajectory will be specified by four quantum num-
bers, γ = (nA, nB,mA,mB), which occurs with probability
P[γ] = |〈mAmB|U |nAnB〉|2 pnAnB , (99)
where pnAnB = 〈nAnB|ρAB|nAnB〉. Crucially, since ρAB is not a
product state, in general pnAnB , pnA pnB .
The probability that a heat qB[γ] = EmB −EnB enters system
B will then be given by
P(qB) =
∑
γ
δ(qB − qB[γ]) P[γ]. (100)
Using this to compute the average heat 〈qB〉, we find
〈qB〉 = tr {HB[U∆(ρAB)U† − ∆(ρAB)]}, (101)
where
∆(ρAB) =
∑
nA,nB
|nAnB〉〈nAnB|ρAB|nAnB〉〈nAnB|, (102)
is the operation of fully dephasing ρAB in the basis |nA, nB〉.
The important point to realize now is that Eq. (101) is, in
general, different from the average heat in Eq. (97). The differ-
ence is due to the presence of the dephasing operators ∆ and
is thus a consequence of the measurement backaction, which
dephases ρAB. The two quantities will only coincide when
ρAB is already diagonal in |nA, nB〉. Put it differently, when
ρAB is not diagonal, the TPM scheme used here will funda-
mentally change the amount of heat exchanged between the
two systems, producing an entirely different dynamics when
compared with the bare unitary evolution. One therefore sees
that, in general, entropy production will be extrinsic; that is,
it depends not only on the systems A and B, but also on the
details on how one performs the experiment.
This highlights the fundamental difference between corre-
lations present in the populations (i.e., which are diagonal in
|nAnB〉) and correlations which are present in the coherences
(off-diagonals). The latter can be viewed as a basis-dependent
quantum discord; i.e., as the amount of discord present in
the energy basis (the energy basis appears as a preferred ba-
sis due to the energy-conserving nature of the unitary U; see
Sec. V.B).
Returning now to Eq. (99), let us introduce the reverse pro-
cess, where both A and B start at the same state, but one
applies the unitary U† instead (this is the Jarzynski-Wo´jcik
scenario of Sec. III.E. The probability for the backward tra-
jectory γ∗ = (mA,mB, nA, nB) will be given by P[γ∗] =
|〈nAnB|U†|mAmB〉|2 pmAmB . The ratio of the two processes re-
duce to P[γ]/P[γ∗] = pnAnB/pmAmB , since the dynamical term
cancels out (as usual).
To make the physics of this ratio more evident, we introduce
the stochastic mutual information
InAnB = ln
pnAnB
pnA pnB
, (103)
where pnA =
∑
nB pnAnB (similarly for pnB ) are the marginal
distributions of the initial state, which we chose to be thermal,
pnA = e
−βAEnA /ZA. The average of InAnB over pnAnB yields the
mutual information of the dephased state
〈InAnB〉 =
∑
nA,nB
pnAnB ln
pnAnB
pnA pnB
= I∆(ρAB)(A : B). (104)
where Iρ(A : B) is defined in Eq. (28).
If we now write pnAnB = pnA pnB e
InAnB , we get
P[γ]
P[γ∗] =
pnA pnB
pmA pmB
e−∆I[γ],
where ∆I[γ] = ImAmB − InAnB . But since the reduced states are
thermal, pnα/pmα = e
βα(Emα−Enα ), so that we may finally write
P[γ]
P[γ∗] = e
(βB−βA)qB[γ]−∆I[γ], (105)
where we also used the fact that EmA − EnA = −(EmB − EnB ).
Eq. (105) represents a modified exchange fluctuation theo-
rem, generalizing the results of Jarzynski and Wo´jcik (Jarzyn-
ski and Wo´jcik, 2004) to the case where A and B have ini-
tial correlations. Eq. (105) implies a non-equilibrium equality
〈e(βB−βA)qB[γ]−∆I[γ]〉 = 1, which yields the bound
(βB − βA)〈qB[γ]〉 > 〈∆I[γ]〉. (106)
This bound is structurally similar to Eq. (98). However, as
discussed before, they cannot be directly compared since they
pertain to different processes due to the dephasing action of
the first measurement.
The above results show clearly that, when constructing
fluctuation theorems, quantum correlations are fundamentally
hampered by the backaction of the two-point measurement
scheme. A way to circumvent this is to use the notion of
augmented trajectories, first discussed by Dirac (Dirac, 1945)
and used more recently in (Micadei et al., 2020; Park et al.,
2017). We decompose the initial (correlated) state of AB as
ρAB =
∑
s ps|s〉〈s|, where |s〉 are eigenvectors living on the
composite Hilbert space of AB. Before the dynamics, we now
perform instead a measurement in the basis |s〉. The second
measurement can be in the energy basis, as in Sec. IV.D, since
it does not matter if we destroy the correlations after the end
of the protocol.
The quantum trajectory will therefore be described in this
case by the quantum numbers γ = (s,mA,mB) and the corre-
sponding path probability will be given, instead of Eq. (99),
by
P[γ] = |〈mAmB|U |s〉|2 ps. (107)
Knowing the outcome s of the first measurement, however,
does not uniquely specify which energy eigenstates |nAnB〉 the
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two systems were initially in. In order to account for this,
we augment the trajectories by considering the conditional
probability pnAnB |s = |〈nAnB|s〉|2 that AB are found in |nAnB〉
given that globally they are in |s〉. The augmented trajectory
γ˜ = (s, nA, nB,mA,mB) will then have a path probability
P˜[γ˜] = |〈mAmB|U |s〉|2 ps pnAnB |s. (108)
This formulation fixes the issues that arise from the backaction
of the first measurement. For instance, as shown in Ref. (Mi-
cadei et al., 2020), it leads to the full identity (98) and not its
dephased version (106).
Eq. (108) also illustrates well a recurring problem in ex-
tending thermodynamics to the quantum regime. Thermody-
namics does not deal with states, but with processes; i.e., with
transformations between states. Assessing these transforma-
tions therefore touches on the inevitable measurement back-
action. Eq. (108) circumvents this by constructing a distri-
bution free from any backaction. This distribution, however,
has to be constructed using full state tomography. In fact, as
discussed in Ref. (Levy and Lostaglio, 2019), this issue is di-
rectly related to the notion of contextuality.
V. QUANTUM DYNAMICS AND THE CLASSICAL LIMIT
The global unitary map (26) is extremely general and rep-
resents the basic structure behind most open system dynamics
(the only assumption in it is that S and E are initially un-
correlated). To make it practical, however, this map has to
be specialized to specific paradigms. The usual paradigm in
open quantum systems (Breuer and Petruccione, 2007; Gar-
diner and Zoller, 2004; Rivas and Huelga, 2012) is to assume
that the environment is macroscopically large and the unitary
is left turned on for an arbitrary time. Eq. (25) is then naturally
reinterpreted as the continuous time map
ρS (t) = Et(ρS (0)) = trE
{
U(t)
(
ρS (0) ⊗ ρE)U†(t)}. (109)
Common questions in the theory of open quantum systems,
such as whether or not the map will be divisible, are all con-
tained in the properties of ρE and U(t).
All results derived in Sec. III for the entropy production
remain valid in this case, although it becomes more natural
to study the entropy production rate Σ˙ = dΣ/dt. An im-
portant observation, however, is that even though Σ > 0 by
construction, this is not in general guaranteed for Σ˙. This, of
course, is expected to happen for macroscopic environments,
but this has to be analyzed in a case-by-case basis. In fact,
temporary negativities in Σ˙(t) can be used as a measure of
non-Markovianity (Breuer et al., 2016; de Vega and Alonso,
2017), as they represent instances of time where information
backflows to the system (which fits well with the interpreta-
tion of Σ˙ as a measure of irreversibility).
More serious difficulties arise, however, when one is
interested in quantum master equations derived from the
map (109). The problem is that master equations use several
approximations to describe the dynamics solely from the op-
tics of the reduced state of the system. They therefore have no
information about the global S + E state, which is paramount
for quantifying entropy production. Thus, while these approx-
imations may be reasonable for describing the dynamics, they
may be disastrous for the thermodynamics. For instance, in
Ref. (Levy and Kosloff, 2014) it was shown how local master
equations seem to violate the second law (allowing, e.g., heat
to flow from cold to hot). If one has access also to the global
dynamics, this would never happen by construction. This was
used in (De Chiara et al., 2018) to reconcile local master equa-
tions with thermodynamics.
A. Collisional models
The thermodynamics of quantum master equations has to
be analyzed in a case-by-case basis. Instead, we have opted to
focus in this review on an alternative paradigm of open sys-
tem, called collisional models (also called “repeated interac-
tions”). These models have been used for a long time in dif-
ferent contexts (Englert and Morigi, 2002; Rau, 1963; Scarani
et al., 2002), but recently gained a surge in popularity (Barra,
2015; Cusumano et al., 2018; Giovannetti and Palma, 2012;
Karevski and Platini, 2009; Landi et al., 2014; Lorenzo et al.,
2015; McCloskey and Paternostro, 2014; Pereira, 2018; Pez-
zutto et al., 2016; Strasberg et al., 2017). This is largely due to
the fact that they allow full control over what kinds of approx-
imations are being employed, thus helping further our basic
understanding of non-equilibrium processes.
Collisional models draws inspiration from Boltzmann’s
original Stosszahlansatz (molecular chaos hypothesis). The
open system dynamics is envisioned as a series of sequential
interactions, where in each time interval the system only in-
teracts with a tiny fraction of the environment (which we shall
henceforth refer to as an ancilla). After this interaction the an-
cilla is discarded and a fresh new one is introduced, again pre-
pared in a thermal state. This is what happens, for instance, in
classical Brownian motion: at each moment the particle only
interacts with a small number of molecules. Moreover, after
they interact, the molecules return to the bath and never inter-
act with the system again.
The collisions may be assumed to happen at random times
or be sequential. We focus on the latter for concreteness and
assume each event lasts for a time τ. If we let ρAn denote the
density matrix of the n-th ancilla, then the collisional model
can be described by the map
ρn+1S = trAn
{
US An
(
ρnS ⊗ ρAn
)
U†S An
}
:= En(ρnS ), (110)
where ρnS = ρS (nτ) is the state of the system before interacting
with the n-th ancilla. As can be seen, this map is nothing but
a composition of the original map (26). Hence, all thermody-
namic properties derived in Sec. III also hold for each stroke
of the collisional model. Moreover, since the ancillas are as-
sumed to be independent, it is trivial to compose the properties
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FIG. 3 (a) Diagramatic illustration of the collisional model in
Eq. (111). (b) Scheme for studying non-equilibrium steady-states
(NESSs) obtained when a system is coupled to multiple reservoirs.
In this case the ancillas cycle through an alphabet of states, ρA, ρB,
ρC , ρA, ρB, . . . so that the system will never reach equilibrium, even
whenUn = 1 (no unitary strokes).
of multiple strokes. From a thermodynamic perspective, this
offers a monumental advantage.
We can also increment the collisional model with the ad-
ditional assumption that in between each S A stroke, the sys-
tem also undergoes a unitary evolution (see Fig. 3(a)). The
map (110) is then updated to
ρn+1S = Un(En(ρnS )) (111)
where Un(ρS ) = UnρS U†n is a unitary stroke described by an
arbitrary unitary Un acting only on S . The situation where the
system is always close to equilibrium was recently analyzed
in (Scandi et al., 2020). Since the unitary strokes Un involve
no heat by construction, this kind of map composition is a
useful way of separating between heat and work, a quantum
generalization of the type of splitting used, e.g., in (Crooks,
1998). Of course, as discussed in Sec. III.D, the ancilla strokes
En may also contain a contribution due to work, depending
on whether or not US An satisfies strict energy conservation,
Eq. (48).
The states of the ancillas in the collisional model (111) do
not have to be identical. This can be used to implement non-
trivial limit cycles. The basic idea is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). It
consists in setting the ancillas to cycle through an alphabet of
m states, such as ρA, ρB, ρC , ρA, ρB, ρC , . . . in the example of
the figure. If the composite map
Φ(ρS ) = Um ◦ Em ◦ . . . ◦ U1 ◦ E1(ρS ), (112)
is applied for a sufficiently long time, any transients related to
the system’s initial conditions will vanish and the system will
reach a limit cycle, characterized by ρ∗S = Φ(ρ
∗
S ). Because the
ancillas are always changing, however, this limit cycle will not
be a fixed point of the individual maps (111), only of the com-
posite map (112). As a consequence, the system will never
reach a steady-state but will, instead, keep bouncing back and
forth within the limit cycle. This can be used to generate a
diverse set of rich dynamics describing engine-like behaviour.
For concreteness, we assume that within the system-ancilla
strokes the system Hamiltonian remains fixed at HnS . During
the subsequent unitary stroke, on the other hand, it changes
from HnS to H
n+1
S . The precise way through which this change
takes place is encoded in the unitary Un. Heat is then de-
fined, as in Sec. III, as the change in energy of the ancillas [cf.
Eq. (37)]:
QAn := tr
{
HAn
(
ρ′An − ρAn )
}
. (113)
This is to be compared with the total change in energy of the
system,
∆HnS = tr
(
Hn+1S ρ
n+1
S − HnS ρnS
)
. (114)
The mismatch between (113) and (114) is then attributed en-
tirely to work. This work, however, may have a contribution
from the on/off work of the system-ancilla interaction and a
contribution from the unitary U:
Won/offn = tr
{
HnS
[En(ρnS ) − ρnS ]} + QAn , (115)
Wun = tr
{
Hn+1S ρ
n+1
S − HnSEn(ρnS )
}
. (116)
The first law therefore decomposes as
∆UnS = W
u
n + W
on/off
n + QAn . (117)
Notice how ∆HnS in Eq. (114) is a function of state, whereas
QAn and Wn are not.
As for the second law, based on the results of Sec. III, we
have three tiers of possible expressions:
Σn = Iρ′S An (S : An) + S (ρ′An ||ρAn ) (118)
= ∆S nS + βnQAn (119)
= S (ρnS ||ρn,thS ) − S (ρn+1S ||ρn,thS ), (120)
where ∆S nS = S (ρ
n+1
S ) − S (ρnS ) is the change in the entropy of
the system in the map (111). The first line is the general def-
inition (27) and holds for any ancillary state. The second line
is only true if the ancillas are thermal, not necessarily at the
same temperature [Eq. (36)]. Finally, the third line is only true
for thermal operations (i.e., if the ancillas are thermal and the
unitary satisfies the strict energy conservation condition (50)).
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B. The emergence of a preferred basis
The classical limit is usually associated with the emergence
of a preferred basis in which coherence among the basis ele-
ments tend to be suppressed. In the so-called “einselection”
paradigm (Zurek, 1981), this basis emerges due to the contact
with a heat bath. Thermal operations (Sec. III.D) provide a
clear illustration of this principle and also highlight some of
the subtle issues that arise in the classical limit.
We consider here the collisional model in Eq. (111) and
assume that the ancillary stroke (110) is a thermal operation
(Sec. III.D). During the unitary stroke, the Hamiltonian is as-
sumed to change from HnS = HS (λn) to H
n+1
S = HS (λn+1),
where λ represents a generic work parameter. For simplicity,
however, we assume that this change is much faster than the
system-ancilla stroke, so that we may setUn ' 1.
Next let HnS =
∑
i Eni |in〉〈in| denote the eigenthings of HnS
at each given time n. We assume that the eigenvalues Eni are
non-degenerate. One may then show that if the map (110)
is a thermal operation, the populations 〈in|ρnS |in〉 at the in-
stantaneous eigenstates will evolve according to the classical
Markov chain (Cwiklinski et al., 2015; Santos et al., 2019)
〈in|ρn+1S |in〉 =
∑
j
Mn(i| j)〈 jn|ρnS | jn〉, (121)
where Mn(i| j) = ∑µ,ν qnν |〈in, µn|US An | jn, νn〉|2, with qnν and |νn〉,
µn〉 being the initial populations and eigenstates of ancilla An;
i.e., ρAn = e
−βHnE/ZnE =
∑
ν qnν |νn〉〈νn|. We call attention to the
fact that, in order to make sure each step is a thermal oper-
ation, the states of the ancillas and the unitaries US An have
to change to adjust to the strict energy conservation condi-
tion (48); this makes the above construction difficult to realize
exactly, although it is realizable approximately, as we discuss
below.
Notice how the left hand side of (121) contains 〈in|ρn+1S |in〉,
which differs in general from 〈in+1|ρn+1S |in+1〉. This highlights a
unique property of quantum dynamics; namely that the action
of the work agent may change not only the populations Eni of
the system, but also rotate the eigenbasis |in〉. The notion of
“population and coherences” in Eqs. (121) and (124) should
thus be interpreted with care, as they change with each step.
As a consequence, even quasi-static dynamics, which are usu-
ally somewhat dull for classical systems, may present interest-
ing and highly non-trivial effects, which are of genuine quan-
tum nature. This was recently explored in Ref. (Miller et al.,
2019; Scandi et al., 2020) and will be reviewed in Sec. VII.E.
For the remainder of this Section, we focus on the case
where [HnS ,H
m
S ] = 0 for all n,m. This means that during the
work strokes, the energy levels of the system may change, but
the orientation of the eigenbasis |i〉 remains fixed. One may
then define the populations pni = 〈i|ρnS |i〉, so that Eq. (121) is
converted into the classical Markov chain
pn+1i =
∑
j
Mn(i| j)pnj . (122)
The Mn(i| j) are simply transition probabilities (their time-
dependence comes from the fact that the Hamiltonian may be
changing in time). Moreover, since the ancillas are thermal,
they satisfy the detailed balance condition
Mn(i| j) = Mn( j|i)e−β(Eni −Enj ). (123)
Thus, by all standards, the populations evolve according to
an entirely classical evolution. And, what is perhaps even
more important, the evolution of populations and coherences
are completely decoupled. Indeed, the latter, defined as ρni j =〈in|ρnS | jn〉 (with j , i), are found to evolve according to
ρn+1i j =
(∑
µ,ν
qnν〈inνn|US An |inµn〉〈 jnνn|U†S An | jnµn〉
)
ρni j. (124)
The factor in front of ρni j may be complex, but always has
magnitude smaller than 1 (Cwiklinski et al., 2015). As a con-
sequence, this represents a simple damping dynamics, where
ρni j is suppressed further and further with each stroke, until
eventually vanishing.
This example clearly shows the emergence of a preferred
basis. Due to the strict energy conservation property of ther-
mal operations, the energy basis of the system is selected
as a preferred basis by the environment, a process called
“environment-induced” selection, or einselection. Crucially,
this effect is clearly manifested in the entropy production. The
entropy produced at each stroke will be given by Eq. (120),
with ρn,thS = e
−βHnS /ZnS . We may now split the relative entropy
as
S (ρnS ||ρn,thS ) = S (pn||pn,th) + C(ρnS ), (125)
where S (pn||pn,th) is the classical relative entropy between the
probability distributions pni and p
n,th
i = e
−βEni /ZnS ; the classical
relative entropy is defined as
S (p||q) =
∑
i
pi ln pi/qi. (126)
The second term in Eq. (125), on the other hand, is the relative
entropy of coherence in the energy eigenbasis |i〉, C(ρnS ) =
S (pn) − S (ρnS ). Plugging this in Eq. (120) allows us to split
the entropy production of each step in two parts (Santos et al.,
2019)
Σn = Σ
cl
n + Σ
qu
n , (127)
where
Σcln = S (p
n||pn,th) − S (pn+1||pn,th), (128)
Σ
qu
n = C(ρnS ) −C(ρn+1S ). (129)
The term Σcln is a purely classical contribution and coin-
cides with the formulation used in classical stochastic pro-
cesses (Schnakenberg, 1976). It describes the irreversibility
associated with the system having to adapt its populations to
those imposed by the environment. In addition to it, however,
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we also have an extra term Σqun describing the irreversibility
due to the way the environment process quantum coherences.
This thus represents a genuinely quantum contribution to the
entropy production. Both terms are also individually non-
negative (Santos et al., 2019).
C. Continuous-time limit
When the interaction time τ of each collision is small, the
stroboscopic dynamics (111) can usually be converted into a
continuous-time master equation for the system (Englert and
Morigi, 2002; Strasberg et al., 2017). In view of the impor-
tance of quantum master equations, we briefly review here the
basic procedure. The idea is to construct a generator L ac-
cording to
dρS
dt
:= lim
τ→0
ρn+1S − ρnS
τ
= L(ρS ). (130)
This limit, however, has to be interpreted with care. Strictly
speaking, one cannot take the limit τ → 0, since this would
imply no interaction at all. Instead, this is to be interpreted
as a leading order contribution to a series expansion. In a
nutshell, the main idea is to take τ sufficiently small to ensure
that dρS /dt becomes a smooth function. Ultimately, this is
a coarse-graining argument, which is actually ubiquitous in
stochastic process. It also arises, for instance, in the classical
Langevin equation describing Brownian motion.
We shall focus on two distinct scenarios. First we will
assume the Hamiltonian is time-independent but the colli-
sions are not energy preserving. Then we consider the case
where the Hamiltonian is time-dependent and the collisions
are thermal operations (which is the same scenario discussed
in Sec. V.B). The starting point for both cases is actually the
same. We thus remain general here and specialize the results
in Sec. V.D.
We focus on a single system-ancilla collision, where the
Hamiltonian is given by H = HS + HA + V and the initial
states are ρS and ρA for system and ancilla (all indices n are
omitted for now). The evolution of the system in this single
collision will be given by
ρ′S = trA
{
e−iτH(ρS ⊗ ρA)eiτH
}
.
Expanding the exponentials in a power series and dividing by
τ on both sides leads to
ρ′S − ρS
τ
= −i[HS + trA(VρA), ρS )] − τ2 trA[V, [V, ρS ⊗ ρA]].
(131)
This formula illustrates well the physical meaning of the
limit (130). If we naively take τ → 0, only the first
term would survive. But this term contains only the origi-
nal system Hamiltonian plus a unitary contribution (Lamb-
shift) trA(VρA). Moreover, this Lamb-shift is often zero for
most choices of ancilla states and interactions (see (Rivas and
Huelga, 2012) for more details and (Rodrigues et al., 2019)
for a counterexample). Indeed, we shall henceforth assume
that trA(VρA) = 0.
The actual dissipative contribution, which is what we are
interested in, corresponds to the last term in Eq. (131). But
this is still of order τ and would thence vanish if τ → 0.
The limit (130) should therefore correspond to a limit where
(ρ′S −ρS )/τ is sufficiently smooth to be interpreted as a deriva-
tive, but the last term is nonetheless not vanishingly small. A
more systematic way of implementing this is to introduce a
fictitious scaling of the potential by changing V → V/√τ.
This means that while we take the interaction time to be very
short, we also take it to be very strong in the same propor-
tion. This scaling is not physical, but is merely a mathematical
bookkeeping device to keep track of which terms to neglect in
the series expansion. An identical situation also appears in the
derivation of the classical Langevin equation: since a delta-
correlated Gaussian white noise acts only for an infinitesimal
time, it also has to be infinitely strong in order to have a non-
negligible effect.
With this rescaling of the potential, Eq. (131) becomes
ρn+1S = ρ
n
S − iτ[HnS ρnS ] + τDn(ρnS ), (132)
where we already reintroduced all indices n. We also defined
Dn(ρS ) = −12 trAn [Vn, [Vn, ρS ⊗ ρAn ]]. (133)
Taking the limit τ→ 0 then finally leads to
dρS
dt
= −i[HS (t), ρS ] +Dt(ρS ). (134)
where HS (t = nτ) = HnS and similarly forDt.
The dissipator (133) can always be put in Linbdlad
form (Breuer and Petruccione, 2007) by decomposing the in-
teraction as Vn =
∑
k MkFk =
∑
k F
†
k M
†
k , where Mk and Fk are
Hermitian operators of system and ancilla respectively. This
leads to
D(ρS ) =
∑
k,q
〈F†q Fk〉n
[
MkρS M†q −
1
2
{M†q Mk, ρS }
]
, (135)
where 〈F†q Fk〉n = tr(F†q FkρAn ). Interpreted as a matrix,
〈F†q Fk〉n is, by construction, positive semi-definite. Hence,
the evolution is Markovian and can always be put in canoni-
cal form.
To provide another example, a particularly simple type of
interaction, which appears often in the literature, is
V =
∑
k
gk(L
†
k Ak + LkA
†
k), (136)
where Lk and Ak are (generally non-Hermitian) operators for
the system and ancilla respectively. Moreover, let us also as-
sume that
〈AkAq〉 = 0, 〈A†k Aq〉 = δk,q〈A†k Ak〉.
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The dissipator (133) then acquires the familiar form
D(ρS ) =
∑
k
{
γ−k D[Lk] + γ
+
k D[L
†
k]
}
, (137)
where D[L] = LρS L† − 12 {L†L, ρS } and
γ−k = g
2
k〈A†k Ak〉, γ+k = g2k〈AkA†k〉. (138)
A further specialization is to the case where the Ak are eigen-
operators of the ancilla Hamiltonian. That is, they satisfy
[HA, Ak] = −ωkAk for some set of Bohr (transition) fre-
quencies ωk. If the state of the ancillas is a thermal state
ρthA = e
−βHA/ZA, then this property will ensure that the coef-
ficients γ±k satisfy detailed balance,
γ−k
γ+k
= e−βωk . (139)
D. On/off work and Spohn’s separation
We now specialize the above results to two distinct scenar-
ios. First we consider the case where the system Hamiltonian
is time-independent, HnS = HS and the ancillas are all identi-
cally prepared, ρAn = ρA. The change in energy of the system
and ancilla in one collision can be found from Eq. (132) and
the corresponding analogous equation for the evolution of ρAn :
∆HnS = −
τ
2
tr
{
[V, [V,HS ]]ρnS ⊗ ρA
}
, (140)
∆HAn = −
τ
2
tr
{
[V, [V,HA]]ρnS ⊗ ρA
}
≡ QAn , (141)
where QAn is the heat entering the ancilla in the collision. In
general the violation of strict energy conservation, [V,HS +
HA] , 0 implies that ∆HnS , −QAn and hence there will be a
finite amount of on/off work (Sec. III.D).
This is where the difficulties in dealing with the thermody-
namics of master equations start. If one has only access to
Eq. (134), it is not clear how to split ∆HnS into heat and work.
For, according to (134), one should have
d〈HS 〉
dt
= trS
{
HSD(ρS )}, (142)
and it is not at all obvious which part of this expression is heat
and which part is work (something which is evident from the
global dynamics). The problem is that, in general, QAn simply
cannot be written in terms of quantities pertaining solely to
the system.
There is, however, one important scenario where this turns
out to be possible. Namely, when the violation of strict energy
conservation is caused by an operator of the system, not the
ancilla. That is, when it is possible to decompose the system
Hamiltonian as HS = HS ,0 + HS ,1 such that
[V,HS ,0 + HA] = 0 but [V,HS ,1] , 0. (143)
If this is true, then we may substitute [V,HA] = −[V,HS ,0] in
Eq. (141), leading to
QAn =
τ
2
tr
{
[V, [V,HS ,0]]ρnS ⊗ ρA
}
. (144)
As a consequence, we can now split Eq. (142) as
d〈HS 〉
dt
= trS
{
HS ,0D(ρS )} + trS {HS ,1D(ρS )}, (145)
= −Q˙A + W˙, (146)
hence allowing us to unambiguously identify the first term as
heat and the second as on/off work.
The situation described above happens often when the sys-
tem is composed of multiple interacting parts, but with only
one of the parts coupled to the ancillas (Barra, 2015; De
Chiara et al., 2018; Pereira, 2018). For instance, suppose the
system is composed of two subsystems, S 1 and S 2 with a total
Hamiltonian HS = HS 1 + HS 2 + VS 1,S 2 , where VS 1,S 2 is the in-
teraction between them. Moreover, suppose there is only one
bath and it is coupled only to S 1. The interaction VA,S 1 be-
tween S 1 and the ancillas An is assumed to be locally energy
preserving, [VA,S 1 ,HS 1 + HA] = 0. Notwithstanding, we will
in general have [VA,S 1 ,VS 1,S 2 ] , 0. Thus, albeit locally energy
preserving, it may not be globally energy preserving due to the
interaction between S 1 and S 2. The term VS 1,S 2 will therefore
play the role of HS ,1 in Eq. (145) and will be responsible for
the on/off work.
Next we change scenario and consider Eq. (134) when
HS (t) is explicitly time-dependent but the interactions are en-
gineered to be thermal operations. This therefore means that,
at each time step [Vn,HAn ] = −[Vn,HnS ]. As a consequence,
the heat exchanged to the ancillas, Eq. (141), becomes
QAn =
τ
2
tr
{
[Vn, [Vn,HnS ]]ρ
n
S ⊗ ρAn
}
, (147)
which is written solely in terms of system-related quantities.
From the master equation (134) we now find the energy bal-
ance
d〈HS 〉
dt
= tr
{
∂HS
∂t
ρS
}
+ tr
{
HS (t)Dt(ρS )}. (148)
Comparing this with Eq. (147) then leads to the customary
Spohn separation of work and heat (Spohn, 1978),
Q˙A = − tr {HS (t)Dt(ρS )}, (149)
W˙ = tr
{
∂HS
∂t
ρS
}
(150)
Spohn’s separation is usually employed phenomenologically:
it is used when one has access to a master equation of the
form (134) and wishes to split the changes in energy into heat
and work. The above result shows that this separation is not at
all universal. Quite the contrary, notice how for it to hold we
had to assume that even though the Hamiltonian is changing
at each time step, the system-ancilla interaction and the state
of the ancilla were adjusted to guarantee that the map was
always a thermal operation. This requires considerable fine
tuning and is very difficult to realize in practice.
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E. Pauli master equations and Schnackenberg’s approach
The Markov chain (121) can be viewed as the classical dy-
namics emerging from quantum collisional model (111), in
the case of thermal operations. Similarly, one may also con-
sider the classical limit of the continuous-time master equa-
tion (134). All issues discussed in Sec. V.B also remain in this
case. In particular the non-trivial distinction between popula-
tion and coherences in the case where the eigenbasis of HS (t)
is time-dependent.
In order to simplify the problem, we thus consider the sce-
nario where only the eigenvalues of HS (t) are allowed to de-
pend on time: HS (t) =
∑
i Ei(t)|i〉〈i|. The populations will then
evolve according to Eq. (122). To obtain the short-time limit,
we assume US An = exp{−iτ(HnS + HAn + Vn/
√
τ) and expand
it in a power series in τ. This leads to
Mn(i| j) = δi j + τ
(
Wi j − δi j
∑
k
Wk j
)
, (151)
where Wi j(t) =
∑
µ,ν qnν |〈i, µ|Vn| jν〉|2 and its time-dependence
will be omitted for clarity when possible. Plugging this in
Eq. (122) and taking τ → 0 then leads to the Pauli classical
master equation
dpi
dt
=
∑
j
{
Wi j p j(t) −W ji pi(t)
}
. (152)
This procedure shows how, under specific conditions, one can
recover the classical master equation evolution from the un-
derlying quantum dynamics.
We now proceed to study the entropy production from the
perspective solely of the Pauli master equation (152). We re-
view the framework put forth by Schnackenberg (Schnaken-
berg, 1976). This approach is interesting because it also con-
templates scenarios beyond the standard thermal-bath interac-
tion. Master equations of the form (152) also find a plethora
of applications, from biomolecular processes to financial mar-
kets. And Schnackenberg’s approach allows one to construct
an entropy production and an entropy flux, irrespective of
what the equation represents. This is an advantage of classical
systems and unfortunately cannot be extended to the quantum
case.
The starting point is to consider the evolution of the Shan-
non entropy
S (p) = −
∑
i
pi ln pi. (153)
Differentiating with respect to time and inserting Eq. (152)
yields
dS
dt
=
1
2
∑
i, j
(
Wi j p j −W ji pi) ln p j/pi. (154)
Schnakenberg then proposed that the following quantity be
associated with an entropy production:
Σ˙(t) =
1
2
∑
i, j
(
Wi j p j −W ji pi) ln Wi j p jW ji pi . (155)
This expression is always non-negative as it has the form (x −
y) ln(x/y) > 0. That, of course, is in principle not enough to
label a quantity as the entropy production. To scrutinize the
correctness of this formula, one must analyze it from different
perspectives.
The difference between Σ˙ and dS/dt is associated with an
entropy flux rate Φ˙ according to Eq. (7). Using Eqs. (154) and
(155) one then arrives at
Φ˙(t) =
1
2
∑
i, j
(
Wi j p j −W ji pi) ln (Wi jW ji
)
. (156)
The entropy flux is thus seen to be linear in the probabilities
pi.
Additional justification for Eqs. (155) and (156) can be
given if we assume that the dynamics satisfies detailed balance
(Gardiner, 2010; van Kampen, 2007; Tome´ and de Oliveira,
2014); viz.,
Wi j p∗j = W ji p
∗
i , (157)
where p∗i is the steady-state distribution of Eq. (152) (not nec-
essarily a thermal state). In this case, Eq. (155) may be rewrit-
ten in terms of the classical Kullback-Leibler divergence (126)
as
Σ˙ = − dS (p||p
∗)
dt
, (158)
which is the continuous-time and classical analog of Eq. (45).
The entropy flux (156), on the other hand, can be rearranged
as
Φ˙ =
∑
i
dpi
dt
ln p∗i . (159)
In the particular case where the steady-state distribution is also
the thermal equilibrium state, p∗i = e
−βEi/Z, this becomes
Φ˙ = −β
∑
i
Ei
dpi
dt
= −βQ˙, (160)
so that we recover the well-known thermodynamic result (7).
The Schnakenberg approach was perhaps the first to gener-
alize the concept of entropy production beyond conventional
thermal systems. It reproduces the thermal results as a partic-
ular case, but also holds for arbitrary processes. Of course, the
physical interpretation of Σ˙ and Φ˙ is not necessarily evident in
general. But it can become so in several important cases such
as, for instance, systems connected to multiple baths.
Returning to the general expression (155), it is also inter-
esting to define the probability current
Ji j = Wi j p j −W ji pi, (161)
which represents the current of probability flowing from j to
i. If we then define the so-called conjugated force,
Xi j = ln
Wi j p j
W ji pi
, (162)
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then the entropy production can be cast as
Σ˙ =
1
2
∑
i j
Ji jXi j. (163)
which is a stochastic version of Onsager’s form (19); i.e., the
entropy production is a product of fluxes times forces. The
difference is that here these are not macroscopic fluxes (like
the flow of energy, for instance), but rather microscopic cur-
rents of probability.
F. Stochastic thermodynamics
Stochastic thermodynamics aims to extend the Pauli master
equation, Eq. (152), to systems coupled to multiple reservoirs.
To accomplish this, it relies on one fundamental assumption.
Namely that the transition rates Wi j stemming from different
reservoirs are additive. That is, the rates Wi j in Eq. (152) can
be split as
Wi j =
∑
α
Wαi j, (164)
where α represents the different reservoirs present in the prob-
lem. Thus, for instance, if each reservoir is thermal, at tem-
perature Tα, each rate in Eq. (164) would individually satisfy
detailed balance
Wαi j
Wαji
= e−βα(Ei−E j). (165)
This assumption is known to describe well a broad range
of mesoscopic systems, from biological engines to nanoscale
junctions. However, when viewed as a limiting case of quan-
tum processes, it is extremely strong. First and foremost, the
Liouvillian of the master equation will, itself, not be sepa-
rable in general. But even if it is (e.g. in the case of local
master equations), this does not mean that the corresponding
Pauli equation will have additive rates since the preferred ba-
sis of one bath may not coincide with the preferred basis of
the other. As a consequence, understanding under which con-
ditions Eq. (164) can be viewed as the limiting case of a quan-
tum process is not trivial and, to the best of our knowledge, is
still an open problem.
Notwithstanding these difficulties, Eq. (164) provides an in-
teresting platform to characterize entropy production. Starting
from Eq. (154) and plugging Eq. (164) leads to
dS
dt
=
1
2
∑
i, j,α
(
Wαi j p j −Wαji pi
)
ln p j/pi. (166)
Following (Esposito and Van Den Broeck, 2010) the correct
way of identifying the entropy production is to add and sub-
tract ln Wαi j/W
α
ji in each term of the sum. The entropy produc-
tion rate is then identified as
Σ˙ =
1
2
∑
i, j,α
(
Wαi j p j −Wαji pi
)
ln
Wαi j p j
Wαji pi
. (167)
Notice that this expression is not equivalent to Eq. (155),
which we would have obtained if we added and subtracted
ln Wi j/W ji instead. The expression (167) is the correct one,
as it yields proper thermodynamic expressions for the fluxes.
Indeed, as shown in (Esposito and Van Den Broeck, 2010), if
this identification is not properly made, one will in general be
underestimating the entropy produced.
G. Classical phase space
Stochastic thermodynamics can also be formulated for sys-
tems described by continuous degrees of freedom (e.g. po-
sition and momenta). In this case Eq. (152) is replaced by
a Fokker-Planck equation. The formulation of the second
law for such systems has recently been reviewed in detail in
Ref. (Seifert, 2012). Here, with Sec. V.H in mind, we shall
focus on just two illustrative examples.
The first is the so-called colloidal particle (Seifert, 2012),
described by a single random variable x evolving according to
the Langevin equation
x˙ = f (x) + B ξ˙(t), (168)
where f (x) = −∂xV(x) is a conservative force, stemming from
a potential V(x), B is a constant and ξ(t) is a standard Wiener
increment. One may equivalently describe the dynamics in
terms of a Fokker-Planck equation for the probability density
Pt(x), which in this case reads
∂Pt(x)
∂t
= −∂J
∂x
= − ∂
∂x
[
f (x)Pt(x) − D∂Pt(x)
∂x
]
, (169)
where D = B2/2 is the diffusion constant. The Fokker-Planck
equation can be viewed as a continuity equation for P(x), with
J(x) = f (x)Pt(x) − D ∂xPt(x) representing a probability cur-
rent. The noise in Eq. (168) is ascribed to a thermal bath at
a temperature T . As a consequence, one may verify that, in
order for the system to properly thermalize, one must choose
D = T . In this case, the unique steady-state of (169) will
be the thermal state Pth = e−βV(x)/Z, where Z is the partition
function.
The definition of the entropy production associated to the
Fokker-Planck equation Eq. (169) was discussed extensively
in Ref. (Seifert, 2012), including its stochastic formulation
and the associated fluctuation theorems. Extensions to more
general Fokker-Planck equations were discussed in (Qian,
2002; Tome´ and De Oliveira, 2010) and a more robust frame-
work, based on path integrals, can be found in (Spinney and
Ford, 2012). Here we wish to point to a complementary ap-
proach, namely that with Eq. (158) in mind, one may propose
to define the entropy production as
Σ˙ = − d
dt
S (Pt ||Pth), (170)
where S (Pt ||Pth) =
∫
dx Pt(x) ln Pt(x)/Pth(x) is the continu-
ous analog of Eq. (126). Inserting EQ. (169) into the above
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definition for Σ˙, one finds
Σ˙ =
∫
dx
∂J
∂x
ln Pt(x)/Pth.
Next we integrate by parts. Boundary terms are assumed to
vanish as Pt(x)→ 0 for x→ ±∞. Moreover, using the defini-
tion of J(x), together with the fact that Pth ∝ e−βV(x), one may
verify that
∂
∂x
ln Pt(x)/Pth = − J(x)DPt(x) .
Therefore Eq. (170) becomes
Σ˙ =
1
D
∫
dx
J(x)2
Pt(x)
, (171)
which is the same result in Ref. (Seifert, 2012). This has a neat
physical interpretation: the quantity v(x) = J(x)/P(x) can be
interpreted as a velocity in phase-space. The entropy produc-
tion (171) is thus seen to be associated with a mean-squared
velocity. Thus, by construction, it is always non-negative and
null if and only if the current itself vanishes.
Finally, it is also worth mentioning that this approach,
where Eq. (170) is taken as the starting point for defining the
entropy production, is not always possible, in particular when
the system is connected to multiple baths. We chose to present
it here, nonetheless, because it attributes a clear information-
theoretic meaning to the entropy production, specially in light
of the discussion in Sec. III.
Next we consider a generalization of Eq. (168) to the case
of multiple modes, so that x = (x1, . . . , xn) is now a vector of
random variables. This could mean, for instance, a collection
of position and momenta. The vector x continues to be de-
scribed by a Langevin equation of the form (168). However,
now f (x) is a n-dimensional vector and ξ(t) is a m-dimensional
vector of independent Wiener increments. As a consequence,
B is taken to be an n×m matrix. We assume B is independent
of x, thus making this a problem with additive noise (multi-
plicative noise introduces significant mathematical complica-
tions (Spinney and Ford, 2012)).
Here, we now focus on the special case of linear forces,
f (x) = −Ax, where A is a n × n matrix. We no longer as-
sume that f (x) is a conservative force. But may very well
contain damping terms. We do assume, though, that its eigen-
values have positive real parts, thus guaranteeing the stability
of the problem. Linear systems of Langevin equations, of this
form, appear often in quantum optical experiments, as a semi-
classical description of fluctuations in optical fields.
For such systems, it is more convenient to recast the dy-
namical equation in terms of the first moments x¯ and the co-
variance matrix (CM), defined as Θ = 〈xxT〉 − 〈x〉〈xT〉. One
may verify that Θ evolves according to a Lyapunov equation
Θ˙ = −
(
AΘ + ΘAT
)
+ 2D, (172)
where we have introduced the diffusion matrix D = BBT/2 ≥
0. The equilibrium solution of Eq. (172) satisfies the condition
Θ˙ = 0, viz.
AΘ + ΘAT = 2D. (173)
Continuous-time Lyapunov equations of this form have found
significant applications in the fields of linear systems, control
theory, and quantum optics (Brogan, 1991). The formulation
of the entropy production for this kind of problem can be con-
structed by introducing the distinction between even or odd
functions under time-reversal. Intuitive instances of even vari-
ables include position of mechanical systems and voltages in
circuits, their odd counterparts being velocities and currents.
We introduce a diagonal matrix E having entries which are
either +1 or -1, depending on whether the entry of x is even
or odd (Risken, 1989). This allow us to identify the reversible
parts of Eq. (172), that is the part that is even under time re-
versal, from the irreversible one that changes sign upon inver-
sion of the sign of time. We call Airr the irreversible part of
A such that A = Arev + Airr. Convenient expressions for the
entropy production and flux rates [cf. Eq. (7)] were derived
for this scenario in Refs. (Brunelli et al., 2018; Landi et al.,
2013), under the assumption that the initial state of the system
is Gaussian (in which case it will continue to be so due to the
linearity of the dynamics). They read
Σ˙(t) = tr
(
Dθ−1 − Airr
)
+
(
Airr x¯T
)
D−1
(
Airr x¯
)
+ tr
(
Airr
T
D−1AirrΘ − Airr
)
,
Φ(t) = tr
(
Airr
T
D−1AirrΘ − Airr
)
+
(
Airr x¯
)T
D−1
(
Airr x¯
)
.
(174)
These formulas provide the explicit form that Σ˙(t) and Φ(t)
take for any Gaussian system undergoing linear (i.e. Gaussian
preserving) dynamics. As already mentioned, this is often the
case in many quantum optical experiments. Indeed, these ex-
pressions have been instrumental to the interpretation of the
experiments reported in Ref. (Brunelli et al., 2018), which will
be reviewed in Sec. VIII.C.
H. Quantum phase space
Many aspects of the transition from quantum to classical
can be neatly visualized by moving to quantum phase space.
The role of quantum effects in the entropy production is one
of them. In this Section, we consider semiclassical formu-
lations of the entropy production problem based on quantum
phase space. The idea is to replace the von Neumann entropy
with a generalized entropy function, associated to the distribu-
tion in phase space. This yields a semiclassical formulation,
which coincides with standard thermodynamics at high tem-
peratures, but leads to valuable new insights otherwise. The
approach, as we will show, can also be naturally extended to
non-equilibrium reservoirs, such as dephasing and squeezed
baths (which is also reviewed in Sec. VII.C).
We consider a system of n (in general interacting) har-
monic oscillators (bosonic modes) whose positions and mo-
menta (quadratures) we label as qi and pi, respectively (i =
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1, .., n). We arrange them in the 2n-dimensional vector XT =
(q1, p1, q2, p2, ..qn, pn). We also define the corresponding an-
nihilation operators as ai = (qi + ipi)/
√
2.
We will discuss here two of the most widely used ap-
proaches for quantum phase space: the Wigner and the Husimi
function. Given a density matrix ρ, the former is defined as
W(x) = 1
pi2n
∫
d2nλ e−
∑
i(λiα∗i −λ∗i αi) tr
{
ρe
∑
i(λia
†
i −λ∗i ai)
}
, (175)
where the integral is over the entire complex plane of each
λi i.e. d2nλ =
∏
i dRe(λi)dIm(λi). Moreover, the argument
x of the Wigner function stands for a 2n-dimensional vector
with entries x2i−1 = (αi + α∗i )/
√
2 and x2i = i(α∗i − αi)/
√
2.
One could equivalently interpret W as a function of the 2n
complex variables (αi, α∗i ). We will actually use both repre-
sentations interchangeably in what follows.
An alternative, equivalent formulation, is in terms of the
Husimi-Q function, defined as
Q(α) = 1
pin
〈α|ρ|α〉, (176)
where |α〉 = |α1, . . . , αn〉 and each |αi〉 is a coherent state of
mode i, i.e. ai|αi〉 = αi|αi〉. While W can be negative for
certain states, Q is always strictly non-negative. The relation
between the Wigner and Husimi functions is via a Gaussian
convolution:
Q(α) = 2
n
pin
∫
d2nλW(λ)e−2 ∑i |αi−λi |2 . (177)
This therefore shows howQ can be viewed as a type of coarse-
grained version of the Wigner function, which has often been
used to explore the classical-quantum boundary (Takahashi
and Saitoˆ, 1985). This coarse-graining is just enough to make
Q > 0, for all ρ. The Wigner function is in one-to-one corre-
spondence with the state ρ. Surprisingly, despite this coarse-
graining, the same is also true of Q. This is a consequence of
the overcompleteness of the coherent states basis.
A particularly important class of states, in the context of
quantum phase space, are those which are Gaussian (Ferraro
et al., 2005). Gaussian states are completely characterized by
their first moments x¯i = 〈Xi〉 and CM, whose elements we
rewrite for convenience as
Θi j =
1
2
〈
{Xi, X j}
〉
− 〈Xi〉〈X j〉 (178)
and puts together variances and co-variances of the relevant
variables. Thus, for Gaussian states, the correspondence be-
tween ρ and Wigner/Husimi function is extended to the first
moments and the covariance matrix, which now fully charac-
terize the properties of the system. The Wigner function for
Gaussian states has the form of a multivariate normal
W(x) = e
− 12 (x−x¯)TΘ−1(x−x¯)√
(2pi)ndet(Θ)
. (179)
Similarly, the Husimi function reads
Q(x) = e
− 12 (x−x¯)TΘ−1Q (x−x¯)√
(2pi)ndet(ΘQ)
, (180)
where ΘQ = Θ + I/2 is the original CM, incremented by vac-
uum fluctuations. This is directly associated to the coarse-
grained nature of Q [cf. Eq. (177)], which causes the CM
associated with Q to be larger by a factor of 1/2.
Gaussian states are useful for systems undergoing Gaus-
sian processes. That is, processes which preserve the Gaus-
sian character of a given input state. This, in turn, implies
that the operation is linear in the phase-space variables and
thus generated by a Hamiltonian that is a bilinear form of po-
sition and momentum. Such a class of states and operations
is particularly useful to illustrate the general context that we
aim at addressing. They play a crucial role in quantum optics
and quantum information processing as important resources
for quantum communication protocols (Braunstein and van
Loock, 2005; Cerf et al., 2007; Serafini, 2017) and representa-
tions for the ground or thermal equilibrium states of linear sys-
tems. Gaussian states are also routinely prepared in many ex-
perimental settings, from linear optics to platforms exploiting
(general) light-matter interactions (Cerf et al., 2007; Serafini,
2017). The formulation of entropy production in terms of
quantum phase space is greatly simplified for Gaussian states
and operations; the formalism, however, is not restricted to
this case, and below we will discuss both Gaussian and non-
Gaussian processes in parallel.
Given the interpretation of W and Q as quasi-probability
distributions in phase space, one may now naturally contem-
plate the possibility of using their associated Shannon en-
tropies as quantifiers of information. The Shannon entropy
ofW(x) is called the Wigner entropy
SW = −
∫
d2nxW(x) lnW(x). (181)
An operational interpretation for SW was given in
Refs. (Buzˇek et al., 1995; Buzˇek et al., 1995), where it
was shown that it can be viewed as a sampling entropy
via homodyne measurements. For general non-Gaussian
states, W may be negative, so that the integral in Eq. (181)
delivers a complex-valued entropy, which is clearly unsuited
as a measure of information. For Gaussian states, however,
SW acquires a very nice interpretation. First, an explicit
calculation using Eq. (179) leads to (Adesso et al., 2012;
Buzˇek et al., 1995; Buzˇek et al., 1995; Landi et al., 2013)
SW = 12 log det(Θ) +
n
2
log(2pie). (182)
This result shows that the entropy is determined solely by the
determinant of the CM, therefore providing an extremely ef-
ficient way of evaluating the entropy of the system. What is
even more interesting is that, for Gaussian states, SW is di-
rectly connected to the Re´nyi-2 entropy. Recalling the def-
inition S α = (1 − α)−1 ln tr ρα of the Re´nyi-α entropy, it was
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shown in (Adesso et al., 2012) that S 2 = 12 ln det(Θ). Whence,
SW = S 2 + const. (183)
This result links the Wigner entropy to S 2, an important
information-theoretic quantity (Re´nyi, 1960) of strong ther-
modynamic relevance (Baez, 2011).
For states whose Wigner functions are not necessarily pos-
itive, one may alternatively study the Shannon entropy of the
Husimi function,
SQ = −
∫
d2nα Q lnQ, (184)
known as Wehrl’s entropy (Wehrl, 1978, 1979). Since Q > 0,
Wehrl’s entropy is always well defined and real. It can also
be given an operational interpretation as a coarse-graining
of the von Neumann entropy, stemming from convoluting
the system’s state with Gaussian noise induced by a hetero-
dyne measurement (Buzˇek et al., 1995; Buzˇek et al., 1995;
Wo´dkiewicz, 1984). As a consequence, SQ upper bounds the
von Neumann entropy, SQ > S (ρ) (Lieb, 1978). Another ad-
vantage of the Husimi function and the Wehrl entropy is that
they can be extended to spin systems in terms of spin coherent
states. This will be discussed further below.
We are now in the position to introduce the formulation
of entropy production within the context of the Wigner and
Wehrl entropies. The main advantage of moving to quantum
phase space is that any master equation can be mapped into a
Quantum Fokker-Planck equation forW or Q. Tools of clas-
sical stochastic processes can then be employed in order to
obtain simple expressions for the entropy production rate and
flux. Quite remarkably, this can be done for a wide variety of
environments interacting with the system of interest (Santos
et al., 2017), including non-equilibrium baths. In what fol-
lows, we shall present a brief account of possible approaches
towards the derivation of explicit expressions for such quanti-
ties.
For the purpose of illustration, we begin by considering a
single bosonic mode described by a standard Lindblad master
equation of the form
∂tρ = −i[H, ρ] +D(ρ), (185)
where H = ω(a†a + 1/2) and
D(ρ) = γ(n¯ + 1)D[a] + γn¯D[a†], (186)
with D[L] = LρL† − 12 {L†L, ρ}, γ is the damping rate and
n¯ = (eβω − 1)−1 is the Bose-Einstein distribution. Using stan-
dard correspondence tables (Gardiner and Zoller, 2004) one
can convert (185) into a quantum Fokker-Planck equation for
either W or Q. In the case of the Wigner function, this be-
comes
∂tW = U(W) + ∂αJ(W) + ∂α∗J∗(W), (187)
where U(W) = iω
[
∂α(αW) − ∂α∗ (α∗W)
]
is a differential
operator associated with the unitary part of (185) and
J(W) = γ
2
[αW + (n¯ + 1/2)∂α∗W] , (188)
is a complex-valued phase-space current associated with the
irreversible part of the dynamics. Eq. (187) can be viewed
as a continuity equation in quantum phase space, where the
changes inW stem from gradients of unitary and irreversible
currents. In particular, the current J vanishes if and only ifW
is a thermal state with occupation n¯; viz.,
Weq = 1
pi(n¯ + 1/2)
e−
|α|2
n¯+1/2 .
The entire RHS of (187) vanishes for such a thermal state;
but the fact that the individual currents vanish is a stronger
statement, which in classical systems is usually attributed to
detailed balance. It also provides an alternative interpretation
for the thermal equilibrium state, as being that unique state for
which no quasiprobability currents flow.
The problem can be equivalently expressed as a Fokker-
Planck equation for the Husimi function. The equation will
have the exact same form as (187), with small modifications.
For the choice of Hamiltonian in (185), the unitary part turns
out to be same with W replaced by Q. But this is a coinci-
dence of this simple Hamiltonian, as the unitary parts in gen-
eral may differ significantly. The shape of the irreversible cur-
rents J(Q) will look exactly like Eq. (188), except that n¯ + 1/2
is replaced by n¯ + 1. This reflects the additional vacuum fluc-
tuations that naturally appear in the Husimi function, similar
to what was found in (180).
The formalism for the calculation of the entropy produc-
tion rate set forth in Sec. III, in particular Eq. (45), suggest
that a meaningful definition for the Wigner entropy produc-
tion could be (compare with Eq. (158))
Σ˙W (t) = − ddtSW (W(t)||Weq), (189)
SW (W1||W2) =
∫
d2α W1 lnW1/W2 is the Wigner ana-
log of the Kullback-Leibler divergence. As shown in (Adesso
et al., 2012), for Gaussian states this coincides with the Re´nyi-
2 mutual information. By using the RHS of Eq. (187) in the
definition of Σ˙W and integrating by parts over the phase space,
we get (Santos et al., 2017)
Σ˙W (t) =
4
γ(n¯ + 1/2)
∫
d2α
|J(W)|2
W . (190)
This expression has several nice properties and a clear physi-
cal interpretation. First, clearly Σ˙W > 0, as expected for any
second law. Second, Σ˙W = 0 iff the currents vanish, which
happen iff W = Weq. Thus, the entropy production is zero
only when the system is in thermal equilibrium with the bath.
Third, Eq. (190) directly links entropy production with the
existence of irreversible currents in phase space. In particu-
lar, one can derive a phase-space velocity J(W)/W (Seifert,
2012), so that Σ˙W is interpreted as the mean-squared phase-
spaced velocity.
Next we turn to the entropy flux, which can be computed
from Φ˙W = Σ˙W − dSW/dt [cf. Eq. (7)]. Using the explict form
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of J(W) in Eq. (188), together with Eq. (190), one finds that
Φ˙W =
γ
n¯ + 1/2
(
〈a†a〉 − n¯
)
. (191)
This equation also has a neat physical interpretation. Starting
from (185), one may compute the energy flow to the bath,
which reads
d〈H〉
dt
= ωγ
(
n¯ − 〈a†a〉
)
. (192)
For simplicity, we assume that this can be attributed to heat
entering the bath, d〈H〉/dt ≡ −Q˙E (cf. Sec. V.D). As a conse-
quence, comparing with Eq. (191), one finds that
Φ˙W =
Q˙E
ω(n¯ + 1/2)
. (193)
This can be compared with the standard thermodynamic re-
sult, Φ˙ = Q˙E/T [Eq. (2)]. We see that formulating the prob-
lem in terms of the Wigner function leads to a modification
of the standard thermodynamic result, where the heat flux is
now weighted by a new prefactor ω(n¯ + 1/2), instead of the
temperature T . When T  ω, however, a series expansion
leads to ω(n¯ + 1/2) ' T . Thus, one recovers the standard
thermodynamic results at high temperatures.
A particularly important special case of the above for-
malism is to describe photon losses in optical cavities.
The standard dissipator used to describe this, D(ρ) =
γ
[
aρa† − 12 {a†a, ρ}
]
, corresponds to a zero-temperature (n¯ →
0) limit of (186). The problem with this is that the standard
formulation of the second law breaks down in this limit, since
the relative entropy in Eq. (27) diverges when the environment
is in a pure state. The phase space approach, on the other hand,
remains perfectly well defined in this limit, thanks to the fac-
tors of 1/2 in Eqs. (190) and (193). The reason, therefore,
is because the phase space approach also takes into account
vacuum fluctuations, which persist even at zero temperature.
Eqs. (190) and (193) provide solid physical grounds to the
choice of (189) as a basic definition of entropy production in
the context of quantum phase space. In Ref. (Santos et al.,
2017), two additional approaches to the derivation these re-
sults were also put forth, one of them based on the complex-
plane averaging of stochastic trajectories. The fact that all ap-
proaches agree, corroborate the correctness of the framework.
One should mention, however, that Eq. (189) is not expected
to hold for all types of phase-space open dynamics. It fails,
for instance, in the case of a linear lattice connected to multi-
ple baths (Malouf et al., 2018). Hence, the above construction
should ultimately be performed on a case-by-case basis.
We also mention, in passing, that the results above remain
valid if one uses instead the Husimi function. The only dif-
ference is that all factors of n¯ + 1/2 should be replaced by
n¯ + 1. This apparent similarity between the two approaches,
however, is deceiving, as it only happens for the the simple
models considered here. In more complicated scenarios, the
two approaches may differ significantly. A nice example is
the case of two-photon losses, described by a Lindblad dissi-
pator a2ρa†2 − 12 {a†2a2, ρ} (a highly non-Gaussian process).
The Fokker-Planck equation associated to this dissipator is
completely different if one employs either the Wigner or the
Husimi functions, as one may verify. The same is also true
for more complicated unitary contributions. In fact, due to the
coarse-grained nature of the Husimi function, unitary terms
may contribute for the evolution of SQ. These terms may
be particularly important in systems undergoing dissipative
transitions (Goes et al., 2020a), which will be reviewed in
Sec. VII.F. But they also persist even in completely isolated
systems undergoing unitary dynamics, as studied in (Goes
et al., 2020b).
The approach presented above can also be flexibly extended
to master equations describing non-equilibrium reservoirs.
We consider two examples. The first is a squeezed thermal
bath which, in addition to the thermal occupation n¯, is also
described by a squeezing parameter z = reiθ. The full form
of the dissipator in this case is presented below, in Eq. (315).
The calculations in this case are analogous and amount solely
to the substitution
J(W)→ J(W) cosh r + [γα∗W− J∗(W)] ei(θ−2ωst) sinh r,
(194)
where ωs is the central frequency of the broadband bath and
accounts for non-resonant energy exchanges with the system.
Squeezed baths will be reviewed further in Sec. VII.C.
The second example we discuss is that of a dephasing bath,
which describe the loss of quantum coherence without the ex-
change of excitations. The effects of a dephasing bath can be
accounted for in Eq. (185) by using the super-operator
Ddeph(ρ) = −λ
2
[
a†a,
[
a†a, ρ
]]
, (195)
with λ the dephasing rate. A similar procedure in this case
reveals that the flux is identically zero, Φ˙W ≡ 0. This is in
agreement with the idea that this sort of environmental effect
is not associated with a flux of excitations to or from the sys-
tem. As a consequence, one may identify the rate of change of
the Wigner entropy of the system with the entropy production
rate, which takes the form (Santos et al., 2017)
Σ˙
deph
W (t) =
2
λ
∫ |Jdeph(W)|2
|α|2W d
2α, (196)
where we have introduced the dephasing current Jdeph(W) =
λα[α∗∂α∗W−α∂αW]/2. We therefore see that a similar struc-
ture emerges, but now associated with the irreversible currents
generated by the dephasing bath. There is also an additional
factor of |α|2 in the numerator, which tend to favor currents
near the origin of the complex plane.
I. Spin coherent states
A class of systems for which the classical limit can be
neatly studied are macrospins. That is, systems described by
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angular momentum operators Jx, Jy, Jz, with total spin J, and
satisfying the canonical algebra
[J`, Jm] = i
∑
n
`mnJn,
with  the Levi-Civita symbol. Macrospins appear often as an
effective description of collective behaviour (Hammerer et al.,
2010). Examples include the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick (Lipkin
et al., 1965) and Dicke models (Dicke, 1954; Wang and Hioe,
1973), as well as collective excitations in Bose-Einstein con-
densates (Baumann et al., 2010b).
One of the advantages of macrospin models is that they al-
low for a clear definition of the classical limit, corresponding
to J → ∞. In this limit, the dynamics reduces to that of a clas-
sical spinning top. That is, a vector moving around a sphere
of fixed radius J. Just like bosonic coherent states represent
the closest quantum analog of a classical configuration (min-
imum Heisenberg uncertainty), one may define spin coherent
states, representing the closest quantum analog of a point in
the sphere. They are defined as (Radcliffe, 1971)
|Ω〉 = e−iφJz e−iθJy |J〉, (197)
where Ω = (θ, φ) is a solid angle in polar coordinates and
|J〉 is the highest eigenstate of Jz (which, can take on the val-
ues J, J − 1, . . . ,−J + 1,−J). The rationale of this formula
is identical to that of the Euler angles in the theory of rota-
tions: to arrive at an arbitrary point on a unit sphere, we start
with the z axis, then rotate first around the y axis by θ, and
then around the z axis by φ. One may verify, for instance,
that 〈Ω|Jx|Ω〉 = J sin θ cos φ, with similar formulas for Jy and
Jz. Thus, expectations of the Ji in spin coherent states mimic
the position, in polar coordinates, in a sphere of radius J. For
this reason, spin coherent states are often used to explore the
boundaries between quantum and classical worlds. We also
mention, in passing, that spin and bosonic coherent states are
actually connect. The link is made using an exact mapping by
Schwinger, which maps spin operators into pairs of bosonic
modes (Takahashi and Saitoˆ, 1985). In analogy with the usual
phase-space picture for bosons, we define the Husimi function
Q(Ω) associated with a quantum state ρ as
Q(Ω) = 〈Ω|ρ|Ω〉. (198)
The associated Wehrl entropy is defined as in (184):
SQ = −2J + 14pi
∫
dΩ Q(Ω) lnQ(Ω), (199)
where dΩ = sin θdθdφ and the numerical prefactor is placed
for convenience. Following Ref. (Santos et al., 2018), we may
now repeat an analysis similar to that of the previous Section,
and construct the Wehrl entropy production rate associated to
different types of open dynamics.
We assume that the system evolves according to a generic
open-system dynamics, that can be cast in the form of a
Lindblad-like master equation, whose non-unitary part is ac-
counted for by a super-operator D(ρ). We then use suit-
able operator correspondences (Takahashi and Saitoˆ, 1985) to
transform the master equation into a Quantum Fokker-Planck
equation in polar coordinates. For instance, commutators are
transformed as:
[J+, ρ]→ J+(Q) = eiφ(∂θ + i cot θ∂φ)Q,
[Jz, ρ]→ Jz(Q) = −i∂φQ,
where J± = Jx±iJy. These types of expressions therefore yield
a beautiful connection between spin algebra and differential
operators acting on the unit sphere (Chryssomalakos et al.,
2018).
We start with a dephasing channel, Ddeph(ρ) =
− γ2 [Jz, [Jz, ρ]]. In phase space, this is simply translated to the
differential operatorD(Q) = − γ2Jz(Jz(Q)). As in the bosonic
case, one finds that there is no associated entropy flux rate,
while the entropy production rate is given by (Santos et al.,
2018)
Σ˙
deph
Q =
γ(2J + 1)
8pi
∫ |Jz(Q)|2
Q . (200)
The expression has the same structure as (189) and (196), link-
ing entropy production and the mean-squared velocity associ-
ated to the corresponding probability current (in this caseJz).
Next we turn to the amplitude damping dynamics, de-
scribed by the dissipator D(ρ) = γ(n¯ + 1)D[J−] + γn¯D[J+].
The entropy flux and production rates in this case becomes
Φ˙Q =
γJ(2J + 1)
4pi
∫
dΩ
[
2JQ sin θ
(2n¯ + 1) − cos θ − ∂θQ
]
sin θ, (201)
Σ˙Q =
γ(2J + 1)
8pi
∫
dΩ
Q
{
[2JQ sin θ + (cos θ − (2n¯ + 1))∂θQ]2
(2n¯ + 1) − cos θ
+ |Jz(Q)|2 [(2n¯ + 1) cos θ − 1] cos θ
sin2 θ
}
. (202)
It can be shown that, unlike the bosonic case, the entropy flux
is, in general, not proportional to the energy flux. But this is
recovered at high temperatures, for which one finds
Φ˙Q ' 11 + 1/J
Q˙E
T
. (203)
The spirit here is similar to what leads to Eq. (193). When
compared with the standard thermodynamic expression (2),
we find that for generic J there will be a mismatch between
Φ˙Q and Q˙E/T . But in the classical limit, J → ∞, this tends to
zero and the standard thermodynamic result is recovered.
Turning now to the expression for Σ˙Q in Eq. (202), it is
quite interesting to notice how it encompasses a term propor-
tional to |Jz(Q)|2/Q. From Eq. (200), we know that this term
represents the microscopic manifestation of the entropy pro-
duced due to dephasing. As discussed in Sec. V.B, the am-
plitude damping also contains a contribution from dephasing.
That is, in the amplitude damping case there is both a change
in populations, as well as the loss of coherences. The two
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terms in Eq. (202) reflect this separation, with the one propor-
tional to |Jz(Q)|2 referring to the dephasing. Notice, however,
that unlike (200), the losses of coherence here are not uniform
throughout the sphere, which is reflected by the θ-dependent
factor multiplying |Jz(Q)|2.
VI. RESOURCE THEORETIC APPROACH
Quantum features can be exploited to provide advantages
for a series of applications. Different applications, however,
exploit different features. For instance, quantum communi-
cation exploits entanglement, while metrological applications
may exploit radiation squeezing. Each of these features there-
fore represent a resource, which can be consumed to yield a
quantum advantage for certain tasks. Resource theories pro-
vide a mathematical formulation of this idea. Initially fo-
cused on entanglement (Horodecki et al., 2009), they were
subsequently extended to several other resources, such as pu-
rity (Horodecki et al., 2003), asymmetry (Horodecki et al.,
2003) and coherence (Streltsov et al., 2017). A recent review
can be found in (Chitambar and Gour, 2019).
Thermodynamics can also be cast in this framework,
known as the resource theory of athermality, first pioneered
by (Branda˜o et al., 2013). In this case, the resources are all
quantum states which are not in thermal equilibrium. The rea-
son is that such states can be used to extract work, which is the
most fundamental task of thermodynamics. Whence ather-
mality (i.e., how “far” a system is from equilibrium) is the
resource which is consumed to extract work.
The starting point for any resource theory is the definition
of what are the allowed free operations. That is, operations
which only consume a resource and never create it. In the case
of thermodynamics, this means no associated work. More-
over, the idea is to focus on operations that are physically
meaningful and endowed with interesting properties. While
there is no unique proposal [cf. (Bera et al., 2017)], the most
widely used so far are the thermal operations, discussed in
Sec. III.D.
Recall that a thermal operation (TO) is any map T (ρ) of the
form
T (ρS ) = trE
{
U
(
ρS ⊗ ρthE
)
U†
}
, [U,HS + HE] = 0, (204)
with ρthE = e
−βHE/ZE . That is, a TO is a map where the sys-
tem interacts with a thermal environment by means of a uni-
tary that preserves the total energy [cf. Eq. (48)]. As dis-
cussed in Sec. III.D, this kind of operation has a series of
nice properties. First, the fixed point of the map is the ther-
mal state ρthS = e
−βHS /ZS . Hence, it describes the partial
(or full) thermalization of the system towards ρthS . Second,
[U,HS + HE] = 0 implies there is no work involved in cou-
pling S and E, so that the change in energy of S coincides
with the heat that flows to E. And third, the entropy produc-
tion of the process can be written solely in terms of system
related quantities, as in Eq. (50):
Σ = S (ρS ||ρthS ) − S (ρ′S ||ρthS ) = −β∆F, (205)
where ρ′S = T (ρS ) is the state of the system after the map and
∆F = F(ρ′S ) − F(ρS ), where F(ρS ) = tr(HS ρS ) − TS (ρS ) is
the non-equilibrium free energy of ρS .
In the resource theory of athermality, the state ρthS is called
the free state. Any state which is not ρthS is viewed as a re-
source (this includes thermal states at a different temperature
β′). The TOs (204) represent the free operations; they can-
not create resources, but only consume it. Moreover, they do
nothing to free states. Another key feature of resource theo-
ries is the idea of a monotone; i.e., a c-number function f (ρS )
satisfying
f
(T (ρS )) 6 f (ρS ). (206)
A natural monotone, in this case, is the relative entropy
S (ρS ||ρthS ). This quantity is a monotone because ρthS is a fixed
point of T , so that the data processing inequality implies
S (ρ′S ||ρthS ) 6 S (ρS ||ρthS ) [cf. Eq. (47)]. The entropy produc-
tion (205) and the second law (Σ > 0), therefore naturally
appear as the monotones of the resource theory.
In the particular case of a system with zero Hamiltonian,
HS = 0, the free energy becomes simply the von Neumann
entropy of the system, F(ρS ) = −TS (ρS ) and one recovers the
resource theory of purity (Horodecki et al., 2003).
One of the basic questions of resource theories is: Given
two states ρS and ρ′S , is there an operation T such that
ρ′S = T (ρS )? Put it differently, is it possible to convert ρS
to ρ′S via thermal operations? This means one has to search
over all possible maps T (i.e. over all possible environments
and all possible energy-preserving unitaries). The question is
therefore highly non-trivial. Notwithstanding, it is also ex-
tremely important, as it allows to establish a hierarchy of re-
sources and thus determine how more resourceful a state is
with respect to another.
In the context of thermodynamics, state interconversion is
directly associated to work; or, more specifically, the no-
tions of work extraction and work of formation. These
tasks can be accomplished, for instance, by coupling the sys-
tem to an additional work qubit (Horodecki and Oppenheim,
2013) or a continuous variable system (mimicking a classical
weight) (Skrzypczyk et al., 2014). The maximum amount of
work that can be extracted occurs when the system is taken
from a state ρS to the thermal state ρthS (full thermalization).
Work of formation, on the other hand, refers to the reverse
problem: if the system starts in a thermal state ρthS , what is
the minimum amount of energy that must be invested to take
it towards a certain state ρS ? Extraction and formation are
therefore two particular examples of state interconversion. In
the following sections we discuss different approaches to this
problem.
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A. Asymptotic state interconversion
This issue of state interconversion was first addressed at the
asymptotic level in (Branda˜o et al., 2013). The idea is as fol-
lows. Consider. a system of ` + n qubits, all with identical
Hamiltonians H = |1〉〈1|. The first ` are in a thermal state
ρth at temperature β and are thus interpreted as the bath. The
remaining n are each prepared in a given state ρ1. Thus, ini-
tially the total state is ρ⊗`th ⊗ ρ⊗n1 . One then subjects all qubits
to a global unitary U satisfying strict energy conservation and
designed specifically to affect the transformation
ρ⊗`th ⊗ ρ⊗n1 → σ(k) ⊗ ρ⊗m2 .
Here ρ2 is some desired single-qubit target state and σ(k),
called the exhaust state, is an arbitrary state of k qubits (not
necessarily in product form). Dimension conservation implies
` + n = k + m. The idea, therefore, is not that one is using
thermal operations to directly convert ρ1 to ρ2, but instead to
convert n states ρ1 into m states ρ2.
The meaningful quantity to analyse in this case is the rate
of interconversion R = m/n. It describes the ratio between
the number of states ρ2 which can be constructed from ρ1.
Intuitively speaking, when R  1, few ρ1 can form many ρ2.
And when R  1, we need many ρ1 to distill only a few ρ2.
One is interested in statements which can be made about R
in the asymptotic limit of an infinite number of qubits. More
specifically, one sets n → ∞, ` → ∞, but n/` → 0 (meaning
there are many more available bath qubits than “ρ1” qubits).
In Ref. (Branda˜o et al., 2013) the authors proved the following
theorem:
Theorem 1 Using thermal operations with associated inverse
temperature β, any state ρ1 can be asymptotically intercon-
verted into any ρ2. The optimal interconversion rate between
them is given by
R(ρ1 → ρ2) =
S (ρ1||ρthS )
S (ρ2||ρthS )
. (207)
Asymptotic interconversion can therefore be achieved be-
tween any pair of states. The rate of the conversion, how-
ever, depends on the relative entropy. This result therefore
provides another powerful link between information and ther-
modynamics. To see why, consider Eq. (205) in the case of
full thermalization; i.e., when ρS → ρthS . The entropy pro-
duced in this case is precisely Σ f (ρS ) = S (ρS ||ρthS ) (where f
stands for full thermalization). The optimal rate (207) can
thus be written as
R(ρ1 → ρ2) = Σ f (ρ1)
Σ f (ρ2)
. (208)
Asymptotic interconversion is thus governed by the second
law. Most importantly, formation (i.e., R > 1) requires
Σ f (ρ1) > Σ f (ρ2), so that the second law directly determines
whether or not formation is allowed, given two states ρ1 and
ρ2. This neatly show why athermality is a resource and why
entropy production is the natural monotone to quantify it.
B. Thermo-majorization
We now turn to the question of state interconversion in the
single-shot scenario. That is, given two states ρ1 and ρ2, we
ask whether it is possible to convert ρ1 → ρ2 using only ther-
mal operations of the form (204). This problem was first ad-
dressed in (Horodecki and Oppenheim, 2013) and is based
on a criteria called thermo-majorization (which is a variation
of the idea of majorization used in probability theory). Let
HS =
∑
i Ei|i〉〈i|. For simplicity of presentation, we focus on
states which are diagonal in the basis |i〉; i.e., which are of the
form ρS =
∑
i pi|i〉〈i|. The results of Ref. (Horodecki and Op-
penheim, 2013) also hold for states which are block-diagonal;
but not for states which have arbitrary off-diagonal elements.
A treatment of the latter was put forth in (Lostaglio et al.,
2015a) and will be reviewed below.
The criteria of thermo-majorization can be formulated as
follows. For each given state ρS =
∑
i pi|i〉〈i|, we construct the
so-called thermo-majorization curve of ρS . First we relabel
the probabilities so that
p1eβE1 > p2eβE2 > . . . > pdeβEd , (209)
where d is the Hilbert space dimension, which we assume to
be finite. This is called β-ordering. We then construct a special
curve with points
{ k∑
i=1
e−βEi ,
k∑
i=1
pi
}
, k = 1, . . . , d. (210)
as illustrated in Fig. 4(a).
This curve is used to compare different states, as we exem-
plify in Fig. 4(b). If the curve for a certain state ρ1 is always
above another, say ρ2, we say ρ1 thermo-majorizes ρ2, which
is written as
ρ1 β ρ2. (211)
In the example of Fig. 4(b) ρ1 β ρ2 but ρ2 β ρ3. By con-
struction the thermal state ρβ at temperature β is a straight line
and is majorized by all other states. The majorization sym-
bol therefore introduces a natural ordering between states. It
is essential to note, however, that this ordering is made with
reference to the temperature β of the bath. In particular, since
any state thermo-majorizes ρβ, it follows that this must also
be true for other thermal states with different temperatures β′;
i.e, ρβ′ β ρβ for any β′.
The main result of Ref. (Horodecki and Oppenheim, 2013)
can now be summarized by the following theorem:
Theorem 2 Given two block-diagonal states ρ1 and ρ2, if
ρ1 β ρ2 then it is possible to convert ρ1 to ρ2 using thermal
operations.
Thermo-majorization thus offer an unambiguous way of or-
dering states within the context of thermal operations. By an-
alyzing which curves are above the other, we can say which
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FIG. 4 The thermo-majorization condition determining when two
states are interconvertible using thermal operations. (a) The proce-
dure for constructing the thermo-majorization curve is given in the
main text and summarized in Eq. (210). (b) This curve is then used
to compare different states. The state ρ1 thermo-majorizes ρ2, ρ3 and
ρβ. Conversely, ρ2 and ρ3 do not thermo-majorize each other. Based
on Ref. (Horodecki and Oppenheim, 2013).
states can be converted to others by means of thermal opera-
tions. The proof, as well as the intuition, behind Theorem 2 is
based on the connection with majorization theory. In addition
to the original reference, we also refer the reader to (Lostaglio
et al., 2015a), where the basic ideas are neatly summarized,
and (Weilenmann et al., 2016), which provides a thorough dis-
cussion on the connection with majorization and the resource
theory of purity.
The basic rationale goes as follows. Given two D-
dimensional probability vectors γ1 and γ2 we say that γ1 ma-
jorizes γ2, written γ1  γ2, when
k∑
i=1
γ↓1i >
k∑
i=1
γ↓2i, (212)
for all k = 1, . . . ,D. Here γ↓ means the probability γ sorted
in descending order. In order to link majorization [Eq. (212)]
to thermo-majorization [Eq. (211)], consider a system with
d levels and thermal distribution pthi = e
−βEi/Z, where i =
1, . . . , d. For simplicity, we assume that the pthi are rationals;
i.e., they can be written as pthi = ki/D, where ki and D are
integers such that
∑
i ki = D (to ensure normalization). In
practice, one can always approximate the pthi in this way, with
arbitrary accuracy, by using sufficiently large integers.
Given an arbitrary probability vector p = (p1, . . . , pd),
one may then define a mapping γ(p) that converts the d-
dimensional vector p into the D-dimensional vector
γ(p) =
( p1
k1
,
p1
k1
, . . . ,
p2
k2
,
p2
k2
, . . . ,
pd
kd
,
pd
kd
, . . .
)
, (213)
where each term pi/ki occurs ki times. Notice that the ki’s
implicitly depend on β, since they are defined from pthi .
As a particular case, we see that the map in Eq. (213) takes
the thermal state pth into a uniform distribution,
γ(pth) = η, (214)
where ηi = 1/D is a D-dimensional uniform distribution. Put
it differently, the map γ(p) represents a thermal state as a uni-
form distribution on a higher dimensional space. This is thus
equivalent to the mapping between the canonical and micro-
canonical ensembles in statistical mechanics.
Thermal operations have pth as a fixed point. In the larger
space of dimension D, this is then converted into a map R(γ)
having the uniform distribution η as the fixed point. Maps of
this form are called noisy operations and play a central role
in the resource theory of purity (Horodecki et al., 2003). The
question posed in Theorem 2 can now be converted into, under
which conditions can γ(p1) be converted into γ(p2) by means
of noisy operations? As shown in (Ruch et al., 1978), this is
possible precisely when γ(p1)  γ(p2). But because of the
structure in (213), saying that γ(p1)  γ(p2) is equivalent to
p1 β p2. Hence Theorem 2 follows.
The above analysis also serves to emphasize the deep con-
nection between athermality and purity. All results for ma-
jorization are recovered from thermo-majorization by setting
HS = 0; β-ordering in Eq. (209), for instance, simply be-
comes descending ordering and so on. Thermo-majorization
is thus the generalization of majorization theory for “non-zero
Hamiltonians”. This will acquire a deeper significance start-
ing from the next section, when we discus monotones for
athermality. In the resource theory of purity, all that mat-
ters are probabilities, so the von Neumann entropy appears as
the natural monotone. For athermality, however, energy also
plays a role. And, as a consequence, the natural monotones
will instead be related to the free energy F = U − TS , which
is precisely a combination of energy and entropy.
C. Work extraction and work of formation
In classical thermodynamics the amount of work which can
be extracted from an isolated system is simply its internal en-
ergy U. But when the system is connected to a bath, this is
no longer the case since the extraction process will inevitably
be accompanied by a finite amount of heat. The free energy
F = U − TS is therefore the energy which is “free” to be
extracted as work (Fermi, 1956). In symbols, in a process
where the free energy changes by ∆F, the maximum amount
of work which can be extracted is W > ∆F, which follows
directly from the second law in Eq. (6). In our convention
“extraction” means W < 0. So, for instance, if ∆F 6 0, we
can extract at most |∆F| of work. Conversely, if ∆F > 0, no
work can be extracted.
All of this, of course, holds for classical thermodynamics.
We now ask how it changes in the context of quantum sys-
tems and thermal operations. In particular, we pose the fol-
lowing question: what is the maximum amount of work which
can be extracted from a given state ρS under thermal oper-
ations (204)? This was first addressed in (Åberg, 2013) and
then in more detail in (Branda˜o et al., 2015; Horodecki and
Oppenheim, 2013). To this end, the authors pictured a sce-
nario where the system is coupled to a work qubit, prepared
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in the ground-state |g〉 and with Hamiltonian HW = ∆|e〉〈e|,
where ∆ is the energy gap. The composite S W system is then
coupled to a bath E and subject to a thermal operation, con-
serving the total energy HS + HW + HE . The operation, how-
ever, is specifically tailored to produce the transformation
ρS ⊗ |g〉〈g|W → ρ′S ⊗ |e〉〈e|W , (215)
where ρ′S is some arbitrary final state. In other words, one
tries to raise the level of the work qubit by ∆, at the cost of de-
teriorating the state of the system from ρS to ρ′S . The value of
∆ thus represents the work done on the system (Chubb et al.,
2018; Horodecki and Oppenheim, 2013; Skrzypczyk et al.,
2014).
For given ρS , optimal work extraction is then defined as
the largest gap ∆ which still allows one to obtain a map with
the form (215), for any ρ′S . Surprisingly, the result of this
optimization is not related to the standard free energy, but to a
variation of it, called F0 (or Fmin), given by:
F0(ρS ) = −T ln trPρS
(
e−βHS
)
. (216)
As will be discussed below, this is the α = 0 case of a
larger class of Re´nyi free energies (Branda˜o et al., 2015). In
Eq. (216), Pρ is the operator which projects onto the sup-
port of ρ (that is, over the eigenstates with non-zero eigen-
value). That is, if we decompose ρS =
∑
i pi|i〉〈i|, then
PρS
(
e−βHS
)
=
∑
pi,0 e
−βEi . For ρS = ρthS we get, in particu-
lar,
F0(ρthS ) = −T ln Z, Z =
∑
i
e−βEi . (217)
This will also be true for any state ρS with full support. Alter-
natively, we can also write Eq. (216) as
F0(ρS ) = F0(ρthS ) + TS 0(ρS ||ρthS ), (218)
where
S 0(ρS ||ρthS ) = − ln trPρS
(
ρthS
)
, (219)
is the α = 0 Re´nyi divergence between ρS and ρthS (see
Sec. VI.D for more details).
As shown in Ref. (Horodecki and Oppenheim, 2013), opti-
mal work extraction occurs when ρ′S = ρ
th
S . That is, when the
system is fully thermalized. Moreover, the extractable work is
Wext = F0(ρS ) − F0(ρthS )
= TS 0(ρS ||ρthS ) = −T ln
∑
i,pi,0
pthi . (220)
In general, one may show that S 0(ρS ||ρthS ) 6 S (ρS ||ρthS ), where
S (ρS ||ρthS ) is the the standard relative entropy. Hence, the
amount of extractable work in the quantum regime is always
smaller than in classical thermodynamics.
In practice, however, Eq. (220) is somewhat pathological:
It says work can only be extracted when ρS does not have
full support (Dahlsten et al., 2011). For instance, consider a
3-level system where ρS has probabilities p1, p2 and p3. If
p2 = 0 then Wext = −T ln(pth1 + pth3 ). But for any tiny p2 , 0,
we get Wext = 0.
It is possible to amend this by moving to the single-shot
scenario (Dahlsten et al., 2011; Horodecki and Oppenheim,
2013; Åberg, 2013). The idea is to consider a process where
there is a small, but non-zero probability  of failing to ex-
tract work. This leads to -smoothed versions of the quanti-
ties defined above. The resulting expressions, however, are
too involved to be displayed here explicitly. It is also worth
noticing that, with these smoothed definitions, the authors
in (Horodecki and Oppenheim, 2013) showed that Eq. (220)
reduces to the classical result in an appropriate thermody-
namic limit, defined as the situation where ρS has an energy
distribution strongly peaked around the average energy 〈HS 〉.
The converse of work extraction is called work of forma-
tion and represents the work cost of producing a state ρS from
ρthS . That is, we assume initially the system is thermalized at
the same temperature as the bath, so ρthS . We then couple it
to a work qubit, prepared in the excited state |e〉〈e|, and take
S W through a thermal operation whose goal is to ensure that,
after the process, the state of the system be ρS . The work of
formation is defined as the minimum gap ∆ required to accom-
plish this. Thus, work extraction means raising a qubit at the
cost of taking ρS → ρthS , while work of formation is the con-
verse: we lower the qubit level, taking ρthS → ρS . As shown
in (Horodecki and Oppenheim, 2013), the work of formation
is given by
Wform = TS∞(ρS ||ρthS ), (221)
where
S∞(ρS ||ρthS ) = ln min
{
λ
∣∣∣ pi 6 λpthi }, (222)
is the α = ∞ Re´nyi divergence. One may show that
S∞(ρS ||ρthS ) > S (ρS ||ρthS ) > S 0(ρS ||ρthS ). The work of formation
is thus always larger than the extractable work. This points to
a fundamental irreversibility, associated with the processes of
formation and extraction. In the thermodynamic limit, how-
ever, Wform ' Wext, so both converge to the usual thermody-
namic notion of work. A reconciliation between these con-
cepts and the usual notion of work at the stochastic level was
discussed in Ref. (Guarnieri et al., 2019b) and will be re-
viewed in Sec.VI.G.
D. The second laws of thermodynamics
The second law (50) says that a transition from ρS to ρ′S is
only possible if the corresponding entropy production is non-
negative. This, however, is only a necessary condition. There
may, in principle, exist states which cannot be interconverted
into one another, despite leading to a positive entropy produc-
tion. For general maps, establishing sufficient and necessary
conditions is unfeasible. But for the restricted class of ther-
mal operations, this turns out to be possible, as first done in
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1 . . . 1|fflffl{zfflffl}
m
where k ¼ ‘þ n#m expresses conservation of dimen-
sion, and r and m are to be determined. Conservation of
energy requires that the number of 1s is conserved, hence,
‘qþ np ¼ rkþm. Unitarity requires that there are at
least as many strings of length k with rk 1s as the number
of initial strings: ekhðrÞ & e‘hðqÞþnhðpÞ. Roughly speaking,
this is conservation of entropy. Using these three condi-
tions, we find that the transformation is possible for any R
such that
hðqÞ þ !hðpÞ ' ð1þ !# R!Þh
"
qþ !p# !R
1þ !# !R
#
: (5)
We now expand this with respect to ! to first order and let
!! 0. This means the heat reservoir is much larger than
the resource systems. As a result, we obtain that the
following rate can be achieved:
R ¼ hðqÞ # hðpÞ þ "ðp# qÞ
hðqÞ þ "ð1# qÞ ¼
D ð# k $TÞ
D ðj1ih1j k $TÞ ; (6)
establishing one direction necessary for Theorem 1.
In the above argument, we worked with a single com-
posite type, whereas in actuality, the initial state is a
mixture of these. Thus, we apply the protocol separately
to each composite type, assuming the number m of output
excited states to be the same for all input types, with m
fitted to the composite type containing the fewest strings
(i.e., the one consisting of strings with ‘q# O ð ffiffiffi‘p Þ þ
np# O ð ffiffiffinp Þ 1’s). To proceed as above, we need to ensure
that any variations from the above conditions are small
relative to n. Thus, we need to simultaneously fulfill
ffiffiffi
‘
p (
m ¼ Rn, in order for R from (6) to be achievable, and
‘) n, in order for !! 0. Choosing ‘ ¼ ðRnÞ3=2, there-
fore, ensures that our estimate (6) will be accurate in the
limit n ! 1 [19].
The formation protocol is similar to the distillation
protocol and is again based on considering type transfor-
mations satisfying the three requirements of energy con-
servation, unitarity, and dimension conservation. The
major difference is that, whereas the ideal distillation out-
put is simply the fixed-type state j1i*m, the ideal formation
output must recreate a good approximation to the probabi-
listic mixture of type classes found in #*n.
We construct the formation protocol in three stages. The
first two are similar to the distillation protocol. In the first, a
given type class of the Gibbs state together with the stan-
dard resource is transformed into a desired type class of the
target resource #*n. In the second, the transformation is
extended to all the strongly typical types of the Gibbs state.
Finally, in the third step, an additional number of Gibbs
states are used to probabilistically select which type class
of the target should be output, in order to recreate the
appropriate distribution over types of the target state. In
principle, this step is irreversible, but since the number of
type classes grows only polynomially with n, the number
of extra resources required for the third step of the for-
mation protocol vanishes in the n ! 1 limit. The similar-
ity of the first two steps with the distillation protocol
then ensures that the formation protocol achieves the
inverse rate.
Distillation for arbitrary resource states is related to
that of stationary states, and we can recycle part of the
previous distillation protocol. Suppose the resource state
has the diagonal form # ¼ pj% 1ih% 1jþ ð1# pÞj% 2ih% 2j,
for arbitrary orthogonal states j% ki, implying an average
energy of hEi ¼ ðpjh% 1j1ij2 þ ð1# pÞjh% 2j1ij2ÞE0. In n
instances of # the total energy will overwhelmingly likely
be nhEi + O ð ffiffiffinp Þ. Now, imagine projecting the resource
state onto the various energy subspaces, destroying any
coherence between them. Just as in (4), #*n is supported
almost entirely on its typical subspace, whose size is not
larger than enSð#ÞþO ð
ffiffi
n
p Þ. Thus, the state support in every
energy subspace is at most this large.
Now we may imagine applying the same scheme as in
the previous distillation protocol, creating as many copies
of j1i as possible. The three conditions now become k ¼
‘þ n#m, ‘qE0 þ nhEi ¼ rkE0 þmE0, and ekhðrÞ &
e‘hðqÞþnSð#Þ. An entirely similar derivation leads again to
the distillation rate found in (6). Finally, since the distil-
lation operations commute with the Hamiltonian, they
commute with the projection onto energy subspaces.
Thus, we may, instead, imagine that this projection is
performed after the distillation step. Such a projection
has no effect on the work systems, while the form of the
exhaust state is irrelevant, and therefore, we may dispense
with the projection step altogether.
The formation of arbitrary resource states is more com-
plicated than their distillation. Strictly speaking, the
desired transformation is impossible, since the inputs are
states diagonal in the energy basis and the allowed trans-
formations cannot change this fact. However, to create the
appropriate coherences between energy subspaces it suffi-
ces to use a small additional resource in the form of a
superposition over energy eigenstates.
In particular, a system in a superposition of energy levels
acts as a reference system which lifts the superselection
rule of energy conservation, as in Refs. [20,21], allowing
one to create arbitrary coherences over energy levels on the
system. However, since #*n is almost entirely supported on
energy levels in the range nhEi + O ð ffiffiffinp Þ, the formation
process requires only a reference system made from orderffiffiffi
n
p
qubits. The extra resource of the reference system is,
thus, of a size sublinear in n and does not affect the rate
calculations. This creates an interesting asymmetry
between distillation and formation, akin to a similar phe-
nomenon in the resource theory of entanglement, where
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FIG. 5 Illustration of the cyclic protocol based on catalytic thermal
operations, used in Ref. (Branda˜o et al., 2015) to generalize the 2nd
law of thermodynamic to the microscopic quantum domain. (a) A
system S , catalyst C and reservo r E, each endowed with their re-
spective Hamiltonians H j ( j = S ,C, E), are pre ared in an uncor-
related state. The initial state of the reservoir consist of the tensor
product of n copies of the same thermal state ρth,E . (b) The parties
involved in the protocol evolve jointly via the catalytic thermal oper-
ation U such that [U,
∑
j H j] = 0. (c) The process is such that, at the
end of the evolution, the catalyst is brought back to its initial state,
while the system S ends up in a state ρ′S .
Ref. (Branda˜o et al., 2015) using the idea of catalytic thermal
operations.
The scenario is the same as in the previous Subsections.
However, in addition to the system S , one introduces an an-
cillary system, called the catalyst, with Hamiltonian HC and
prepared in an arbitrary state ρC . The joint S C system then
u dergo s a thermal operation (conserving the tot l energy
HS + HC + HE). Crucially, though, the thermal operation is
chosen such that the catalyst is brought back to its original
state ρC after the process (cf. Fig. 5). Given this setting, one
then asks wh ther it is possible to c nvert state ρS into an-
other ρ′S .
The usual 2nd law, written in the form (50), states that
this is possible when S (ρS ||ρthS ) > S (ρ′S ||ρthS ), a condition
which is necessa y but not sufficient. Instead, as shown in
Ref. (Branda˜o et al., 2015) a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion is provided by the following theore .
The rem 3 A state ρS , block diagonal in the energy basis,
can be converted into ρ′S by means of catalytic thermal oper-
ations if
Σα := S α(ρS ||ρthS ) − S α(ρ′S ||ρthS ) > 0, ∀ α > 0, (223)
where
S α(ρS ||ρthS ) =
1
α − 1 ln
∑
i
pαi (p
th
i )
1−α, (224)
is the Re´nyi-α divergence.
This result thus establishes a family of second laws, Σα > 0,
parametrized by the continuous parameter α ∈ [0,∞). The
usual second law in Eq. (50) is a particular case, correspond-
ing to α→ 1.
Alternatively, one may also cast the second laws in terms of
Re´nyi-α free energies, defined as
Fα(ρS ) = Fth + TS α(ρS ||ρthS ), (225)
where Fth = −T ln ZS . This represents the Re´nyi generaliza-
tion of the non-equilibrium free energy (40). Eq. (223) then
becomes
Fα(ρS ) > Fα(ρ′S ), ∀ α > 0. (226)
Recall from Eq. (39) that in the absence of work, Σ = −β∆F.
Thus, the statement Σ > 0 is tantamount to saying “in order
for a process to be possible, the free energy must go down.”
But, again, this is only a necessary condition. Conversely, for
quantum systems and thermal operations, “all free energies
must go down.”
As in the previous section, a macroscopic limit can be de-
fined in which (i) the system’s dimensions d is large and
(ii) the state of the system has an energy distribution sharply
peaked around 〈HS 〉. In this case it can be shown that all 2nd
laws stated in Eq. (223) converge to the usual one (50).
Theorem 3 allows one to generalize the notions of work
extraction and work of formation discussed in the previous
section. As before, we introduce an additional work qubit with
gap ∆ and prepared in the ground-state |g〉. The composite
S CW then undergoes a thermal operation designed to produce
ρS ⊗ |g〉〈g| → ρ′S ⊗ |e〉〈e|, (227)
in the space of S W. This process must therefore satisfy the
second laws (226) so that
Fα (ρS ⊗ |g〉〈g|) > Fα (ρ′S ⊗ |e〉〈e|) , ∀α > 0. (228)
But since the initial and final states are a product, it follows
that Fα(ρS ⊗|g〉〈g|) = Fα(ρS )+ Fα(|g〉〈g|) and similarly for the
final state. Moreover, since the initial and final states of the
work qubit are pure, we have Fα(|g〉〈g|) = 0 and Fα(|e〉〈e|) =
∆. Whence, Eq. (228) reduces to
∆ 6 Fα(ρS ) − Fα(ρ′S ), ∀ α > 0. (229)
Fi ally, since this must be true for all α, a minimization of
the right-hand side yields the maximum amount of work ex-
tractable from the process ρS → ρ′S :
Wext := min
α
(
Fα(ρS ) − Fα(ρ′S )
)
. (230)
This expression therefore generalizes the notion of extractable
work to process involving only partial thermalization (i.e.,
ρ′S , ρ
th
S ). In the particular case of full thermalization, using
Eq. (225) this reduces to Wext = minα S α(ρS ||ρthS ). However,
the Re´nyi divergences (224) are non-decreasing in α,
S α(ρ||σ) 6 S α′ (ρ||σ), α 6 α′. (231)
Whence, the minimum occurs for α = 0 and one then recovers
Eq. (220), Wext = TS 0(ρS ||ρthS ).
A similar reasoning holds for the work of formation (221).
The system now starts in ρ′S and is coupled to a work qubit
prepared in |e〉〈e|. The composite S CW system then under-
goes a thermal operation tailored to produce
ρ′S ⊗ |e〉〈e| → ρS ⊗ |g〉〈g|.
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Since this process must satisfy (226), it follows that
Fα(ρ′S ⊗ |e〉〈e|) > Fα(ρS ⊗ |g〉〈g|) ∀α > 0.
Following the same reasoning as before, this reduces to
∆ > Fα(ρS ) − Fα(ρ′S ).
The work of formation is then obtained by maximizing over
all α; viz.,
Wform = max
α
(
Fα(ρS ) − Fα(ρ′S )
)
. (232)
This therefore provides the work cost of forming ρS from ρ′S .
In the particular case where the system starts fully thermal-
ized, ρ′S = ρ
th
S , this reduces to Wform = maxα TS α(ρS ||ρthS ).
The maximization in this case occurs for α → ∞, thus yield-
ing Eq. (221).
E. Coherence and the resource theory of asymmetry
All results in the previous section hold only for states ρS
which are block diagonal in the energy basis. That is, states
of the form
ρS =
∑
i, j
δ(Ei = E j)ρi j|i〉〈 j|, (233)
where δ(a = b) is the Kronecker delta and {|i〉}, {Ei} are the
eigenstates and eigenvalues of HS . Coherences of this form
are called non-energetic and play a much smaller role than
coherences between different energy states (energetic coher-
ences). The reason is two-fold. First, due to the special role
that energy plays in the dynamics. And second, because ex-
cept for accidental degeneracies, different energy states are
usually associated with different macroscopic configurations.
To better appreciate this, consider a magnet composed of N
spin-1/2 particles, each with local basis {| ↑〉, | ↓〉}. Contrast
now the coherences present in the state
|ψ〉 = | ↑, ↑, . . . , ↑〉 + | ↓, ↑, . . . , ↑〉√
2
,
with those in the state
|φ〉 = | ↑, ↑, . . . , ↑〉 + | ↓, ↓, . . . , ↓〉√
2
.
The latter is clearly much more dramatic: it corresponds to a
superposition of a magnet pointing up and a magnet pointing
down. This example is meant to emphasize the notion that
coherences (i.e., elements ρi j) are not all equivalent and some
should be more important than others (this can be made more
precise using the idea of coherence orders (Pires et al., 2018)).
In the context of thermodynamics, it was shown in
Ref. (Lostaglio et al., 2015a,b) that energetic coherences place
additional constraints on the allowed transformations, on top
of the second laws (223). This connection was made by show-
ing that a resource theory of thermodynamics is actually com-
posed of two parts: athermality and asymmetry.
The resource theory of asymmetry (also called quantum
reference frames) concerns arbitrary transformations under a
certain group (Gour and Spekkens, 2008). Let G denote a
Lie group and Vg a unitary corresponding to a representa-
tion g ∈ G of the group. A state ρ is called a free state if
VgρV
†
g = ρ. That is, free states are invariant under G. Simi-
larly, an arbitrary quantum channel E(ρ) is called a free oper-
ation if
E(VgρV†g ) = VgE(ρ)V†g , ∀ρ,∀g ∈ G. (234)
Such channels are also called covariant.
Thermal operations [cf. Eq. (204)] are covariant under the
group generated by time-translations, i.e., where Vt = e−iHS t,
with HS being the generator of the group. This follows from
the fact that [U,HS + HE] = 0 and e−iHE tρthE e
iHE t = ρthE :
e−iHS tT (ρS )eiHS t = trE
{
e−iHS tU(ρS ρthE )U
†eiHS t
}
= trE
{
e−i(HS +HE )tU(ρS ρthE )U
†ei(HS +HE )t
}
= trE
{
U(e−iHS tρS eiHS te−iHE tρthE e
iHE t)U†
}
= T (e−iHS tρS eiHS t).
In other words, thermal operations are also free operations
with respect to asymmetry. The standpoint of this approach
is therefore that, by inducing the emergence of a directional
arrow of time, thermodynamic irreversibility prevents time-
translational invariance in general thermodynamic processes.
On the other hand, the free states will be those which are block
diagonal in the basis of HS , since these are the ones which
satisfy e−iHS tρS eiHS t = ρS . The free states are therefore those
with no energetic coherences.
A monotone for coherence can be given by the relative en-
tropy of coherence (Baumgratz et al., 2014),
C(ρS ) = S (ρS ||∆HS (ρS )) = S (∆HS (ρS )) − S (ρS ), (235)
where ∆HS (ρS ) is the operation that fully dephases all entries
of ρS which are not block diagonal in the energy basis of HS
(see also the discussion in Sec. V.B). Notice, therefore, that
∆HS (ρS ) will be a free state from the perspective of asymme-
try, for any ρS . Eq. (235) therefore measures the entropic dis-
tance between the state ρS and its incoherent version, which
is time-translation invariant. Whence, it provides a measure
of the break down of time-translation invariance (Rodrı´guez-
Rosario et al., 2013).
Moreover, since thermal operations are free operations,
they can only reduce the amount of coherence in a state, so
that
C(ρS ) > C(ρ′S ), (236)
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where ρ′S = T (ρS ). This statement therefore implies that
thermal operations cannot generate additional time-translation
asymmetry in a system. Further, it characterizes the depletion
of coherence and the tendency of the system to equilibrate
onto time-translation invariant states, thus elevating coherence
to the role of a second important resource in thermodynamics,
complementing athermality.
One may now draw here a parallel with the distinction made
in the previous section, between the second law and the sec-
ond laws: Eq. (236) is only a necessary criteria for ρS to be
interconvertible into ρ′S . Instead, in Ref. (Lostaglio et al.,
2015a) the authors have proven the following stronger result:
Theorem 4 The set of thermal operations on a quantum sys-
tem is a subset of the set of time-translation invariant opera-
tions. Moreover, for all α > 0 any thermal operation results
in
S α(ρS ||∆HS (ρS )) > S α(ρ′S ||∆HS (ρ′S )) > 0, ∀α > 0. (237)
These conditions are independent of the second laws (223)
and therefore represent additional constraints that must be sat-
isfied in systems having coherence.
It is also important to note that Theorems 3 and 4 cannot be
combined into a single family of inequalities. For α = 1, as
already discussed in Sec. V.B, one may split
S (ρS ||ρthS ) = S (∆HS (ρS )||ρthS ) + C(ρS ). (238)
The first term represents the quantity entering in Eq. (223),
that is the block-diagonal part of the state. The second term,
on the other hand, is the quantity appearing in Eq. (237).
Hence, the case α = 1 can be combined into a single state-
ment
S (ρS ||ρthS ) > S (ρ′S ||ρthS ), (239)
which is nothing but the data processing inequality. Theo-
rems 3 and 4, however, require that the inequalities be satisfied
for all α > 0. For α , 1, there is no simple way of combining
Eqs. (223) and (237).
F. Fluctuating work in the resource theory context
The concept of work is not easily defined within a resource
theory context. The reason is that one of the main paradigms
in resource theories is to make all processes completely ac-
counted for. For instance, the notion of an external agent,
which changes the system Hamiltonian through a work proto-
col, must be internalized within the description of the process,
as this is the only way to guarantee that all changes in energy
are accounted for. The same difficulties arise for the storage
of work. In Sec. VI.C we discussed how one may do that us-
ing a work qubit to play the role of a battery. Due to energy
conservation, however, this strongly restricts the set of thermal
operations, as the unitaries have to be finely tuned to make the
process resonant with the qubit’s gap.
The goal is therefore two-fold. First, to allow for the Hamil-
tonian of the system to change during the process, starting
at HS and ending at H′S . And second, to provide a physical
mechanism to store the work extracted from the process (the
battery). These two problems were addressed in Ref. (Alham-
bra et al., 2016). The former is solved using the notion of a
switch X and the latter using a continuous variable work stor-
age ancilla, called a weight W.
The thermodynamic processes in question therefore in-
volves four parts: the system (S ), weight (W), switch (X)
and environment (E). The allowed operations are unitaries on
S WXE satisfying, as before, the strong energy conservation
[US WXE ,HS WXE] = 0, (240)
where HS WXE is the total Hamiltonian (which will be speci-
fied below). We now discuss how the switch and weight have
to be constructed in order to yield consistent thermodynamic
results.
We begin with the switch. It is chosen as a qubit with com-
putational basis {|0〉, |1〉} and initially prepared in |0〉〈0|. We
assume that the total Hamiltonian of S WXE has the special
form
HS WXE = HS ⊗ |0〉〈0|X + H′S ⊗ |1〉〈1|X + HW + HE , (241)
where HS and H′S are the initial and final Hamiltonians of the
system and HW and HE are the Hamiltonians of the weight and
environment respectively. In addition, one also assumes that
all unitariesUS WXE have the form of controlled operations on
the switch:
US WXE = US WE ⊗ |1〉〈0|X + U†S WE ⊗ |0〉〈1|X , (242)
where US WE is a unitary acting only on S WE.
Given an arbitrary initial state ρS WE of S WE, this will
therefore produce the map
US WXE
(
ρS WE ⊗ |0〉〈0|X
)
U†S WXE = ρ′S WE ⊗ |1〉〈1|X , (243)
where
ρ′S WE = US WEρS WEU
†
S WE . (244)
The switch therefore neatly internalizes the idea of a chang-
ing Hamiltonian. In particular, it solves the issue of how to
express strong conservation in the case when HS changes dur-
ing the process: namely, at the level of S WXE, the condition
remains in the usual form (240). Conversely, at the level of
S WE, plugging Eqs. (241) and (242) into Eq. (240) leads to
US WE(HS + HW + HE) = (H′S + HW + HE)US WE , (245)
which can be viewed as a statement of strong energy conser-
vation for the case where the system Hamiltonian changes. In
the particular case where H′S = HS , we recover the usual con-
dition [US WE ,HS + HW + HE] = 0.
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As the changes in the switch are trivial [cf. Eq. (243)], one
may henceforth focus only on S WE and its corresponding
map (244). That is, the switch is in practice no longer nec-
essary. We therefore now turn to the battery W. Instead of
using a discrete battery, the authors of Ref. (Alhambra et al.,
2016) discuss the use of a continuous degree of freedom. That
is, the battery is assumed to be described by an operator xˆW
having continuous spectra (exactly like the position operator),
xˆW =
∫
dx x|x〉〈x|W . This is intended to mimic a classical
weight, which can be pulled up and down continuously. A
similar approach is also used in the resource theory of coher-
ence (Åberg, 2014). The Hamiltonian of the system is then
taken to be HW =  xˆ, where  is just a scaling factor. For sim-
plicity, we henceforth set  = 1, thus making xˆW have units of
energy instead of position.
An immediate critique for such a Hamiltonian is that its
spectrum is not lower bounded. This, however, is usually not
an issue: while most of the times the ground-state energy is
not involved, when it is, one can always consider a regularized
version of HW . For instance, one can picture HW as being
instead a displaced harmonic oscillator, but with a large mass
and small frequency. The large mass makes inertial effects
irrelevant and the small frequency represents a very loose trap,
which has virtually no influence in the system. The spectrum
of a displaced oscillator, however, is always lower bounded.
Since the weight Hamiltonian is proportional to xˆW , dis-
placements of the weight are generated by the corresponding
conjugated momentum pˆW (defined such that [xˆW , pˆW ] = i).
Based on this, the authors in (Alhambra et al., 2016) postulate
that, in addition to Eq. (245), the unitary US WE should also be
constrained to satisfy
[US WE , pˆW ] = 0. (246)
Physically, this implies translation invariance for the weight:
Pulling the weight before the process does not affect the dy-
namics. Under constraints (245) and (246), the family of uni-
taries US WE is drastically simplified, as shown by the follow-
ing lemma (Åberg, 2014; Alhambra et al., 2016):
Lemma 5 A unitary US WE satisfying Eqs. (245) and (246)
can always be parametrized as
US WE = ei(H
′
S +HE )pˆW VS Ee−i(HS +HE )pˆW , (247)
where VS E is an arbitrary unitary acting only on S E.
It is very important to note that the remaining unitary VS E is
now completely arbitrary; that is, it does not have to comply
with any energy conservation requirements. In other words,
VS E may perform an arbitrary amount of work on S E, be-
cause now this is appropriately stored in the weight W. This
therefore represents a significant improvement in flexibility.
Using the representation pˆW =
∫
dp p|p〉〈p|W , we can also
write
US WE =
∫
dpAS E(p) |p〉〈p|W , (248)
where
AS E(p) = ei(H
′
S +HE )pVS Ee−i(HS +HE )p, (249)
are a family of unitaries parametrized by p (note how both HS
and H′S appear in this expression). Let us now assume that
the initial state of S WE is of the form ρS E ⊗ ρW . We also
assume, for concreteness, that ρW = |ψ〉〈ψ|W is pure. Plugging
Eq. (248) into Eq. (244) and tracing over W leads to the map
ρ′S E =
∫
dp AS E(p)ρS E A
†
S E(p) |〈p|ψ〉|2. (250)
At the level of S E, the dynamics is therefore given by a mix-
ture of unitaries, weighted by probabilities |〈p|ψ〉|2 (Masanes
and Oppenheim, 2017). Channels of this type are called uni-
tal. A special property of unital maps is that they always in-
crease the entropy of S E. The presence of the weight W there-
fore causes the dynamics of S E to be unital, instead of unitary,
introducing additional noise on S E.
To proceed, we consider a slightly simpler scenario. First,
note that since VS E is arbitrary, the distinction between what is
S and what is E becomes somewhat arbitrary. One may there-
fore label S E as a new system. Or, put it differently, Eq. (250)
also holds in the case when there is no environment present,
in which case it can be written more explicitly as
ρ′S =
∫
dp eiH
′
S pVS e−iHS pρS eiHS pV†S e
−iH′S p |〈p|ψ〉|2, (251)
where we used Eq. (249). This is now exactly the usual
Jarzynski-Crooks scenario: a system S , prepared in ρS , un-
dergoes a work protocol characterized by a unitary VS and
a change in the system Hamiltonian from HS to H′S . To
make this connection even stronger, we shall also assume that
ρS = e−βHS /ZS . Eq. (251) then simplifies further to
ρ′S =
∫
dp eiH
′
S pVS ρS V
†
S e
−iH′S p |〈p|ψ〉|2. (252)
Let us now introduce the eigendecompositions HS =∑
n En|n〉〈n| and H′S =
∑
m E′m|m〉〈m| where, in general, the
bases {|n〉} and {|m〉} need not be the same. The evolution of
the diagonal entries p′m = 〈m|ρ′S |m〉 of Eq. (251) is then found
to be
p′m =
∑
n
|〈m|VS |n〉|2 pn, (253)
where pn = 〈n|ρS |n〉 = e−βEn/Z. This is thus independent of
the weight and also exactly as one would intuitively hope. For
the off-diagonals, however, one finds
〈m1|ρ′S |m2〉 = 〈m1|VS ρS V†S |m2〉
∫
dp ei(E
′
m1
−E′m2 )p|〈p|ψ〉|2.
(254)
The “pure” evolution VS ρS V
†
S is thus dephased by an amount
which depends on the initial state |ψ〉 of the weight and the
energy differences E′m1 − E′m2 .
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For concreteness, let us take as an example a Gaussian
wavefunction, |ψ〉 = ∫ dx ψ(x)|x〉, with
ψ(x) =
e−x/4δ2
4√
2piδ2
, (255)
where δ measures how localized ψ(x) is in position space.
With the aid of the Fourier identity 〈x|p〉 = eipx/√2pi, one
may carry out the integral in Eq. (254), leading to
〈m1|ρ′S |m2〉 = 〈m1|VS ρS V†S |m2〉e−i(E
′
m1
−E′m2 )/8δ2 . (256)
If δ → 0, the exponential makes all terms in the right-hand
side vanish, except those where E′m1 = E
′
m2 . As a conse-
quence, the dynamics takes ρS to ∆H′S (VS ρS V
†
S ), where ∆H′S is
the full dephasing operator in the eigenbasis of H′S ; i.e., which
makes VS ρS V
†
S block-diagonal. It is also important to bear in
mind that δ → 0 corresponds to an ideal weight, since this
is the scenario where the “pointer” of the weight is perfectly
localized at x = 0.
Conversely, when δ→ ∞ the exponential in Eq. (256) van-
ishes, leading to ρ′S = VS ρS V
†
S . In this limit the evolution of
the system is therefore completely unaffected by the weight.
However, the weight itself is now useless since it is initially
spread around all positions x, so that there is no way of know-
ing how much work was extracted.
It is therefore quite interesting to note that, as far as the di-
agonal entries are concerned, the initial state of the weight
has no effect on the dynamics. Conversely, for the coher-
ences, there is a trade-off between dephasing and the precision
with which one can use the weight to extract work. This, of
course, is ultimately a consequence of the fact that the weight
is performing a von Neumann measurement on the system and
therefore decoheres it in a preferred basis (Zurek, 1981).
Finally, if the initial state ρS of the system is not diagonal,
similar conclusions also hold. In this case Eq. (251) becomes,
component-wise
〈m1|ρ′S |m2〉 =
∑
n1,n2
〈m1|VS |n1〉〈n1|ρS |n2〉〈n2|V†S |m2〉
× e−(E′m1−E′m2−En1 +En2 )/8δ2 .
(257)
The effect of the weight will only be invisible to those states
for which E′m1 − E′m2 = En1 − En2 .
G. Reconciliation with the stochastic approach
We are now in the position to use the framework of
Sec. VI.F to define work at the stochastic level. This will
serve to reconcile the resource theory approach with the usual
work statistics in the Jarzynski-Crooks scenario. We will dis-
cuss this reconciliation using two complementary approaches,
one based on the distribution of work (Alhambra et al., 2016)
and the other on the cumulant generating function (Guarnieri
et al., 2019b).
The scenario is still the same as in the previous Section. We
take ρS to be initially thermal and consider a two-point mea-
surement scheme. First, the system is measured in the basis |n〉
and the weight prepared in |ψ〉. One then applies the unitary
US W = eiH
′
S pˆW VS e−iHS pˆW [Eq. (247)] and, finally, measure the
system in the new energy basis |m〉 and the weight in the po-
sition basis |x〉. The reason for measuring W in |x〉 is because
the weight Hamiltonian is HW = xˆW . The position x therefore
directly determines the work stored in the weight. The con-
ditional probability of obtaining (m, x) given that initially the
system was in n is then
P(m, x|n) = |〈m, x|US W |n, ψ〉|2. (258)
This is also conditional on |ψ〉, but we don’t write this explic-
itly since |ψ〉 is fixed. This expression can be simplified further
using US W = eiH
′
S pˆW VS e−iHS pˆW . In terms of q(x) = |ψ(x)|2, it
becomes
P(m, x|n) = |〈m|VS |n〉|2q(x + E′m − En), (259)
We therefore see that the transition probability factors as a
product of a standard transition pertaining only to the system
and a term associated with the initial spread of the weight.
The work distribution can now be computed by multiply-
ing (259) by the initial probability pn = e−βEn/ZS and sum-
ming over n,m; viz.,
PF(x) =
∑
n,m
P(m, x|n)pn,
where the suffix F stands for forward protocol (an identical
construction can also be made for the backward case). To
match with the standard notation, we will henceforth write w
instead of x, even though in our construction of the weight the
two are the same thing. Substituting (259) we then arrive at:
PF(w) =
∑
n,m
|〈m|VS |n〉|2 pn q(w + E′m − En). (260)
This result can now be directly compared with the stan-
dard expression for the work distribution in a unitary proto-
col (Talkner et al., 2007),
PidF (w) =
∑
n,m
|〈m|VS |n〉|2 pn δ(w + E′m − En). (261)
We see that the only difference is that the delta function is
replaced by the probability distribution q of the initial state
of the weight. In fact, the two distributions are related by a
Martingale transformation
PF(w) =
∫
dw′PidF (w
′)q(w − w′). (262)
These results illustrate some of the fundamental limitations of
thermodynamics in the quantum regime. By internalizing the
work storage device, one pays the price of obtaining a noisy
work distribution, where the outcomes PidF (w) are convoluted
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with the noise q(w) stemming from the initial state of the bat-
tery. Thus, for instance, while PidF satisfies a Crooks fluctua-
tion theorem (Crooks, 1998), the same is not true for PF .
To take an example, consider once again the Gaussian
wavefunction in Eq. (255). In this case q(x) = e−x/2δ2/
√
2piδ2,
which approximates a delta function when δ is small. But
what enters Eq. (260) is q(w + E′m − En). Thus, we reach
the important conclusion that in order for the weight to faith-
fully capture the work statistics, the value of δ must be much
smaller than the typical energy spacings E′m − En entering
the process. This makes intuitive sense: the precision of the
weight must be compatible with the typical energetic transi-
tions entering the process.
These results help to gain intuition behind the resource the-
oretical formulation of the weight as an explicit part of the
composite system. They also show how to reconcile the re-
source theory and stochastic approaches. It is important to
note, however, that the results summarized by Eq. (250) cover
a much broader set of scenarios, since they encompass (i) the
presence of a bath, (ii) arbitrary initial system+bath states and
(iii) arbitrary unitaries VS E . This framework thus also covers
joint fluctuation theorems for heat and work, as well as quan-
tum coherent and correlated scenarios, where the two-point
measurement scheme becomes invasive.
Another way of reconciling the resource theoretic and
stochastic approaches is by means of the cumulant generating
function (Guarnieri et al., 2019b); We consider again a closed
system (no bath) undergoing a work protocol. The cumulant
generating function associated with the ideal work distribu-
tion (261) is defined as
Φη ≡ ln
〈
e−ηW
〉
= ln
∫
PidF (W)e
−ηW dW (263)
The m-th cumulant of PidF (W) is then found from
(−1)m(∂m/∂ηm)Φη|η=0. Following lines akin to those presented
in Sec. IV.A [cf. Eq. (84)], one can use Ho¨lder’s inequality to
obtain a family of lower bounds for the average work (first
cumulant), which read
β〈W〉 > −β
η
Φη, η > 0, (264)
and
β〈W〉 6 β|η|Φη, η 6 0. (265)
We will now connect this family of bounds to the notions
of work extraction and work of formation, discussed in
Sec. VI.C. To this end, we assume that ρS = ρthS = e
−βHS /ZS .
The scenario will thus be akin to that of the work of formation,
since we wish to form the final state ρ′S = VS ρS V
†
S from an ini-
tially thermal state. There is one difference, though, which is
that here, during the process, we are also changing the Hamil-
tonian from HS to H′S .
Using Eq. (261) we may write Φη as (Esposito et al., 2009)
Φη = ln trS
[
e−
η
2 H
′
S VS e
η
2 HS ρS e
η
2 HS V†S e
− η2 H′S
]
. (266)
Defining also ρ′S
th = e−βH′S /Z′S , as the thermal state at the final
Hamiltonian H′S , one may show that Φη can be written as
Φη = −η
β
S 1−η/β(ρ′S ||ρ′S th) − η∆F, (267)
where ∆F = −T ln Z′S /ZS is the difference in equilibrium free
energies. The cumulant generating function is thus directly
associated with the Re´nyi divergences [Eq. (224)], which are
the central objects in the resource theory of thermodynamics
(recall the discussion in Sec. III.F).
Combining Eqs. (264) and (267) then leads to
β〈W〉 > S 1−η/β(ρ′S ||ρ′S th) + β∆F, η > 0. (268)
whereas Eqs. (265) and (267) lead instead to
β〈W〉 6 S 1−η/β(ρ′S ||ρ′S th) + β∆F, η 6 0. (269)
This therefore provides a family of bounds on the work ex-
traction, in terms of the family of Re´nyi divergences.
The bound (268) with η ∈ [0, β] yields α = 1− η/β ∈ [0, 1].
Thus, we arrive at β〈W〉 > S α(ρ′S ||ρth ’S ) + β∆F, which holds
for α ∈ [0, 1]. In particular, comparing this with the work
extraction (220) shows that the irreversible work Wirr = 〈W〉−
∆F is always larger than the work extraction of the state ρ′S
Wirr > Wext(ρ′S ) = TS 0(ρ
′
S ||ρ′S th). (270)
In words, the irreversible work associated with the process
ρthS → ρ′S is always larger than the work that can be ex-
tracted reversibly from ρ′S . Similarly, for Eq. (269), η 6 0
translates into α = 1 − η/β ∈ [1,∞). Thus, we arrive at
β〈W〉 ≤ S α(ρ′S ||ρth ’S ) + β∆F, for α ∈ [1,∞). In particular,
for α → ∞ this can be compared with the work of forma-
tion (221):
Wirr 6 Wform(ρ′S ) = TS∞(ρ
′
S ||ρ′S th). (271)
These results provide a deep connection between the irre-
versible work Wirr = 〈W〉 − ∆F, which is the main object in
the stochastic approach and the resource-theoretic concepts of
work extraction and work of formation; viz.,
Wext(ρ′S ) 6 Wirr 6 Wform(ρ
′
S ). (272)
VII. APPLICATIONS
A. The SWAP engine
One of the prime applications of entropy production is, of
course, in the description of quantum heat engines. General
four-stroke engines will be discussed in VII.B. Here, to start
with, we begin by reviewing a particularly simple yet inter-
esting model, called the SWAP engine (Allahverdyan et al.,
2010; Campisi, 2014; Campisi et al., 2015; Uzdin and Kosloff,
2014). The basic idea is summarized in Fig. 6. The working
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Tb
Ta
<
✏b
✏a
< 1
<latexit sha1_base64="yUQyZB3MEU/eFRIi4e2Lc6d1RkA=">AAACQnicbVDLS gMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwVWZUsAsXBTcuK/QF7TBk0jttaCYzJBmhDP0Qv8aNC/0Ef8GduHHhwrQdxLZeSDicc29yzwkSzpR2nDersLa+sblV3C7t7O7tH9iHRy0Vp5JCk 8Y8lp2AKOBMQFMzzaGTSCBRwKEdjG6nevsBpGKxaOhxAl5EBoKFjBJtKN++7IWS0KzhBxNzkQm+wXOmB4li3LQY4RfPdNe3y07FmRVeBW4Oyiivum9/9foxTSMQmnKiV Nd1Eu1lRGpGOUxKvVRBQuiIDKBroCARKC+bmZvgM8P0cRhLc4TGM/bvREYipcZRYDojoodqWZuS/2pBtPBzJhiFqfWlfXRY9TImklSDoPN1wpRjHeNpnrjPJFDNxwYQK plxhOmQmGe0Sb1konKXg1kFrYuK61Tc+6tyrZqHVkQn6BSdIxddoxq6Q3XURBQ9oif0gl6tZ+vd+rA+560FK585Rgtlff8ATtixyg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yUQyZB3MEU/eFRIi4e2Lc6d1RkA=">AAACQnicbVDLS gMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwVWZUsAsXBTcuK/QF7TBk0jttaCYzJBmhDP0Qv8aNC/0Ef8GduHHhwrQdxLZeSDicc29yzwkSzpR2nDersLa+sblV3C7t7O7tH9iHRy0Vp5JCk 8Y8lp2AKOBMQFMzzaGTSCBRwKEdjG6nevsBpGKxaOhxAl5EBoKFjBJtKN++7IWS0KzhBxNzkQm+wXOmB4li3LQY4RfPdNe3y07FmRVeBW4Oyiivum9/9foxTSMQmnKiV Nd1Eu1lRGpGOUxKvVRBQuiIDKBroCARKC+bmZvgM8P0cRhLc4TGM/bvREYipcZRYDojoodqWZuS/2pBtPBzJhiFqfWlfXRY9TImklSDoPN1wpRjHeNpnrjPJFDNxwYQK plxhOmQmGe0Sb1konKXg1kFrYuK61Tc+6tyrZqHVkQn6BSdIxddoxq6Q3XURBQ9oif0gl6tZ+vd+rA+560FK585Rgtlff8ATtixyg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yUQyZB3MEU/eFRIi4e2Lc6d1RkA=">AAACQnicbVDLS gMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwVWZUsAsXBTcuK/QF7TBk0jttaCYzJBmhDP0Qv8aNC/0Ef8GduHHhwrQdxLZeSDicc29yzwkSzpR2nDersLa+sblV3C7t7O7tH9iHRy0Vp5JCk 8Y8lp2AKOBMQFMzzaGTSCBRwKEdjG6nevsBpGKxaOhxAl5EBoKFjBJtKN++7IWS0KzhBxNzkQm+wXOmB4li3LQY4RfPdNe3y07FmRVeBW4Oyiivum9/9foxTSMQmnKiV Nd1Eu1lRGpGOUxKvVRBQuiIDKBroCARKC+bmZvgM8P0cRhLc4TGM/bvREYipcZRYDojoodqWZuS/2pBtPBzJhiFqfWlfXRY9TImklSDoPN1wpRjHeNpnrjPJFDNxwYQK plxhOmQmGe0Sb1konKXg1kFrYuK61Tc+6tyrZqHVkQn6BSdIxddoxq6Q3XURBQ9oif0gl6tZ+vd+rA+560FK585Rgtlff8ATtixyg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yUQyZB3MEU/eFRIi4e2Lc6d1RkA=">AAACQnicbVDLS gMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwVWZUsAsXBTcuK/QF7TBk0jttaCYzJBmhDP0Qv8aNC/0Ef8GduHHhwrQdxLZeSDicc29yzwkSzpR2nDersLa+sblV3C7t7O7tH9iHRy0Vp5JCk 8Y8lp2AKOBMQFMzzaGTSCBRwKEdjG6nevsBpGKxaOhxAl5EBoKFjBJtKN++7IWS0KzhBxNzkQm+wXOmB4li3LQY4RfPdNe3y07FmRVeBW4Oyiivum9/9foxTSMQmnKiV Nd1Eu1lRGpGOUxKvVRBQuiIDKBroCARKC+bmZvgM8P0cRhLc4TGM/bvREYipcZRYDojoodqWZuS/2pBtPBzJhiFqfWlfXRY9TImklSDoPN1wpRjHeNpnrjPJFDNxwYQK plxhOmQmGe0Sb1konKXg1kFrYuK61Tc+6tyrZqHVkQn6BSdIxddoxq6Q3XURBQ9oif0gl6tZ+vd+rA+560FK585Rgtlff8ATtixyg==</latexit>
✏b
✏a
> 1
<latexit sha1_base64="KH8QKi8mBonCBk7eenDiFMEsXlg=">AAACMHicbVBNS 8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69rBbBU0lEsCcpePFYwbZCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOUkLO/xosH/St6Eq/+Ao9u2oC29cHC472Z2Znnx5wp7TjvVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2z9w/aKkokhRaNe CTvfaKAMwEtzTSH+1gCCX0OHX98nfudB5CKReJOT2LwQjIULGCUaCP17eNeIAlNexArxo3gZ7+cZPgKu3276tScKfAycQtSRQWaffu7N4hoEoLQlBOluq4Tay8lUjPKI av0EgUxoWMyhK6hgoSgvHR6SoZPjTLAQSTNExpP1b8dKQmVmoS+qQyJHqlFLxf/9fxw7udUMAr56Qv76KDupUzEiQZBZ+sECcc6wnl6eMAkUM0nhhAqmbkI0xExY7TJu GKicheDWSbt85rr1Nzbi2qjXoRWRkfoBJ0hF12iBrpBTdRCFD2iJ/SCXq1n6836sD5npSWr6DlEc7C+fgCzVqqL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KH8QKi8mBonCBk7eenDiFMEsXlg=">AAACMHicbVBNS 8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69rBbBU0lEsCcpePFYwbZCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOUkLO/xosH/St6Eq/+Ao9u2oC29cHC472Z2Znnx5wp7TjvVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2z9w/aKkokhRaNe CTvfaKAMwEtzTSH+1gCCX0OHX98nfudB5CKReJOT2LwQjIULGCUaCP17eNeIAlNexArxo3gZ7+cZPgKu3276tScKfAycQtSRQWaffu7N4hoEoLQlBOluq4Tay8lUjPKI av0EgUxoWMyhK6hgoSgvHR6SoZPjTLAQSTNExpP1b8dKQmVmoS+qQyJHqlFLxf/9fxw7udUMAr56Qv76KDupUzEiQZBZ+sECcc6wnl6eMAkUM0nhhAqmbkI0xExY7TJu GKicheDWSbt85rr1Nzbi2qjXoRWRkfoBJ0hF12iBrpBTdRCFD2iJ/SCXq1n6836sD5npSWr6DlEc7C+fgCzVqqL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KH8QKi8mBonCBk7eenDiFMEsXlg=">AAACMHicbVBNS 8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69rBbBU0lEsCcpePFYwbZCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOUkLO/xosH/St6Eq/+Ao9u2oC29cHC472Z2Znnx5wp7TjvVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2z9w/aKkokhRaNe CTvfaKAMwEtzTSH+1gCCX0OHX98nfudB5CKReJOT2LwQjIULGCUaCP17eNeIAlNexArxo3gZ7+cZPgKu3276tScKfAycQtSRQWaffu7N4hoEoLQlBOluq4Tay8lUjPKI av0EgUxoWMyhK6hgoSgvHR6SoZPjTLAQSTNExpP1b8dKQmVmoS+qQyJHqlFLxf/9fxw7udUMAr56Qv76KDupUzEiQZBZ+sECcc6wnl6eMAkUM0nhhAqmbkI0xExY7TJu GKicheDWSbt85rr1Nzbi2qjXoRWRkfoBJ0hF12iBrpBTdRCFD2iJ/SCXq1n6836sD5npSWr6DlEc7C+fgCzVqqL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KH8QKi8mBonCBk7eenDiFMEsXlg=">AAACMHicbVBNS 8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69rBbBU0lEsCcpePFYwbZCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOUkLO/xosH/St6Eq/+Ao9u2oC29cHC472Z2Znnx5wp7TjvVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2z9w/aKkokhRaNe CTvfaKAMwEtzTSH+1gCCX0OHX98nfudB5CKReJOT2LwQjIULGCUaCP17eNeIAlNexArxo3gZ7+cZPgKu3276tScKfAycQtSRQWaffu7N4hoEoLQlBOluq4Tay8lUjPKI av0EgUxoWMyhK6hgoSgvHR6SoZPjTLAQSTNExpP1b8dKQmVmoS+qQyJHqlFLxf/9fxw7udUMAr56Qv76KDupUzEiQZBZ+sECcc6wnl6eMAkUM0nhhAqmbkI0xExY7TJu GKicheDWSbt85rr1Nzbi2qjXoRWRkfoBJ0hF12iBrpBTdRCFD2iJ/SCXq1n6836sD5npSWr6DlEc7C+fgCzVqqL</latexit>
W > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="FN4x9010agigMRhJLpVibmO6034=">AAACE3icbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKblxWsA9oh5JJ77SxmcyQZIQy9B/cuNBfcSdu/QD/xKVpOwvbeiBwOOfe5OQEieDauO63s7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bOk4VwwaLR azaAdUouMSG4UZgO1FIo0BgKxjdTv3WEyrNY/lgxgn6ER1IHnJGjZWaLXJDXNIrld2KOwNZJV5OypCj3iv9dPsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRa j+bpZ2Qc6v0SRgre6QhM/XvRkYjrcdRYCcjaoZ62ZuK/3pBtPByJjnDUFG2lMeEVT/jMkkNSjaPE6aCmJhMCyJ9rpAZMbaEMsXtjwgbUnuNsTUWbVXecjGrpHlZ8dyKd 39VrlXz0gpwCmdwAR5cQw3uoA4NYPAIz/AKb86L8+58OJ/z0TUn3zmBBThfvxuena0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN4x9010agigMRhJLpVibmO6034=">AAACE3icbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKblxWsA9oh5JJ77SxmcyQZIQy9B/cuNBfcSdu/QD/xKVpOwvbeiBwOOfe5OQEieDauO63s7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bOk4VwwaLR azaAdUouMSG4UZgO1FIo0BgKxjdTv3WEyrNY/lgxgn6ER1IHnJGjZWaLXJDXNIrld2KOwNZJV5OypCj3iv9dPsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRa j+bpZ2Qc6v0SRgre6QhM/XvRkYjrcdRYCcjaoZ62ZuK/3pBtPByJjnDUFG2lMeEVT/jMkkNSjaPE6aCmJhMCyJ9rpAZMbaEMsXtjwgbUnuNsTUWbVXecjGrpHlZ8dyKd 39VrlXz0gpwCmdwAR5cQw3uoA4NYPAIz/AKb86L8+58OJ/z0TUn3zmBBThfvxuena0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN4x9010agigMRhJLpVibmO6034=">AAACE3icbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKblxWsA9oh5JJ77SxmcyQZIQy9B/cuNBfcSdu/QD/xKVpOwvbeiBwOOfe5OQEieDauO63s7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bOk4VwwaLR azaAdUouMSG4UZgO1FIo0BgKxjdTv3WEyrNY/lgxgn6ER1IHnJGjZWaLXJDXNIrld2KOwNZJV5OypCj3iv9dPsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRa j+bpZ2Qc6v0SRgre6QhM/XvRkYjrcdRYCcjaoZ62ZuK/3pBtPByJjnDUFG2lMeEVT/jMkkNSjaPE6aCmJhMCyJ9rpAZMbaEMsXtjwgbUnuNsTUWbVXecjGrpHlZ8dyKd 39VrlXz0gpwCmdwAR5cQw3uoA4NYPAIz/AKb86L8+58OJ/z0TUn3zmBBThfvxuena0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN4x9010agigMRhJLpVibmO6034=">AAACE3icbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKblxWsA9oh5JJ77SxmcyQZIQy9B/cuNBfcSdu/QD/xKVpOwvbeiBwOOfe5OQEieDauO63s7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bOk4VwwaLR azaAdUouMSG4UZgO1FIo0BgKxjdTv3WEyrNY/lgxgn6ER1IHnJGjZWaLXJDXNIrld2KOwNZJV5OypCj3iv9dPsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRa j+bpZ2Qc6v0SRgre6QhM/XvRkYjrcdRYCcjaoZ62ZuK/3pBtPByJjnDUFG2lMeEVT/jMkkNSjaPE6aCmJhMCyJ9rpAZMbaEMsXtjwgbUnuNsTUWbVXecjGrpHlZ8dyKd 39VrlXz0gpwCmdwAR5cQw3uoA4NYPAIz/AKb86L8+58OJ/z0TUn3zmBBThfvxuena0=</latexit>
Qa < 0
<latexit sha1_base64="EehYyZvi0dC TY1cPyLvJLKAl4hI=">AAACFXicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsimMIiYGOZg HlAsoTZyd1kyOzsMjMrhCU/YWOhv2Inttb+iaWTZAsTPTBwOOfemTMnSATXxnW/n MLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWByN/c7j 6g0j+WDmSboR3QkecgZNVbqNgeU3BKXDMoVt+ouQP4SLycVyNEYlL/7w5ilEUrDB NW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3yzsiFVYYkjJU90pCF+nsjo5HW0 yiwkxE1Y73uzcV/vSBaeTmTnGGoKFvLY8Kan3GZpAYlW8YJU0FMTOYVkSFXyIyYW kKZ4vZHhI2pvcbYIku2Km+9mL+kfVX13KrXvK7Ua3lpRTiDc7gED26gDvfQgBYwE PAEL/DqPDtvzrvzsRwtOPnOKazA+fwBnKSeeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EehYyZvi0dC TY1cPyLvJLKAl4hI=">AAACFXicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsimMIiYGOZg HlAsoTZyd1kyOzsMjMrhCU/YWOhv2Inttb+iaWTZAsTPTBwOOfemTMnSATXxnW/n MLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWByN/c7j 6g0j+WDmSboR3QkecgZNVbqNgeU3BKXDMoVt+ouQP4SLycVyNEYlL/7w5ilEUrDB NW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3yzsiFVYYkjJU90pCF+nsjo5HW0 yiwkxE1Y73uzcV/vSBaeTmTnGGoKFvLY8Kan3GZpAYlW8YJU0FMTOYVkSFXyIyYW kKZ4vZHhI2pvcbYIku2Km+9mL+kfVX13KrXvK7Ua3lpRTiDc7gED26gDvfQgBYwE PAEL/DqPDtvzrvzsRwtOPnOKazA+fwBnKSeeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EehYyZvi0dC TY1cPyLvJLKAl4hI=">AAACFXicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsimMIiYGOZg HlAsoTZyd1kyOzsMjMrhCU/YWOhv2Inttb+iaWTZAsTPTBwOOfemTMnSATXxnW/n MLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWByN/c7j 6g0j+WDmSboR3QkecgZNVbqNgeU3BKXDMoVt+ouQP4SLycVyNEYlL/7w5ilEUrDB NW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3yzsiFVYYkjJU90pCF+nsjo5HW0 yiwkxE1Y73uzcV/vSBaeTmTnGGoKFvLY8Kan3GZpAYlW8YJU0FMTOYVkSFXyIyYW kKZ4vZHhI2pvcbYIku2Km+9mL+kfVX13KrXvK7Ua3lpRTiDc7gED26gDvfQgBYwE PAEL/DqPDtvzrvzsRwtOPnOKazA+fwBnKSeeQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EehYyZvi0dC TY1cPyLvJLKAl4hI=">AAACFXicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsimMIiYGOZg HlAsoTZyd1kyOzsMjMrhCU/YWOhv2Inttb+iaWTZAsTPTBwOOfemTMnSATXxnW/n MLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWByN/c7j 6g0j+WDmSboR3QkecgZNVbqNgeU3BKXDMoVt+ouQP4SLycVyNEYlL/7w5ilEUrDB NW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3yzsiFVYYkjJU90pCF+nsjo5HW0 yiwkxE1Y73uzcV/vSBaeTmTnGGoKFvLY8Kan3GZpAYlW8YJU0FMTOYVkSFXyIyYW kKZ4vZHhI2pvcbYIku2Km+9mL+kfVX13KrXvK7Ua3lpRTiDc7gED26gDvfQgBYwE PAEL/DqPDtvzrvzsRwtOPnOKazA+fwBnKSeeQ==</latexit>
Qb > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="XOykpOWNFKF Emya6kML1SNcAtn4=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIYFdScOOyB fuAdiiZ9E4bmskMSUYoQ3/CjQv9FXfi1rV/4tK0nYWtHggczrk3OTlBIrg2rvvlF DY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8Ulbx6li2GKxiFU3oBoFl9gy3AjsJgppFAjsBJO7ud95R KV5LB/MNEE/oiPJQ86osVK3OQjILXHJoFxxq+4C5C/xclKBHI1B+bs/jFkaoTRMU K17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72SLvjFxYZUjCWNkjDVmovzcyGmk9j QI7GVEz1uveXPzXC6KVlzPJGYaKsrU8Jqz5GZdJalCyZZwwFcTEZF4RGXKFzIipJ ZQpbn9E2Jjaa4wtsmSr8taL+UvaV1XPrXrN60q9lpdWhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAEDA U/wAq/Os/PmvDsfy9GCk++cwgqczx+hrZ58</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XOykpOWNFKF Emya6kML1SNcAtn4=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIYFdScOOyB fuAdiiZ9E4bmskMSUYoQ3/CjQv9FXfi1rV/4tK0nYWtHggczrk3OTlBIrg2rvvlF DY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8Ulbx6li2GKxiFU3oBoFl9gy3AjsJgppFAjsBJO7ud95R KV5LB/MNEE/oiPJQ86osVK3OQjILXHJoFxxq+4C5C/xclKBHI1B+bs/jFkaoTRMU K17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72SLvjFxYZUjCWNkjDVmovzcyGmk9j QI7GVEz1uveXPzXC6KVlzPJGYaKsrU8Jqz5GZdJalCyZZwwFcTEZF4RGXKFzIipJ ZQpbn9E2Jjaa4wtsmSr8taL+UvaV1XPrXrN60q9lpdWhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAEDA U/wAq/Os/PmvDsfy9GCk++cwgqczx+hrZ58</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XOykpOWNFKF Emya6kML1SNcAtn4=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIYFdScOOyB fuAdiiZ9E4bmskMSUYoQ3/CjQv9FXfi1rV/4tK0nYWtHggczrk3OTlBIrg2rvvlF DY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8Ulbx6li2GKxiFU3oBoFl9gy3AjsJgppFAjsBJO7ud95R KV5LB/MNEE/oiPJQ86osVK3OQjILXHJoFxxq+4C5C/xclKBHI1B+bs/jFkaoTRMU K17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72SLvjFxYZUjCWNkjDVmovzcyGmk9j QI7GVEz1uveXPzXC6KVlzPJGYaKsrU8Jqz5GZdJalCyZZwwFcTEZF4RGXKFzIipJ ZQpbn9E2Jjaa4wtsmSr8taL+UvaV1XPrXrN60q9lpdWhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAEDA U/wAq/Os/PmvDsfy9GCk++cwgqczx+hrZ58</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XOykpOWNFKF Emya6kML1SNcAtn4=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIYFdScOOyB fuAdiiZ9E4bmskMSUYoQ3/CjQv9FXfi1rV/4tK0nYWtHggczrk3OTlBIrg2rvvlF DY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8Ulbx6li2GKxiFU3oBoFl9gy3AjsJgppFAjsBJO7ud95R KV5LB/MNEE/oiPJQ86osVK3OQjILXHJoFxxq+4C5C/xclKBHI1B+bs/jFkaoTRMU K17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72SLvjFxYZUjCWNkjDVmovzcyGmk9j QI7GVEz1uveXPzXC6KVlzPJGYaKsrU8Jqz5GZdJalCyZZwwFcTEZF4RGXKFzIipJ ZQpbn9E2Jjaa4wtsmSr8taL+UvaV1XPrXrN60q9lpdWhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAEDA U/wAq/Os/PmvDsfy9GCk++cwgqczx+hrZ58</latexit>
W < 0
<latexit sha1_base64="XZ4WoiB2AgmbMfQpQfOLU/U/XuU=">AAACE3icbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7MJFwY3LCvYB7VAy6Z02NpMZkoxQhv6DGxf6K+7ErR/gn7g0bWdhWw8EDufcm5ycIBFcG9f9dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFxU8epYthgs YhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj26nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFSs0VuiEt6pbJbcWcgq8TLSRly1Huln24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmL8jCrDmcBJsZtqTCgb0QF2LJU0Q u1ns7QTcm6VPgljZY80ZKb+3chopPU4CuxkRM1QL3tT8V8viBZeziRnGCrKlvKYsOpnXCapQcnmccJUEBOTaUGkzxUyI8aWUKa4/RFhQ2qvMbbGoq3KWy5mlTQvK55b8 e6vyrVqXloBTuEMLsCDa6jBHdShAQwe4Rle4c15cd6dD+dzPrrm5DsnsADn6xcYRJ2r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XZ4WoiB2AgmbMfQpQfOLU/U/XuU=">AAACE3icbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7MJFwY3LCvYB7VAy6Z02NpMZkoxQhv6DGxf6K+7ErR/gn7g0bWdhWw8EDufcm5ycIBFcG9f9dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFxU8epYthgs YhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj26nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFSs0VuiEt6pbJbcWcgq8TLSRly1Huln24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmL8jCrDmcBJsZtqTCgb0QF2LJU0Q u1ns7QTcm6VPgljZY80ZKb+3chopPU4CuxkRM1QL3tT8V8viBZeziRnGCrKlvKYsOpnXCapQcnmccJUEBOTaUGkzxUyI8aWUKa4/RFhQ2qvMbbGoq3KWy5mlTQvK55b8 e6vyrVqXloBTuEMLsCDa6jBHdShAQwe4Rle4c15cd6dD+dzPrrm5DsnsADn6xcYRJ2r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XZ4WoiB2AgmbMfQpQfOLU/U/XuU=">AAACE3icbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7MJFwY3LCvYB7VAy6Z02NpMZkoxQhv6DGxf6K+7ErR/gn7g0bWdhWw8EDufcm5ycIBFcG9f9dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFxU8epYthgs YhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj26nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFSs0VuiEt6pbJbcWcgq8TLSRly1Huln24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmL8jCrDmcBJsZtqTCgb0QF2LJU0Q u1ns7QTcm6VPgljZY80ZKb+3chopPU4CuxkRM1QL3tT8V8viBZeziRnGCrKlvKYsOpnXCapQcnmccJUEBOTaUGkzxUyI8aWUKa4/RFhQ2qvMbbGoq3KWy5mlTQvK55b8 e6vyrVqXloBTuEMLsCDa6jBHdShAQwe4Rle4c15cd6dD+dzPrrm5DsnsADn6xcYRJ2r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XZ4WoiB2AgmbMfQpQfOLU/U/XuU=">AAACE3icbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7MJFwY3LCvYB7VAy6Z02NpMZkoxQhv6DGxf6K+7ErR/gn7g0bWdhWw8EDufcm5ycIBFcG9f9dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFxU8epYthgs YhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj26nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFSs0VuiEt6pbJbcWcgq8TLSRly1Huln24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmL8jCrDmcBJsZtqTCgb0QF2LJU0Q u1ns7QTcm6VPgljZY80ZKb+3chopPU4CuxkRM1QL3tT8V8viBZeziRnGCrKlvKYsOpnXCapQcnmccJUEBOTaUGkzxUyI8aWUKa4/RFhQ2qvMbbGoq3KWy5mlTQvK55b8 e6vyrVqXloBTuEMLsCDa6jBHdShAQwe4Rle4c15cd6dD+dzPrrm5DsnsADn6xcYRJ2r</latexit>
Qa > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="PiPqmO/RnsAkxuLukfKXPv34hyY=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKbly2YB/SlpJJ77TBJDMkGaEM/Qo3LvRX3Ilbt/6JS9PHwrYeCBzOuTc5OWEiuLG+/+2trW9sbm3ndvK7e/sHh4Wj44aJU82wzmIR6 1ZIDQqusG65FdhKNFIZCmyGj7cTv/mE2vBY3dtRgl1JB4pHnFHrpIdaj5IbQnzSKxT9kj8FWSXBnBRhjmqv8NPpxyyVqCwT1Jh24Ce2m1FtORM4zndSgwllj3SAbUcVl Wi62TTwmJw7pU+iWLujLJmqfzcyKo0ZydBNSmqHZtmbiP96oVx4OVOcYaQpW8pjo3I34ypJLSo2ixOlgtiYTDoifa6RWTFyhDLN3Y8IG1J3jXVN5l1VwXIxq6RxWQr8U lC7KlbK89JycApncAEBXEMF7qAKdWAg4Rle4c178d69D+9zNrrmzXdOYAHe1y/8JZ6l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PiPqmO/RnsAkxuLukfKXPv34hyY=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKbly2YB/SlpJJ77TBJDMkGaEM/Qo3LvRX3Ilbt/6JS9PHwrYeCBzOuTc5OWEiuLG+/+2trW9sbm3ndvK7e/sHh4Wj44aJU82wzmIR6 1ZIDQqusG65FdhKNFIZCmyGj7cTv/mE2vBY3dtRgl1JB4pHnFHrpIdaj5IbQnzSKxT9kj8FWSXBnBRhjmqv8NPpxyyVqCwT1Jh24Ce2m1FtORM4zndSgwllj3SAbUcVl Wi62TTwmJw7pU+iWLujLJmqfzcyKo0ZydBNSmqHZtmbiP96oVx4OVOcYaQpW8pjo3I34ypJLSo2ixOlgtiYTDoifa6RWTFyhDLN3Y8IG1J3jXVN5l1VwXIxq6RxWQr8U lC7KlbK89JycApncAEBXEMF7qAKdWAg4Rle4c178d69D+9zNrrmzXdOYAHe1y/8JZ6l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PiPqmO/RnsAkxuLukfKXPv34hyY=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKbly2YB/SlpJJ77TBJDMkGaEM/Qo3LvRX3Ilbt/6JS9PHwrYeCBzOuTc5OWEiuLG+/+2trW9sbm3ndvK7e/sHh4Wj44aJU82wzmIR6 1ZIDQqusG65FdhKNFIZCmyGj7cTv/mE2vBY3dtRgl1JB4pHnFHrpIdaj5IbQnzSKxT9kj8FWSXBnBRhjmqv8NPpxyyVqCwT1Jh24Ce2m1FtORM4zndSgwllj3SAbUcVl Wi62TTwmJw7pU+iWLujLJmqfzcyKo0ZydBNSmqHZtmbiP96oVx4OVOcYaQpW8pjo3I34ypJLSo2ixOlgtiYTDoifa6RWTFyhDLN3Y8IG1J3jXVN5l1VwXIxq6RxWQr8U lC7KlbK89JycApncAEBXEMF7qAKdWAg4Rle4c178d69D+9zNrrmzXdOYAHe1y/8JZ6l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PiPqmO/RnsAkxuLukfKXPv34hyY=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKbly2YB/SlpJJ77TBJDMkGaEM/Qo3LvRX3Ilbt/6JS9PHwrYeCBzOuTc5OWEiuLG+/+2trW9sbm3ndvK7e/sHh4Wj44aJU82wzmIR6 1ZIDQqusG65FdhKNFIZCmyGj7cTv/mE2vBY3dtRgl1JB4pHnFHrpIdaj5IbQnzSKxT9kj8FWSXBnBRhjmqv8NPpxyyVqCwT1Jh24Ce2m1FtORM4zndSgwllj3SAbUcVl Wi62TTwmJw7pU+iWLujLJmqfzcyKo0ZydBNSmqHZtmbiP96oVx4OVOcYaQpW8pjo3I34ypJLSo2ixOlgtiYTDoifa6RWTFyhDLN3Y8IG1J3jXVN5l1VwXIxq6RxWQr8U lC7KlbK89JycApncAEBXEMF7qAKdWAg4Rle4c178d69D+9zNrrmzXdOYAHe1y/8JZ6l</latexit>
Qb < 0
<latexit sha1_base64="7TbPlVq4gcIISlSi+v3r2eofl+M=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7MJFwY3LFuxD2lIy6Z02mGSGJCOUoV/hxoX+ijtx69Y/cWn6WNjWA4HDOfcmJydMBDfW97+9tfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNwwcaoZ1lksY t0KqUHBFdYttwJbiUYqQ4HN8PF24jefUBseq3s7SrAr6UDxiDNqnfRQ64XkhhCf9ApFv+RPQVZJMCdFmKPaK/x0+jFLJSrLBDWmHfiJ7WZUW84EjvOd1GBC2SMdYNtRR SWabjYNPCbnTumTKNbuKEum6t+NjEpjRjJ0k5LaoVn2JuK/XigXXs4UZxhpypby2KjczbhKUouKzeJEqSA2JpOOSJ9rZFaMHKFMc/cjwobUXWNdk3lXVbBczCppXJYCv xTUroqV8ry0HJzCGVxAANdQgTuoQh0YSHiGV3jzXrx378P7nI2uefOdE1iA9/UL+nmepA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7TbPlVq4gcIISlSi+v3r2eofl+M=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7MJFwY3LFuxD2lIy6Z02mGSGJCOUoV/hxoX+ijtx69Y/cWn6WNjWA4HDOfcmJydMBDfW97+9tfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNwwcaoZ1lksY t0KqUHBFdYttwJbiUYqQ4HN8PF24jefUBseq3s7SrAr6UDxiDNqnfRQ64XkhhCf9ApFv+RPQVZJMCdFmKPaK/x0+jFLJSrLBDWmHfiJ7WZUW84EjvOd1GBC2SMdYNtRR SWabjYNPCbnTumTKNbuKEum6t+NjEpjRjJ0k5LaoVn2JuK/XigXXs4UZxhpypby2KjczbhKUouKzeJEqSA2JpOOSJ9rZFaMHKFMc/cjwobUXWNdk3lXVbBczCppXJYCv xTUroqV8ry0HJzCGVxAANdQgTuoQh0YSHiGV3jzXrx378P7nI2uefOdE1iA9/UL+nmepA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7TbPlVq4gcIISlSi+v3r2eofl+M=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7MJFwY3LFuxD2lIy6Z02mGSGJCOUoV/hxoX+ijtx69Y/cWn6WNjWA4HDOfcmJydMBDfW97+9tfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNwwcaoZ1lksY t0KqUHBFdYttwJbiUYqQ4HN8PF24jefUBseq3s7SrAr6UDxiDNqnfRQ64XkhhCf9ApFv+RPQVZJMCdFmKPaK/x0+jFLJSrLBDWmHfiJ7WZUW84EjvOd1GBC2SMdYNtRR SWabjYNPCbnTumTKNbuKEum6t+NjEpjRjJ0k5LaoVn2JuK/XigXXs4UZxhpypby2KjczbhKUouKzeJEqSA2JpOOSJ9rZFaMHKFMc/cjwobUXWNdk3lXVbBczCppXJYCv xTUroqV8ry0HJzCGVxAANdQgTuoQh0YSHiGV3jzXrx378P7nI2uefOdE1iA9/UL+nmepA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7TbPlVq4gcIISlSi+v3r2eofl+M=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7MJFwY3LFuxD2lIy6Z02mGSGJCOUoV/hxoX+ijtx69Y/cWn6WNjWA4HDOfcmJydMBDfW97+9tfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNwwcaoZ1lksY t0KqUHBFdYttwJbiUYqQ4HN8PF24jefUBseq3s7SrAr6UDxiDNqnfRQ64XkhhCf9ApFv+RPQVZJMCdFmKPaK/x0+jFLJSrLBDWmHfiJ7WZUW84EjvOd1GBC2SMdYNtRR SWabjYNPCbnTumTKNbuKEum6t+NjEpjRjJ0k5LaoVn2JuK/XigXXs4UZxhpypby2KjczbhKUouKzeJEqSA2JpOOSJ9rZFaMHKFMc/cjwobUXWNdk3lXVbBczCppXJYCv xTUroqV8ry0HJzCGVxAANdQgTuoQh0YSHiGV3jzXrx378P7nI2uefOdE1iA9/UL+nmepA==</latexit>
W > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="FN4x9010agigMRhJLpVibmO6034=">AAACE3icbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKblxWsA9oh5JJ77SxmcyQZIQy9B/cuNBfcSdu/ QD/xKVpOwvbeiBwOOfe5OQEieDauO63s7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bOk4VwwaLRazaAdUouMSG4UZgO1FIo0BgKxjdTv3WEyrNY/lgxgn6ER1IHnJGjZWaLXJDXNIrld2KOwNZJV5OypCj3iv9dPsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bpZ2Qc6v0SRgre6QhM/XvRkYjrcdRYCcjaoZ62ZuK/3pBtPByJjnDUFG2lMeEV T/jMkkNSjaPE6aCmJhMCyJ9rpAZMbaEMsXtjwgbUnuNsTUWbVXecjGrpHlZ8dyKd39VrlXz0gpwCmdwAR5cQw3uoA4NYPAIz/AKb86L8+58OJ/z0TUn3zmBBThfvxuena0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN4x9010agigMRhJLpVibmO6034=">AAACE3icbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKblxWsA9oh5JJ77SxmcyQZIQy9B/cuNBfcSdu/ QD/xKVpOwvbeiBwOOfe5OQEieDauO63s7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bOk4VwwaLRazaAdUouMSG4UZgO1FIo0BgKxjdTv3WEyrNY/lgxgn6ER1IHnJGjZWaLXJDXNIrld2KOwNZJV5OypCj3iv9dPsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bpZ2Qc6v0SRgre6QhM/XvRkYjrcdRYCcjaoZ62ZuK/3pBtPByJjnDUFG2lMeEV T/jMkkNSjaPE6aCmJhMCyJ9rpAZMbaEMsXtjwgbUnuNsTUWbVXecjGrpHlZ8dyKd39VrlXz0gpwCmdwAR5cQw3uoA4NYPAIz/AKb86L8+58OJ/z0TUn3zmBBThfvxuena0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN4x9010agigMRhJLpVibmO6034=">AAACE3icbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKblxWsA9oh5JJ77SxmcyQZIQy9B/cuNBfcSdu/ QD/xKVpOwvbeiBwOOfe5OQEieDauO63s7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bOk4VwwaLRazaAdUouMSG4UZgO1FIo0BgKxjdTv3WEyrNY/lgxgn6ER1IHnJGjZWaLXJDXNIrld2KOwNZJV5OypCj3iv9dPsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bpZ2Qc6v0SRgre6QhM/XvRkYjrcdRYCcjaoZ62ZuK/3pBtPByJjnDUFG2lMeEV T/jMkkNSjaPE6aCmJhMCyJ9rpAZMbaEMsXtjwgbUnuNsTUWbVXecjGrpHlZ8dyKd39VrlXz0gpwCmdwAR5cQw3uoA4NYPAIz/AKb86L8+58OJ/z0TUn3zmBBThfvxuena0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN4x9010agigMRhJLpVibmO6034=">AAACE3icbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKblxWsA9oh5JJ77SxmcyQZIQy9B/cuNBfcSdu/ QD/xKVpOwvbeiBwOOfe5OQEieDauO63s7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bOk4VwwaLRazaAdUouMSG4UZgO1FIo0BgKxjdTv3WEyrNY/lgxgn6ER1IHnJGjZWaLXJDXNIrld2KOwNZJV5OypCj3iv9dPsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bpZ2Qc6v0SRgre6QhM/XvRkYjrcdRYCcjaoZ62ZuK/3pBtPByJjnDUFG2lMeEV T/jMkkNSjaPE6aCmJhMCyJ9rpAZMbaEMsXtjwgbUnuNsTUWbVXecjGrpHlZ8dyKd39VrlXz0gpwCmdwAR5cQw3uoA4NYPAIz/AKb86L8+58OJ/z0TUn3zmBBThfvxuena0=</latexit>
Qa > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="PiPqmO/RnsAkxuLukfKXPv34hyY=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKbly2YB/SlpJJ77TBJDMkGaEM/Qo3LvRX3Ilbt/6JS9PHwrYeCBzOuTc5OWEiuLG+/+2trW9sbm3ndvK7e/sHh4Wj44aJU82wzmIR6 1ZIDQqusG65FdhKNFIZCmyGj7cTv/mE2vBY3dtRgl1JB4pHnFHrpIdaj5IbQnzSKxT9kj8FWSXBnBRhjmqv8NPpxyyVqCwT1Jh24Ce2m1FtORM4zndSgwllj3SAbUcVl Wi62TTwmJw7pU+iWLujLJmqfzcyKo0ZydBNSmqHZtmbiP96oVx4OVOcYaQpW8pjo3I34ypJLSo2ixOlgtiYTDoifa6RWTFyhDLN3Y8IG1J3jXVN5l1VwXIxq6RxWQr8U lC7KlbK89JycApncAEBXEMF7qAKdWAg4Rle4c178d69D+9zNrrmzXdOYAHe1y/8JZ6l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PiPqmO/RnsAkxuLukfKXPv34hyY=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKbly2YB/SlpJJ77TBJDMkGaEM/Qo3LvRX3Ilbt/6JS9PHwrYeCBzOuTc5OWEiuLG+/+2trW9sbm3ndvK7e/sHh4Wj44aJU82wzmIR6 1ZIDQqusG65FdhKNFIZCmyGj7cTv/mE2vBY3dtRgl1JB4pHnFHrpIdaj5IbQnzSKxT9kj8FWSXBnBRhjmqv8NPpxyyVqCwT1Jh24Ce2m1FtORM4zndSgwllj3SAbUcVl Wi62TTwmJw7pU+iWLujLJmqfzcyKo0ZydBNSmqHZtmbiP96oVx4OVOcYaQpW8pjo3I34ypJLSo2ixOlgtiYTDoifa6RWTFyhDLN3Y8IG1J3jXVN5l1VwXIxq6RxWQr8U lC7KlbK89JycApncAEBXEMF7qAKdWAg4Rle4c178d69D+9zNrrmzXdOYAHe1y/8JZ6l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PiPqmO/RnsAkxuLukfKXPv34hyY=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKbly2YB/SlpJJ77TBJDMkGaEM/Qo3LvRX3Ilbt/6JS9PHwrYeCBzOuTc5OWEiuLG+/+2trW9sbm3ndvK7e/sHh4Wj44aJU82wzmIR6 1ZIDQqusG65FdhKNFIZCmyGj7cTv/mE2vBY3dtRgl1JB4pHnFHrpIdaj5IbQnzSKxT9kj8FWSXBnBRhjmqv8NPpxyyVqCwT1Jh24Ce2m1FtORM4zndSgwllj3SAbUcVl Wi62TTwmJw7pU+iWLujLJmqfzcyKo0ZydBNSmqHZtmbiP96oVx4OVOcYaQpW8pjo3I34ypJLSo2ixOlgtiYTDoifa6RWTFyhDLN3Y8IG1J3jXVN5l1VwXIxq6RxWQr8U lC7KlbK89JycApncAEBXEMF7qAKdWAg4Rle4c178d69D+9zNrrmzXdOYAHe1y/8JZ6l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PiPqmO/RnsAkxuLukfKXPv34hyY=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7EoKbly2YB/SlpJJ77TBJDMkGaEM/Qo3LvRX3Ilbt/6JS9PHwrYeCBzOuTc5OWEiuLG+/+2trW9sbm3ndvK7e/sHh4Wj44aJU82wzmIR6 1ZIDQqusG65FdhKNFIZCmyGj7cTv/mE2vBY3dtRgl1JB4pHnFHrpIdaj5IbQnzSKxT9kj8FWSXBnBRhjmqv8NPpxyyVqCwT1Jh24Ce2m1FtORM4zndSgwllj3SAbUcVl Wi62TTwmJw7pU+iWLujLJmqfzcyKo0ZydBNSmqHZtmbiP96oVx4OVOcYaQpW8pjo3I34ypJLSo2ixOlgtiYTDoifa6RWTFyhDLN3Y8IG1J3jXVN5l1VwXIxq6RxWQr8U lC7KlbK89JycApncAEBXEMF7qAKdWAg4Rle4c178d69D+9zNrrmzXdOYAHe1y/8JZ6l</latexit>
Qb < 0
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FIG. 6 (a) The two strokes of a SWAP engine. (b) Average thermodynamic quantities and entropy production as a function of b/a for
Tb/Ta = 1/2. All energetic quantities are plotted in units of a = 1. (c) Operation regimes of the SWAP engine.
fluid is comprised of two non-resonant qubits, with energy
gaps a and b. The machine operates in two strokes, as de-
picted in Fig. 6(a). In the first stroke each qubit interacts with
its own environment, kept at temperatures Ta and Tb respec-
tively. During this stroke the qubits do not interact. Moreover,
it is assumed that this step is a thermal operation, so that the
change in energy of each qubit is entirely associated with the
heat that flows to each bath (Sec. III.D). In the second stroke,
the baths are uncoupled and the qubits are put to interact by
means of a partial SWAP. No heat is involved. However, since
the qubits are not resonant, the partial SWAP will have an as-
sociated work cost.
In the simplest case, one can assume that the thermalization
in the first stroke is complete and the SWAP in the second
stroke is full. Since thermalization is complete, after the first
stroke the state of the system will be ρthA ⊗ ρthB . The partial
SWAP then changes this to ρthB ⊗ ρthA . The work associated
with this process is the total change in energy of both qubits,
W = ∆Ha + ∆Hb which can be written as
W = −(a − b)( fa − fb), (273)
where fi = (eβii + 1)−1 is the probability of finding each qubit
in the excited state (the Fermi-Dirac function). The swapped
state ρthB ⊗ ρthA is then put to interact with the baths at tempera-
tures Ta and Tb, causing the system to go back to the original
state ρthA ⊗ ρthB . The heat exchanged with each bath in this case
will then be
Qa = a( fa − fb), (274)
Qb = b( fb − fa). (275)
Since the process is cyclic, one can verify that W+Qa+Qb = 0.
The values of W, Qa and Qb are plotted in Fig. 6(b). We
define heat and work to be positive when energy enters the
system. Depending on the relation between b/a and Tb/Ta,
the engine can offer three regimes of operation: refrigerator,
engine and heat pump. The meaning of the different regimes
is diagrammatically explained in Fig. 6(c).
Since the thermalization strokes are thermal operations,
the entropy produced in each cycle will be simply given by
Eq. (4), with ∆S S = 0
Σ = −βaQa − βbQb = −(βaa − βbb)( fa − fb). (276)
This quantity is always non-negative since it has the form
−(x−y)( f (x)− f (y)), where f (x) = (ex +1)−1 is monotonically
decreasing in x. As a consequence f (x)− f (y) will always have
the opposite sign as x−y, for any x, y. Hence Σ > 0. Eq. (276)
is plotted in black, in Fig. 6(b).
Taking Ta > Tb, for concreteness, we can characterize the
efficiency of the engine in each operating regime by
COP =
|Qb|
W
=
b
a − b ,
b
a
<
Tb
Ta
, (277)
η =
|W |
Qa
= 1 − b
a
,
Tb
Ta
<
b
a
< 1, (278)
COPh =
Qa
W
=
a
b − a ,
b
a
> 1, (279)
where COP stands for coefficient of performance. The ma-
chine thus always operates at Otto efficiency. As shown re-
cently in (Molitor and Landi, 2020), there is an entire class of
two-stroke engines for which this turns out to be the case.
The Carnot point corresponds to b/a = Tb/Ta. This point
is special because, even though we get Σ = 0, we also get
Qa = Qb = W = 0. Thus, at the Carnot point nothing happens
(cf. Fig. 6(b)). Another special point is at b = a, where
W = 0, but Qa = −Qb , 0. At this point all heat that flows
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from the hot bath is converted into heat to the cold bath, so
that no net output work occurs.
For b/a > 1 heat continues to flow from hot to cold and, in
addition, one also has to provide a finite work input (W > 0).
This regime is called a heat pump and has received consider-
ably less attention in the literature. This is somewhat unfortu-
nate, as heat pumps can be quite useful devices. In the refrig-
erator regime, work is consumed to make heat flow from cold
to hot. In a heat pump work is consumed to make heat flow
from hot to cold, but “faster”. Heat pumps are often used
in electronic devices to improve the dissipation of elements
that generate substantial heat (such as processors). Devices,
like cellphones and laptops, for instance, have thermoelectric
plates used to cool down the processors. These plates use elec-
tricity from the battery (hence consume work) to make heat
flow from the hot chip to the colder environment. The flow
direction is still natural, but external work is used to make it
go faster.
From a thermodynamical point of view, the interesting as-
pect of a heat pump is that its performance is directly related
to the entropy production, as we now discuss. The following
argument is general and not restricted to the SWAP engine.
We begin by substituting Qb = −W − Qa into Eq. (4) for the
entropy production, which yields Σ = (βb − βa)Qa + βbW. In
a heat pump Qa > 0 and W > 0. Hence, there is a minimum
entropy production associated with it, which is when W = 0:
Σmin = (βb − βa)Qa. (280)
This is the entropy production associated with the natural flow
of heat from hot to cold.
The coefficient of performance of the heat pump is defined
as the amount of heat that can be extracted from the hot bath
divided by the associated work cost, COPh = Qa/W, as in
Eq. (279). With some rearrangements, we can also write this
as
COPh =
βbQa
Σ − Σmin . (281)
The efficiency of a heat pump is therefore directly associated
with an excess entropy production.
B. Stroke-based engines
We now turn to a description of more general, four-stroke
engines. We focus on how to apply the framework of Sec. III,
and in particular the basic S + E map in Eq. (25), to this spe-
cific problem. We consider a four-stroke engine, where uni-
tary (work only) maps in the system are riffled with dissipative
interactions with a hot and a cold bath (which may involve
both heat and work). The corresponding circuit diagram is
depicted in Fig. 7.
We consider the engine’s operation in a collisional model
sense V.A. The system is initially prepared in an arbitrary state
ρS . In each stroke, it interacts with two baths, H and C, pre-
pared in states ρH and ρC . For ease of mind, one can imagine
Unitary V1 USH USC
ρS
ρH
ρC
Unitary V3
FIG. 7 Circuit diagram of a 4-stroke heat engine, composed of two
unitaries, V1 and V2 riffled by two dissipative interactions with a hot
and cold bath respectively.
that these represent a hot and cold bath respectively. The re-
sults below, however, will actually be true for any bath state,
not necessarily thermal. Each cycle of the engine is divided
in four strokes, as follows. The first and third strokes involve
unitary interactions V1 and V3 acting only on the system. The
second stroke refers to the interaction with the hot bath, by
means of a unitary US H . And similarly, the fourth stroke is
between S and C, with a unitary US C . The global state of
S HC after each stroke will then be given by
ρ(1)S HC =
[
V1ρS V
†
1
]
ρHρC (282)
:= ρ(1)S ρHρC
ρ(2)S HC = US H
[
ρ(1)S ρH
]
U†S HρC (283)
:= ρ(2)S HρC
ρ(3)S HC =
[
V2ρ
(2)
S HV
†
2
]
ρC (284)
:= ρ(3)S HρC
ρ(4)S HC = US Cρ
(3)
S HρCU
†
S C , (285)
where care was taken in highlighting, at each step, in which
Hilbert spaces the unitaries act and what is the structure of the
resulting state. Combining all strokes, the state at the end of
the cycle will thus be
ρ(4)S HC = US CV2US HV1
(
ρS ρHρC
)
V†1 U
†
S HV
†
2 U
†
S C . (286)
Notice that all unitaries have a common support on S and
therefore do not commute. Tracing over H and C leads to
a stroboscopic map for the system,
ρ′S := Φ(ρS ) = trHC
{
US CV2US HV1
(
ρS ρHρC
)
V†1 U
†
S HV
†
2 U
†
S C
}
.
(287)
This state is then to be used as input state for the next cycle,
which is constructed with fresh new baths ρH and ρC .
Proceeding in this way, one can construct finite-time en-
gines operating under arbitrary conditions. The state of the
system after each complete cycle is obtained from the previ-
ous one by applying the map Φ. After many cycles are per-
formed, the system should eventually reach a limit-cycle ρ∗S
satisfying ρ∗S = Φ(ρ
∗
S ). Once the limit cycle is reached, the en-
gine’s operation becomes periodic and functions of state, such
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as the system energy or entropy, no longer change. The limit
cycle shares many similarities with non-equilibrium steady-
states (NESSs). In fact, the limit cycle can be viewed as a
stroboscopic NESS, in the sense that if looked at only in in-
teger steps, the state of the system no longer changes. Inter-
nally however (i.e., inside each cycle), the state of the system
is constantly changing.
The entropy production in each stroke is given by the gen-
eral expression (27). The first and third strokes are unitary, so
that no entropy is produced. Thus
Σ = ΣH + ΣC , (288)
where
ΣH = Iρ(2)S H (S : H) + S (ρ
(2)
H ||ρH),
(289)
ΣC = Iρ(4)S C (S :C) + S (ρ
(4)
C ||ρC),
where ρ(4)S C = trH ρ
(4)
S HC and similarly for ρ
(2)
S H . It is more con-
venient in this case to use Eq. (33) to write
ΣH = S (ρ
(2)
S ) − S (ρ(1)S ) + trH
{
(ρH − ρ(2)H ) log ρH
}
,
(290)
ΣC = S (ρ
(4)
S ) − S (ρ(3)S ) + trC
{
(ρC − ρ(4)C ) log ρC
}
.
Since strokes 1 and 3 are unitary, however, it follows that
S (ρ(1)S ) = S (ρS ) and S (ρ
(3)
S ) = S (ρ
(2)
S ). Adding the two terms
therefore cancels a term S (ρ(2)S ) leading to
Σ = ∆S S + ΦH + ΦC , (291)
where ∆S S = S (ρ
(4)
S ) − S (ρS ) is the net change in entropy of
the system in a full cycle and
Φi = tri
{
(ρi − ρ′i) ln ρi
}
, i = H,C, (292)
is the entropy flux to baths H and C, with ρi denoting the state
of the bath after having interacted with the system.
Eq. (291) shows that the familiar structure for the entropy
production, in terms of changes in entropy of the system and
fluxes to the bath, also holds quite generally for any stroke-
based engine with the structure of Fig. 7. What is important
to realize, is that this also includes arbitrary initial states for
the environments, not necessarily thermal. In fact, note that
no mention has to be made of heat and work, and the asso-
ciated conundrums. Eq. (291) provides a fully information-
theoretic definition of irreversibility, valid beyond the stan-
dard thermodynamic paradigms. Of course, if the bath hap-
pens to be thermal, then Eq. (291) reduces to the familiar re-
sult Σ = ∆S S + βH QH + βC QC .
In the limit cycle the first term in (291) vanishes and we are
left only with Σ = ΦH + ΦC . It is crucial, however, to notice
that this does not imply ΣH = ΦH and ΣC = ΦC . This would,
in fact, be inconsistent, as one of the two fluxes is in general
negative. The net entropy production rate Σ coincides in the
limit cycle with the net flux ΦH +ΦC . But individually they do
not. The individual contributions ΣH and ΣC are interesting,
as they quantify the contribution of each dissipation channel
to the system’s irreversibility. But the only way to assess them
is through Eqs. (289) or (290).
C. Squeezed baths
The most striking feature about the laws of thermodynam-
ics is how they combine simplicity and breadth. Most sys-
tems in Nature, however, are not thermodynamical. Thus,
one cannot expect them to enjoy any such simple set of rules.
Notwithstanding, it is reasonable to ask whether there exists
systems that are “beyond thermal”, but still enjoy simple ther-
modynamic laws. This question acquires particular relevance
in the quantum realm due to the growing drive towards com-
bining classical and quantum resources. In this section we dis-
cuss one such instance. Namely, that of squeezed reservoirs.
These types of baths can be used, for instance, as a resource
to operate heat engines above Carnot efficiency, as discussed
theoretically in Ref. (Abah and Lutz, 2014; Roßnagel et al.,
2014) and implemented experimentally in Ref. (Klaers et al.,
2017). Here we shall focus on how to formulate the entropy
production for a system interacting with a squeezed bath, as
first put forth in (Manzano et al., 2016).
We begin by briefly reviewing the basics of squeezing.
Consider a single bosonic mode b with Hamiltonian H =
Ω(b†b + 1/2). We say b is prepared in a squeezed thermal
state when its density matrix has the form
ρ = S (z)ρthS †(z), (293)
where ρth = e−βH/Z is the thermal state and
S (z) = e
1
2 (z
∗b2−zb†2), z = reiθ, (294)
is the squeezing operator, with complex parameter z. The ac-
tion of S (z) on annihilation operators is given by
S (z)bS †(z) = b cosh(r) + eiθb† sinh(r). (295)
From this, one may readily compute the expectation values of
the second moments in the state of Eq. (293)
〈b†b〉 + 1/2 = (n¯ + 1/2) cosh(2r), (296)
〈bb〉 = (n¯ + 1/2)eiθ sinh(2r), (297)
where n¯ = (eβΩ − 1) is the Bose-Einstein distribution, related
to the thermal part of (293). Alternatively, in terms of quadra-
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tures, q = (b + b†)/
√
2 and p = i(b† − b)/√2, we get
〈q2〉 = 〈b†b〉 + 1/2 + 1
2
〈bb + b†b†〉
= (n¯ + 1/2)
[
cosh(2r) + cos θ sinh(2r)
]
, (298)
〈p2〉 = 〈b†b〉 + 1/2 − 1
2
〈bb + b†b†〉
= (n¯ + 1/2)
[
cosh(2r) − cos θ sinh(2r)], (299)
1
2
〈{q, p}〉 = 1
2i
〈bb − b†b†〉
= (n¯ + 1/2) sin θ sinh(2r). (300)
We thus see that r represents the magnitude of the squeezing,
whereas θ represents the direction in phase space in which
the squeezing occurs. In particular, if θ = 0 we get 〈q2〉 =
e2r(n¯ + 1/2) and 〈p2〉 = e−2r(n¯ + 1/2). The variance of the q
quadrature is thus stretched by a factor of e2r at the expense
of squeezing the variance of p.
From a thermodynamic perspective, the squeezed state in
Eq. (293) can be viewed as a Generalized Gibbs Ensemble
(GGE), akin to the grand-canonical state e−β(H−µNˆ) (where µ
is the chemical potential and Nˆ is the particle number opera-
tor). This can be made more transparent by noting that, from
Eq. (295)
S zHS †z = cosh(2r)H + sinh(2r)A, (301)
where
A =
Ω
2
(eiθb†2 + e−iθb2), (302)
is what we shall henceforth refer to as asymmetry (Manzano
et al., 2016) (in the sense that 〈A〉 measures how asymmetric,
or compressed, the compressed Gaussian in phase space is).
Eq. (293) can then be written in the more suggestive form
ρ =
1
Z
e−β(cosh(2r)H+sinh(2r)A), (303)
which is precisely in the GGE form. There is, though, one fun-
damental difference with respect to the usual Grand canonical
state: namely that, unlike H and Nˆ, the operators H and A do
not commute. GGEs of this form are called non-Abelian.
We now use the results developed in Sec. III to formulate
the entropy production of a system interacting with a squeezed
thermal bath. We shall do so using the standard von Neumann
entropy. This therefore represents an alternative to the phase-
space approach discussed in (V.H). The system is assumed
to be arbitrary (it does not have to be bosonic) and the bath
is taken to be a collection of bosonic modes bk, with Hamil-
tonian HE =
∑
k Ωk(b
†
kbk + 1/2) and prepared in a squeezed
thermal state of the form (293); viz.,
ρE =
∏
k
ρk =
∏
k
Sk(zk)ρthk S†k(zk), (304)
where ρthk = (1− e−βΩk )e−βΩkb
†
k bk is the thermal state and Sk(zk)
is the squeezing operator (294) for mode bk, with parameter
zk = rkeiθk . For now we allow each rk to be different.
The system and bath are then put to interact via an arbitrary
unitary U, according to the map (25). The entropy produced
in the process is given by Eq. (33). This expression can be
simplified by inserting Eq. (303) in the term ln ρE appearing
in Eq. (33). One then readily arrives at
Σ = ∆S S + β
∑
k
{
Ωk cosh(2rk)∆〈b†kbk〉
+
Ωk
2
sinh(2rk)
(
∆〈b†kb†k〉eiθk + ∆〈bkbk〉e−iθk
)}
,
(305)
where ∆OE = tr {OE(ρ′E−ρE)} is the change in the expectation
value of a bath observable during the process. It is essential to
note that, in line with what was discussed in Sec. III, all terms
except the first actually refer to changes in quantities of the
bath, not the system. For this reason, the entropy production
cannot, in general, be computed solely from knowledge of the
changes that take place in S (more about this below).
Eq. (305) cannot be written in the Clausius form Σ = ∆S S +
β∆QE [Eq. (4)]. This is simply a consequence of the fact that
the squeezed bath is not thermal. As discussed in Sec. III,
Eq. (33) only reduces to Eq (4) when the baths are thermal.
Let us assume, for concreteness, that all modes are squeezed
by the same amount, rk = r, θk = θ. The second term in
Eq. (305) then becomes proportional to the heat flux,
∆QE =
∑
k
Ωk∆〈b†kbk〉. (306)
Moreover, the last term becomes proportional to the change in
asymmetry,
∆AE =
∑
k
Ωk
2
(
eiθ∆〈b†kb†k〉 + e−iθ∆〈bkbk〉
)
. (307)
Whence, the second law (305) may be written as
Σ = ∆S S + β
(
cosh(2r)∆QE + sinh(2r)∆AE
)
. (308)
This expression resembles the entropy produced when in-
teracting with a grand canonical bath. The last two terms
represent the changes in the corresponding thermodynamic
charges, ∆QE and ∆AE , each multiplied by the correspond-
ing thermodynamic affinities β cosh(2r) and β sinh(2r). This
matches the previously discussed intuition of the squeezed
state as a GGE. For instance, one could have a situation where
no heat flows to the bath, ∆QE = 0, but entropy is still pro-
duced due to a flow of asymmetry.
For generic system Hamiltonians and system-environment
interactions, it is not possible to write Eq. (308) solely in terms
of system quantities. The situation is entirely analogous to
that of strict energy conservation, Eq. (48). To provide a con-
crete example, let us suppose that the system is also bosonic,
described by an operator a with HS = ωa†a. Moreover, let
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us focus on the interaction between the system and a single
mode b, with frequency Ω. A typical interaction for this pro-
cess could be VS E = g(a†b + b†a). This conserves the number
of quanta,
[VS E , a†a + b†b] = 0. (309)
and so will only be energy preserving when S and E are reso-
nant; i.e., when Ω = ω. However, even in this case, it will not
in general conserve asymmetry. Conservation of asymmetry
requires a fine tuning of the relative phase of the interaction.
Consider, for instance,
VS E = ig(a†b − b†a). (310)
In addition to Eq. (309), this interaction also satisfies
[VS E , aa + bb] = 0, (311)
and therefore also conserves asymmetry.8 Using standard
Gaussian algebra, one can, in fact, show that (310) is the most
general 2-mode Gaussian interaction conserving both energy
and asymmetry. We also mention that an interaction of the
form (310) will only conserve asymmetry in the interaction
picture with respect to HS + HE . In the Schro¨dinger picture,
the free evolution will lead to pre-factors e2iωt in aa and bb.
Most studies on squeezed baths therefore focus on the inter-
action picture, where these trivial time dependences are natu-
rally eliminated.
Based on the above discussion, we henceforth assume for
concreteness that the unitary US E = e−iVS E t preserves both
energy and asymmetry [Eqs. (309) and (311)]. We do not
assume that VS E is necessarily of the form (310), nor that
the system is composed of a single mode. What we do as-
sume, though, is that the system is still bosonic (possibly
multi-mode), but for which one can still nonetheless define
an asymmetry operator AS . Eqs. (309) and (311) then im-
ply that for any dynamics generated by VS E , one must have
∆QE = −∆HS and ∆AE = −∆AS , where ∆HS and ∆AS are
the changes in energy and asymmetry of the system. As a
consequence, Eq. (308) may be rewritten as
Σ = ∆S S − β
(
cosh(2r)∆HS + sinh(2r)∆AS
)
, (312)
which is now defined solely in terms of properties of the sys-
tem.
When the global unitary US E satisfies both (309) and (311),
the process will have a global fixed point, which was discussed
in Sec. III.A. That is, the squeezed state
ρ∗S =
1
ZS
e−β(cosh(2r)HS +sinh(2r)AS ),
8 More generally, the angle θ with respect to which the asymmetry in (307)
is defined could be different for S and E. In this case, a generic interaction
VS E = g(eiφa†b + e−iφb†a) will conserve asymmetry provided θS = 2φ −
pi + θE . For θS = θE this reduces to φ = pi/2, which is Eq. (310).
will satisfy [cf. Eq. (43)],
US E(ρ∗S ⊗ ρE)U†S E = ρ∗S ⊗ ρE . (313)
As shown in Sec. III.A, this implies that the entropy produc-
tion may also be alternatively written as
Σ = S (ρS ||ρ∗S ) − S (ρ′S ||ρ∗S ). (314)
Indeed, as one may directly verify, Eqs. (312) and (314) are
exactly the same, which therefore provide two alternative rep-
resentations for Σ. We do emphasize once more, though, that
this is only possible when Eqs. (309) and (311) are satisfied.
Lastly, we discuss the continuous time version of the above
process, where the system evolves instead according to the
Lindblad master equation
dρS
dt
= γ(N + 1)
[
aρS a† − 12 {a
†a, ρS }
]
+ γN
[
a†ρS a − 12 {aa
†, ρS }
]
− γM
[
a†ρS a† − 12 {a
†2, ρS }
]
− γM∗
[
aρS a − 12 {a
2, ρS }
]
.
(315)
Here γ ≥ 0 is the damping rate and N + 1/2 = (n¯ +
1/2) cosh(2r) and M = (n¯ + 1/2)eiθ sinh(2r) are the param-
eters imposed by the squeezed thermal bath [cf. Eqs. (296)
and (297)]. This equation can be derived using the usual
Born/Markov/Secular approximations (Breuer and Petruc-
cione, 2007) or using a collisional model, exactly as described
in Sec. V.C. We also mention that this is the form of the dissi-
pator used in Sec. V.H, particularly Eq. (194).
Strictly speaking, from knowledge only of the master equa-
tion (315), it is not possible to define the entropy production.
The natural approach, as done in Ref. (Manzano et al., 2016),
would be to consider the continuous-time version of Eq. (314),
which now reads
Σ˙ = − d
dt
S (ρS (t)||ρ∗S ). (316)
As the above results show, however, this will only be true if
the global map that produced Eq. (315) satisfies Eqs. (309)
and (311). In most cases, particularly in quantum optical sce-
narios, this will not be the case exactly, but will be so ap-
proximately since the coupling is weak. As a consequence,
expression (316) should reasonably represent the entropy pro-
duction.
D. Quantum heat
We now turn to another application of thermodynamics be-
yond standard thermal systems. In Ref. (Elouard et al., 2017)
the authors considered a generalization of the 1st and 2nd laws
of thermodynamic for a situation where the interaction with a
heat bath is replaced by a set of quantum measurements. In
its simplest formulation, the process can be described as fol-
lows. The system starts in a pure state |ψ0〉. At evenly spaced
times n∆t, n = 0, 1, . . ., one applies a projective measurement
described by an orthonormal basis {|kn〉}. These sets may be
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different at different times, which is left implicit in the addi-
tional index n in |kn〉.
On the other hand, in between jumps, from n∆t+ to (n +
1)∆t−, the system evolves unitarily from |kn〉 to
|ψ−n+1〉 = Un+1,n|kn〉, (317)
where Un+1,n is the unitary generating this evolution. At time
(n + 1)∆t it then undergoes another quantum jump to one of
the states |kn+1〉. The probability associated to this jump will
be
p(kn+1|kn) = |〈kn+1|ψn+1〉|2 = |〈kn+1|Un+1,n|kn〉|2, (318)
which thus only depends on the previous state |kn〉.
A quantum trajectory for this process, up to time n∆t,
is then specified by the set of quantum numbers γn =
(k0, . . . , kn). Using Eq. (318), the corresponding path prob-
ability reads
PF[γn] = p(kn|kn−1)p(kn−1|kn−2) . . . p(k1|k0)p(k0), (319)
where p(k0) = |〈k0|ψ0〉|2. If the initial state is an element of
{|k0〉} then p(k0) becomes deterministic.
From Eq. (319) one can readily compute the probability of
the final state, which reads
p(kn) =
∑
k1,...,kn−1
PF[γn]. (320)
This can then used to define the reverse process, where the
system starts in |kn〉 with probability p(kn), and then evolves
backwards by applying the time-reversed unitaries U†n,n+1.
Since |〈kn|U†n,n+1|kn+1〉|2 = |〈kn+1|Un+1,n|kn〉|2 = p(kn+1|kn), the
time-reversed path probability becomes
PB[γ] = p(k1|k0) . . . p(kn−1|kn−2)p(kn|kn−1)p(kn). (321)
The entropy production, defined as in Sec. III.E, acquires the
simple form
σ[γn] = ln
PF[γn]
PB[γn] = ln
p(k0)
p(kn)
, (322)
since all conditional terms in PF and PB cancel out.
The two terms in Eq. (322) are interpreted as follows. The
contribution ln p(kn) is the entropy production associated with
the randomness that is built up by the stochastic jumps caused
by the projective measurements. The term ln p(k0), on the
other hand, is related to the fact that even the first measure-
ment is non-deterministic; this randomness is of purely quan-
tum origin, being associated with the fact that |ψ0〉 has some
finite coherence in the basis {|k0〉}. The exact same result,
however, could also be obtained if we were to assume that the
initial state of the system was an incoherent mixture. Thus,
the term ln p(k0) refers to the general randomness stemming
from the first measurement, irrespective of whether this ran-
domness is classical or quantum.
The stochastic entropy production (322) satisfies a fluctua-
tion theorem by construction. Moreover, averaging it over the
forward distribution (319) one finds
〈σ[γn]〉 = S (p(kn)) − S (p(k0)) > 0, (323)
where S (p) = −∑n pn ln pn is the classical Shannon entropy.
The positivity of Eq. (323) is actually a subtle feature of pro-
jective measurements. It is related to the fact that p(kn) and
p(k0) are linked through a doubly stochastic matrix. More
specifically, from (319) and (320), we can write
p(kn) =
∑
k0
M(kn, k0)p(k0), (324)
where
M(kn, k0) =
∑
k1,...,kn−1
p(kn|kn−1)p(kn−1|kn−2) . . . p(k1|k0). (325)
The matrix M(kn, k0) is doubly stochastic, ∑knM(kn, k0) =∑
k0M(kn, k0) = 1. Due to the data processing inequality, it
then follows that the entropy of p(kn) is always larger or equal
than that of p(k0), which thus implies the positivity of the av-
erage entropy production in Eq. (323).
Even though Eq. (322) provides a consistent definition of
entropy production, it is not possible to expect any relation
between σ and thermodynamic quantities such as heat and
work, as appears in the original Clausius inequality [Eq. (4)].
Notions of heat and work can still be defined (Elouard et al.,
2017). However, since the states in question are never ther-
mal in shape, entropy production and heat have no straight-
forward relation with each other. We also mention, in passing,
that these notions of heat and work do not discuss the energy
cost itself of performing a projective measurement, something
which has recently been put under scrutiny (Guryanova et al.,
2020).
E. Infinitesimal quenches
We consider here the non-equilibrium lag studied in
Sec III.F, but applied to the specific scenario of infinitesimal
quenches. We pick up where we left off at the end of Sec. III.F,
so all ideas and notations are the same.
One of the difficulties with characterizing the non-
equilibrium lag is its dependence on the form of the work pro-
tocol H(λ(t)). Or, what is equivalent, the form of the unitary
V in Fig 2. This can be simplified by considering quantum
quenches (Fusco et al., 2014). That is, one assumes that the
protocol taking Hi → H f is much faster than the typical time-
scales of the system, so that the evolution can be taken to be
instantaneous. This therefore amounts to setting V ' 1, so
that the final state coincides with the initial one, ρ′ = ρthi . The
basic idea is therefore that the changes in the Hamiltonian are
so fast that the system has no time to respond, so even though
Hi → H f , the system stays frozen at ρthi . Of course, after the
quench, many things can happen. If the systme is isolated, it
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will evolve according to the new Hamiltonian H f . And if it is
coupled to a bath, it will eventually thermalize, changing from
ρthi → ρthf . The infinitesimal quench thus separates work and
heat, as discussed in Sec. V.
All equations in Sec. III.F are simplified in this case. In
particular, Eq. (65) becomes
Σ = S (ρthi ||ρthf ), (326)
while the CGF (73) transforms to
K(λ) = (λ − 1)S λ(ρthf ||ρthi ). (327)
Note how the arguments in (326) and (327) are flipped. One
can also write both with the same order by writing instead
K(λ) = −λS 1−λ(ρthi ||ρthf ), which is the same thing due to the
properties of the Re´nyi divergences.
In the quantum quench scenario, the non-equilibrium lag
depends only on the initial and final work parameters λi and
λ f ; it becomes independent of the specific protocol λ(t) taking
one to the other. An additional simplification can be obtained
for infinitesimal quenches. That is, when λi = λ and λ f =
λ + δλ, with δλ taken to be very small. In this case Eqs. (326)
and (327) can be expanded in a power series in δλ, greatly
simplifying the problem.
We start with (326). It is convenient to write it in terms of
the average work and equilibrium free energy, Eq. (66). In the
quench scenario this becomes
Σ = β tr
{
(H f − Hi)ρthi
} − β∆F. (328)
We can now series expand each term in powers of δλ. We
write Hi = H(λ) ≡ H and H f = H(λ + δλ), leading to
H f − Hi = ∂H
∂λ
δλ +
1
2
∂2H
∂λ2
δλ2 + . . . . (329)
Similarly, we expand
∆F =
∂F
∂λ
δλ +
1
2
∂2F
∂λ2
δλ2 + . . . . (330)
From equilibrium statistical mechanics, however, it follows
that for thermal states 〈
∂H
∂λ
〉
=
∂F
∂λ
. (331)
Hence, the terms of order δλ in Eq. (328) cancel out, meaning
the first non-zero contribution will be of order δλ2 (as it should
since Σ ≥ 0):
Σ =
βδλ2
2
{〈
∂2H
∂λ2
〉
− ∂
2F
∂λ2
}
. (332)
It is important to note how 〈W〉 ∼ δλ, while Σ ∼ δλ2. That
is, the first order contribution to the average work is exactly
canceled by the contribution from ∆F.
One can always choose the work protocol such that it ap-
pears linearly in the Hamiltonian. That is, such that H(λ) =
H0 + λH1. In this case the first term in Eq. (332) vanishes and
one is left with the simpler expression
Σ = −βδλ
2
2
∂2F
∂λ2
, (333)
which shows that the non-equilibrium lag is nothing but the
susceptibility to λ, a concept widely studied in equilibrium
statistical mechanics.
Eq. (333), between the non-equilibrium lag and the equi-
librium susceptibility, makes it particularly inviting to study
infinitesimal quenches in systems presenting a quantum phase
transition as a function of λ. This problem was first studied
in (Dorner et al., 2012), which analyzed the transverse-field
Ising model. A quantum phase transition strictly occurs only
at T → 0, while the non-equilibrium lag scenario involves a
thermal state at a finite temperature β. Notwithstanding, re-
flections of the T = 0 critical point can be felt at low but finite
temperatures. This is precisely what was observed in (Dorner
et al., 2012). The authors find that the entropy production di-
verges logarithmically at the critical point, in the limit T → 0
(while showing a sharp peak for finite T ).
Since then, there has been several papers dedicated to an
understanding of the critical properties of the non-equilibrium
lag. An extension to the general XY model was given in (Bay-
ocboc and Paraan, 2015) and the more exotic XZY-YZX
model was studied in (Zhong and Tong, 2015). Very re-
cently a general group-theoretic framework suitable for arbi-
trary quadratic Hamiltonians was introduced in (Fei and Quan,
2019), generalizing the above results. An analysis of the re-
lated Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick model (which can be viewed as
the long-range analog of the transverse field Ising model) was
studied in (Campbell, 2016). All of these refer to continuous
transitions. The extension to discontinuous transitions was
discussed in (Mascarenhas et al., 2014). Finally, the exten-
sion to consider the full statistics (instead of just the first mo-
ment (326)) was recently put forth in (Fei et al., 2020).
In order to shed further light on the physics behind
Eq. (333), it is necessary to distinguish whether Hi and H f
commute or not. Or, what is equivalent, whether H and ∂H/∂λ
commute (Fusco et al., 2014). The reason why this matters is
because differentiating F = −T ln tr(e−βH(λ)) with respect to λ
is not trivial if H and ∂H/∂λ do not commute. In fact, this can
be readily seen from the following Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff
expansion, applicable to an arbitrary operator K(λ)
∂λeK(λ) =
{
K′ +
1
2
[K,K′] +
1
3!
[K, [K,K′]] + . . .
}
eK(λ), (334)
where K′ = ∂λK. Thus, if H and ∂λH commute, one can read-
ily write ∂λe−βH = −β(∂λH)e−βH . But if they do not, one must
use (334) instead. Due to the cyclic property of the trace, this
effect turn out not to matter when computing the first deriva-
tive ∂F/∂λ, which is why Eq. (331) is actually always true.
But for the second derivative in Eq. (333), this is crucial.
One way to deal with this is to introduce the following
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Feynman integral representation:
∂
∂λ
e−βH = β
1∫
0
dye−βyH(∂H/∂λ)e−β(1−y)H . (335)
Using this to compute −∂2F/∂λ2, one eventually finds the fol-
lowing result for Eq. (333) (Scandi et al., 2020):
Σ =
β2
2
1∫
0
dy covyi (δH, δH), (336)
where δH = H f − Hi = δλ(∂H/∂λ) and
covyi (A, B) = tr
[
A(ρthi )
yB(ρthi )
1−y] − tr(Aρthi ) tr(Bρthi ), (337)
is the so-called y-covariance. It represents a generalization of
the notion of covariance to the case of non-commuting oper-
ators. When [H, δH] = 0, the y-covariance simplifies to the
usual covariance. In this case the integral in y can be per-
formed explicitly, leading to
Σ =
β2
2
var(δH). (338)
Conversely, when [H, δH] , 0, this is no longer true.
This commutativity issue can also be analyzed from the
perspective of the probability distribution P(σ) defined in
Eq. (68). The transition probabilities in the case of quenches
simplify to p(m f |ni) = |〈m f |ni〉|2. If [H, δH] = 0, they there-
fore trivialize. But if [H, δH] , 0, one may still find non-
trivial transitions.
The relevance of these results lies in their connection with
quantum coherence (Miller et al., 2019). The case [H, δH] =
0 represents a quench which changes the energy levels of the
system, but keeps the same eigenbasis. Conversely, [H, δH] ,
0 means that, in addition to the change in energy, the eigen-
basis is also rotated, so that ρthi will be coherent in the basis
of H f . As a consequence, there will be an additional entropy
production associated with the loss of coherence in the ther-
malization process (Santos et al., 2019).
This can be made more patent by introducing the Wigner-
Yanase-Dyson skew information (Hansen, 2008)
Iy(ρ, A) = −12 tr
{
[ρy, A][ρ1−y, A]
}
. (339)
It quantifies the coherence between A and ρ, as it gauges the
degree with which ρ and A fail to commute. It is always non-
negative and zero iff [ρ, A] = 0. In terms of this, one can
rewrite Eq. (336) as
Σ =
β2
2
var(δH) − Q, (340)
where
Q = β
2
2
1∫
0
dy Iy(ρthi ,H f ), (341)
is a new contribution measuring the incompatibility of the fi-
nal Hamiltonian with the initial state of the system. Compared
with Eq. (338), the result in Eq. (340) clearly shows how lack
of commutativity modifies the average entropy production.
The same analysis can also be made for the full CGF (327),
as done in (Scandi et al., 2020). The result is compactly ex-
pressed as
K(λ) = −β
2
2
λ∫
0
dx
1−x∫
x
dy covyi (δH, δH). (342)
When [H, δH] = 0, this reduces to
Kcomm(λ) = −β
2λ(1 − λ)
2
var(δH). (343)
One can see from this expression that K satisfies the Jarzynski
equation K(λ = 1) = ln〈e−σ〉 = 0. In addition, it also satisfies
the stronger Gallavotti-Cohen symmetry K(λ) = K(1 − λ).
This implies that P(σ) will obey an exchange fluctuation
theorem P(σ)/P(−σ) = eσ; or, put it differently, that the
probability distribution of the time-reversed process is the
same as for the forward one. This is a consequence of the
infinitesimal/quasi-static nature of this process and does not
happen for non-infinitesimal quenches. It turns out that the
These facts are also true Gallavotti-Cohen symmetry is also
present in the full coherent case, Eq. (342), (it follows from
the property covyi (A, B) = cov
1−y
i (B, A)).
Eq. (343) is a quadratic polynomial in λ, which implies
that P(σ) must be a Gaussian distribution. The mean and
variance are readily found by differentiating with respect to
λ [Eq. (70)]. The mean is Eq. (338), while the variance reads
var(σ) = β2var(δH). (344)
Comparing with (338), we arrive at the famous fluctuation-
dissipation theorem (Callen and Welton, Theodore, 1951), re-
lating the mean and variance of the entropy production:
〈σ〉 = 1
2
var(σ). (345)
The FDR can be viewed as a direct consequence of (i) the dis-
tribution being Gaussian and (ii) the Gallavotti-Cohen sym-
metry.
When [H, δH] , 0, however, the FDR no longer holds.
Eq. (344) for the variance turns out to remain unchanged, but
the mean is modified to Eq. (340). Whence, the two quantities
are now related by
〈σ〉 = 1
2
var(σ) − Q. (346)
The FDR is therefore broken due to the presence of the co-
herent term (Miller et al., 2019). We mention in passing that
the FDR for general quantum processes was also recently dis-
cussed in (Mehboudi et al., 2018), which showed the non-
trivial role of the so-called Symmetric Logarithmic Deriva-
tive, a concept widely used in quantum metrology.
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Returning now to the non-commuting case, Eq. (342), it is
also possible to rewrite the CGF as
K(λ) = Kcomm(λ) +
β2
2
λ∫
0
dx
1−x∫
x
dy Iy(ρthi ,H f ).
This shows how the presence of coherence makes P(σ) non-
Gaussian, as the last term makes K non-polynomial in λ. An-
other consequence of this result concerns cumulants of order
3 or higher. Since Kcomm is quadratic, it will only contribute
to the first two cumulants. All higher order cumulants will
therefore come from the second term. In fact, using Leibniz’
integral rule together with Eq. (70), one arrives at
κn = −(−1)nβ2 ∂
n−2
∂λn−2
Iλ(ρthi ,H f ), n ≥ 3. (347)
Using this result, it was shown in Ref. (Scandi et al., 2020)
that all higher order cumulants are actually positive, κn > 0
(for n ≥ 3).
The above discussion refers to a single quench, from Hi to
H f . This can now be used as a building block to study co-
herence in more general quasi-static processes. We imagine a
quasi-static process where H(t) is changed very slowly, with
the system permanently in contact with a heat bath at fixed
temperature. Following (Crooks, 1998), this process can be
divided into a series of discrete, infinitesimal steps. At each
step H changes slightly, from Hi to Hi+1 (the quench). Af-
ter this quench, the system is allowed to relax back to ther-
mal equilibrium, but now at the new Hamiltonian Hi+1. Using
this construction, one may build a quasi-static process, where
the system is in thermal equilibrium throughout but, notwith-
standing, the entropy production can still be quantified.
In fact, the net entropy production in the process will be
simply the sum (at the stochastic level) of the entropy pro-
duced in each infinitesimal quench: σ = σ1 + . . . +σN . Since
the system thermalizes completely after each quench, the σi’s
will be statistically independent of each other. As a conse-
quence, the problem reduces to that of a sum of independent
(but not necessarily identically distributed) random variables.
Conveniently, the CGF for a sum of independent variables will
be the sum of the CGFs of each one. Thus, the full CGF of σ
reads
Kσ(λ) =
N∑
i=1
Kσi (λ) = −
β2
2
N∑
i=1
λ∫
0
dx
1−x∫
x
dy covyi (δHi, δHi),
where δHi = Hi+1 − Hi are the infinitesimal changes of the
Hamiltonian in each step. This result shows that all the
intuition discussed above, on the CGF of a single quench,
immediately carries over to the case of a quasi-static (non-
infinitesimal) process.
F. Dissipative phase transitions: basic models
We recall the notion of non-equilibrium steady-states
(NESSs) discussed in Sec. I, which occur when a system is
coupled simultaneously to multiple reservoirs. The hallmark
of such states is a finite entropy production rate Σ˙. In cer-
tain situations, NESSs can also present phase transitions. In
the classical literature these usually go by the name of “non-
equilibrium transitions” and in the quantum literature by the
name of “dissipative transitions” (for concreteness, we shall
henceforth use the latter). Since NESSs are characterized by
a finite Σ˙, it is therefore only natural to ask how Σ˙ behaves
across a dissipative transition. This is the issue we shall ex-
plore in this section. For classical systems the situation is
somewhat well understood. Conversely, in the quantum case
there are dramatically few studies on the topic. Here we will
try to discuss both scenarios together. Before discussing the
thermodynamics, though, we begin by reviewing some of the
prototypical models of dissipative transitions, as these may
not be so widely known by the community working in stochas-
tic and quantum thermodynamics.
Classically, dissipative transitions are usually studied in lat-
tice models described by stochastic thermodynamics. This
is well illustrated by the model studied in (Tome´ and De
Oliveira, 2012), corresponding to a 2D classical Ising model
coupled to two baths at different chemical potentials. One bath
couples only to the even sites of the lattice and the other to the
odd sites (thus forming a checkerboard pattern). The lattice
has a total of N sites, each described by a classical spin vari-
able σi = ±1. The configurations of the system are described
by the vector σ = (σ1, . . . , σN), where σi = ±1 and the
spins interact with the typical nearest-neighbor Ising energy
E = −J ∑i ∑δ σiσi+δ, where the sum over δ is a shorthand
for the nearest neighbors of site i. The probability distribution
p(σ) is assumed to evolve according to the Pauli equation
dp(σ)
dt
=
N∑
i=1
{
wi(σi)p(σi) − wi(σ)p(σ)
}
, (348)
where σi = (σ1, . . . ,−σi, . . . , σN) and wi(σ) is the sin-
gle spin-flip9 transition rate σi → −σi at site i. Several
expressions can be used for wi(σ). Following (Tome´ and
De Oliveira, 2012), we discuss a proposal first put forth
9 The full Pauli master equation (152) describes transitions between all pos-
sible configurations i → j. Thus, strictly speaking, the master equation in
this case would have the form
dp(σ)
dt
=
∑
σ′,σ
{
W(σ|σ′)p(σ′) −W(σ′ |σ)p(σ)
}
,
where W(σ|σ′) describes the transition probability from a spin configu-
ration σ′ to another σ. There are, therefore, ∼ 2N terms in this sum.
Eq. (348), however, assumes only single spin-flip transitions of the form
(σ1, . . . , σi, . . . , σN ) → (σ1, . . . ,−σi, . . . , σN ). The rationale behind this
assumption is that at a small time interval dt, the probability that two or
more spin-flips occur simultaneously is substantially smaller than that of
a single spin flip. Mathematically, this can be implemented by expressing
the full transition rates as
W(σ|σ′) =
∑
i
δσ1 ,σ′1 . . . δσi ,−σ′i . . . δσN ,σ′N wi(σ
′).
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in (Glauber, 1963) on symmetry grounds, where wi(σ) is
taken to be of the form
wi(σ) =
γ
2
{
1 − σi tanh
[
βi
(∑
δ
Jσi+δ + µi/2
)]}
, (349)
where γ defines the time scale and βi and µi are the temper-
ature and chemical potential of the reservoir acting on site i.
The authors assumed Ti = T and an alternating chemical po-
tential pattern of µi = µ for odd sites and µi = −µ for even
sites.
Interest in finding quantum analog of these classical models
was fomented by progress in ultra-cold atoms in optical lat-
tices, which allowed one to construct quantum coherent ver-
sions of lattice dissipative models. A particular boom of inter-
est came after Ref. (Diehl et al., 2008), which showed that in
the quantum realm, unusual forms of dissipation can lead to
novel types of transitions, with no classical counterpart. The
authors considered the 2D Bose-Hubbard model, with each
site characterized by a annihilation operator ai. The net den-
sity matrix was assumed to evolve according to the Lindblad
master equation
dρ
dt
= −i[H, ρ] +
∑
`
κ`
[
L`ρL
†
`
− 1
2
{L†
`
L`, ρ}
]
, (350)
where H = −J ∑〈i, j〉 a†i a j + U2 ∑i a†i a†i aiai is the Bose-Hubbard
Hamiltonian (here 〈i, j〉 means a sum over nearest neighbors).
The last term describes jump processes with rate κ` and jump
operators L`. The authors discuss the non-trivial effects that
come about from using jump operators acting on nearest-
neighbor pairs of sites, of the form L` = Li j = (a
†
i +a
†
j )(ai−a j).
These jump operators do not change the number of particles.
Instead, they cause only a phase-sensitive decoherence: the
term (ai −a j) annihilates anti-symmetric superpositions of the
pair (i, j), whereas (a†i + a
†
j ) recycles it towards a symmetric
state. This dissipator therefore induces phase locking, which
is characteristic of Bose-Einstein condensates. This is thus a
novel type of dissipation, with a clear quantum signature.
Notwithstanding this boom of interest in lattice systems, it
turns out quantum models of dissipative transitions have actu-
ally been around for many decades, particularly in the quan-
tum optical community. The reason is that they may occur in
non-linear optical systems coupled to optical cavities, such as
the Dicke model (Dicke, 1954) or the Optical Parametric Os-
cillator (Drummond et al., 1981). These models are dissipa-
tive due to the characteristic photon losses of optical cavities.
The transition, in this case, is driven by an external pump laser,
which increases the number of photons in the cavity and thus
the rate at which the non-linear processes take place. Critical-
ity is marked by a threshold pump intensity, at which the quan-
tum state of the cavity changes abruptly. This class of models
are called driven-dissipative. The simplest such model is that
of Kerr bistability (Drummond and Walls, 1980), defined by a
single bosonic model a evolving according to the interaction
picture Lindblad equation
dρ
dt
= −i[H, ρ] + κ
[
aρa† − 1
2
{a†a, ρ}
]
, (351)
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FIG. 8 Examples of dissipative transition. (a) Average photon num-
ber for the Kerr bistability model (351), with κ = 1/2, ∆ = −2
and U = 1/N, where N is a parameter used to tune the thermody-
namic limit. The different curves correspond to N = 1, 5 and 20
and were computed by numerically finding the steady-state of (351).
We also show in light gray the semiclassical result expected for op-
tical bistability, showing that there is a region where there are two
possible solutions. (b) Steady-state magnetization of the macrospin
model (352), computed for different values of S .
where
H = ∆a†a +
U
2
a†a†aa + i(a† − a).
Here ∆ is the cavity detuning, U is the non-linear interaction
and  is the external pump. For certain parameters, this model
may exhibit optical bistability; that is, there exists a certain re-
gion  ∈ [i,  f ], where the master equation is characterized by
two stable steady-states. This is illustrated in Fig. 8(a) (the ori-
gin of the bistable behavior is discussed in more detail below).
From a statistical mechanics point of view, driven-dissipative
models are mean-field models, since the strong confinement
of the optical cavity makes the interactions between the atoms
in the non-linear medium to always be long-ranged (“every-
one interacts with everyone”).
Dissipative transitions share many similarities with quan-
tum phase transitions, as well as important differences (see
Tab. II). As with any transition, they stem from a competi-
tion between different drives. Thus, just like quantum phase
transitions are driven by the competition between two non-
commuting terms in the Hamiltonian, the drives in dissipa-
tive transitions can be any two (or more) terms generating the
open system dynamics. Now, however, there are more possi-
bilities. Not only can there be a competition between two dis-
sipative mechanisms, such as two reservoirs at different tem-
peratures, but also a competition between a dissipative and a
unitary (and hence coherent) term, as is the case in Eq. (350)
and Eq. (351).10 A simple but elegant example is a macrospin
of size S , described by spin operators S x, S y, S z and evolving
according to the Lindblad master equation
dρ
dt
= −ih[S x, ρ] + 2κS
[
S −ρS + − 12 {S +S −, ρ}
]
. (352)
10 This is not a quantum effect and may very well occur in classical stochastic
systems, e.g. governed by a Fokker-Planck equation.
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FIG. 9 Examples of the Liouvillian gap as a function of the driving
parameter (a) the Kerr model in Eq. (351) (for several values of N)
and (b) the macrospin model in Eq. (352) (for several values of S ).
Other parameters are the same as Fig. 8.
This describes a competition between a dissipative term
favouring the south-pole (lowest eigenstate of S z) and a uni-
tary contribution corresponding to a transverse field. This
model is reminiscent of the Dicke model for collective
atom interactions and has been studied since the 1970s [see,
for instance (Schneider and Milburn, 2002) and references
therein].11 In the thermodynamic limit (which in this case
means S → ∞) the model presents a phase transition at a crit-
ical field hc = 2κ. This is illustrated in Fig. 8(b), where we plot
the order parameter 〈S z〉ss as a function of h. For h < hc the
dissipative part wins and the system tends to align towards the
south pole, making 〈S z〉ss non-zero and negative (when h = 0
the steady-state is precisely the south-pole). Conversely, for
h > hc the two terms mix together to produce a disordered
state with 〈S z〉ss = 0.
Another similarity with quantum phase transitions is the
characteristic closing of the gap at the critical point. In dissi-
pative transitions, however, it is not the gap of the Hamiltonian
that closes, but rather the gap of the Liouvillian; i.e., the gen-
erator dρdt = L(ρ) of the open dynamics (Kessler et al., 2012).
The eigenvalues ofL are generally complex, but must all have
non-positive real part (to ensure that the dynamics is stable).
Moreover, since the steady-state satisfies L(ρss) = 0, at least
one of the eigenvalues is identically zero, with ρss being the
corresponding eigenvector (which is unique for most models).
Since the steady-state has eigenvalue zero, the gap is then sim-
ply defined as the real part of the smallest non-zero eigenvalue
(one takes the real part since it is the part responsible for relax-
ation). At the critical point of a dissipative transition, this gap
closes. This is illustrated in Fig. 9(b) for the macrospin model
in Eq. (352), where the gap was computed numerically using
standard vectorization methods (Casteels et al., 2017). As can
be seen, in this model the gap remains closed for h > hc. In
some models, it is also possible that at the critical point the
11 The steady-state ρss can actually be found analytically, as shown in
Ref. (Puri and Lawande, 1979).
TABLE II Dissipative phase transitions, in comparison with quan-
tum phase transitions. Taken from (Kessler et al., 2012).
Quantum Dissipative
Operator
Hamiltonian
H(g)
Liouvillian
L(g)
Spectra
Energy eigenvalues
H(g)|ψi〉 = Ei(g)|ψi〉
Eigenvalues
L(g)ρ = λi(g)ρ
State
Ground state
H(g)|ψ0〉 = E0(g)|ψ0〉
NESS
L(g)ρss = 0
Gap
Energy gap
∆(g) = E1(g) − E0(g)
Liouvillian gap
<[λ1]
gap opens and then closes again, precisely like in quantum
phase transitions.
In a discontinuous transitions, on the other hand, the gap
remains closed within the phase coexistence region. This is
what happens in the bistability region of the Kerr model (351),
as illustrated in Fig. 9(a). In fact, this behavior also helps to
explain an apparent contradiction of this model. A bistable
behavior implies the existence of two steady-states. But for
the Kerr model, it can be rigorously shown that the steady-
state of (351) is in fact always unique. The different curves
in Fig. 8(a) illustrate precisely this steady-state. This contra-
diction is resolved by defining an appropriate thermodynamic
limit, which corresponds to U → 0,  → ∞ but keeping U2
finite; or, what is equivalent, we introduce a ficticious inte-
ger N such that U → U/N and  →  √N. As shown in
Ref. (Casteels et al., 2017), in the limit N → ∞ the Liou-
villian gap closes asymptotically in the entire bistable region.
Thus, strictly speaking, the steady-state is always unique and
the gap is always non-zero. But as one approaches the ther-
modynamic limit, the gap tends to become smaller and smaller
within the bistable region.
G. Dissipative phase transitions: entropy production
Having introduced some of the basic models and features of
dissipative transitions, we now turn to the question of how the
entropy production behaves as one crosses the critical point.
We begin with classical systems. In this case much more
is known since the entropy production can be more readily
computed. For systems described by a Pauli master equation
Eq. (152), for instance, the entropy production can be com-
puted from the general formula in Eq. (167), which even con-
templates the presence of multiple heat baths (see Sec. V.F for
more details).
The entropy entropy in classical transitions is found to be
always finite, but becomes non-analytic at the critical point.
For continuous transitions, it always presents a kink, mean-
ing its derivative with respect to the driving parameter is dis-
continuous. This is illustrated in Fig. 10(a). It can also
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FIG. 10 Example behavior Σ˙ across a continuous dissipative transi-
tion. (a) For the mean-field Majority Vote model in Ref. (Noa et al.,
2018), where f is the so-called misalignment parameter. (b) For the
two-bath Ising model of Ref. (Tome´ and De Oliveira, 2012), where
the transition is driven by the temperature T . In both cases Σ˙ is con-
tinuous across the transition, but has a kink at the critical point, im-
plying the derivative of Σ˙ is discontinuous. It is also possible, as
shown in (b), that the derivative presents a logarithmic discontinuity.
happen that the derivative diverges logarithmically, as shown
in Fig. 10(b) (the critical exponent of this divergence is as-
sociated with the equilibrium specific heat of the system).
Notwithstanding, Σ˙ itself is always finite. This behavior was
found from both analytical, as well as numerical Monte Carlo
simulations, in a variety of models (Crochik and Tome´, 2005;
Herpich and Esposito, 2019; Noa et al., 2018; Shim et al.,
2016; Tome´ and De Oliveira, 2012; Zhang and Barato, 2016).
For discontinuous transitions, on the other hand, Σ˙ is finite
but has a discontinuity at the phase coexistence region. This
was also encountered in numerous models (Herpich et al.,
2018; Noa et al., 2018; Zhang and Barato, 2016) and is exem-
plified in Fig. 11. Image (a) corresponds to the same model as
in Fig. 10(a), which can actually be tuned to present both con-
tinuous and discontinuous transitions across the critical point.
Fig. 11(b), on the other hand, was based in (Zhang and Barato,
2016) and corresponds to a classical Ising model subject to an
oscillating magnetic field. This is therefore somewhat differ-
ent from the NESS scenario that we have been discussing so
far, as there is only one bath, but an explicit time-dependent
drive. The physics, however, is similar.
The underlying mechanisms that lead to this kind of behav-
ior have been established recently, in (Noa et al., 2018). They
involve the stochastic fluctuations of the entropy production
close to criticality which, due to the central limit theorem, can
be approximated by a sum of Gaussians. These results show
that the behaviors above, for both continuous and discontin-
uous transitions, are in fact universal for systems described
by Pauli equations breaking a discrete Z2 symmetry. Whether
or not they extend to other types of discrete symmetries re-
main to be proved. The results in Ref. (Herpich and Esposito,
2019), however, which studied a q-state Potts model, seem to
indicate that they do.
Next we turn to the quantum case. Very little is known
about the behavior of the entropy production in quantum dis-
sipative transitions. Not only are the models difficult to simu-
late/experiment with, but computing Σ˙ presents an additional
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FIG. 11 Similar to Fig. 10, but exemplifying Σ˙ across discontinuous
transitions. (a) Majority vote model, from Ref. (Noa et al., 2018).
This is the same model as in Fig. 10(a), which can be tuned from
a continuous to a discontinuous transition depending on the param-
eter range. (b) Ising model subject to an oscillating field, based on
Ref. (Zhang and Barato, 2016).
challenge. As discussed in Sec. III, the definition of entropy
production requires knowledge of the specific system-bath in-
teractions involved. With the exception of standard thermal
baths, it is not possible to estimate Σ˙ solely from the reduced
dynamics. This acquires additional relevance in light of the
fact that most dissipators studied in the context of dissipative
transitions are actually not thermal. This is the case, for in-
stance, of Eq. (350). It is also true for driven-dissipative sys-
tems, such as for (351) and (352), since both dissipators target
pure states and are therefore tantamount to zero temperature
baths.
To the best of our knowledge, the only studies on this issue
have been in driven-dissipative systems (driven optical cav-
ity is loaded with a non-linear medium) (Brunelli et al., 2018;
Goes et al., 2020a). For such systems, even though the stan-
dard formulation of Σ˙ is not available (since the baths are at
zero temperature), one can approach the problem using the
phase-space formulation discussed in Sec. V.H.
What is found is that the entropy production rate can be
decompose in two terms, as
Σ˙ = Σ˙u + Σ˙d. (353)
The first term is related to the unitary dynamics and behaves
exactly like the entropy production in classical systems, e.g.
Figs 10 and 11. The reason why this is so is not yet fully
understood. The second term, Σ˙d, on the other hand, is re-
lated to the dissipative part and behaves like a susceptibility.
As a consequence, it can diverge at the critical point. These
results therefore indicate that the entropy production in the
quantum domain may have contributions that behave funda-
mentally different from their classical counterparts.
We review two specific models of entropy production in
dissipative transitions, studied in Ref. (Goes et al., 2020a).
First, we look at the discontinuous transition of the Kerr model
in Eq. (351). Fig. 12 shows both contributions in Eq. (353) as
a function of the pump  for several values of N (the param-
eter controlling the thermodynamic limit; cf. Fig. 8). The
curves have been plotted so as to yield a data collapse, whose
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FIG. 12 The two contributions in Eq. (353) to the entropy production
for the Kerr bistability model (351). The points correspond to differ-
ent values of N and have been plotted so as to yield a data collapse
(see text for more details).
properties can help infer the nature of each contribution. The
horizontal axes are rescaled to N(/c−1) whereas the vertical
axis is not rescaled for Σ˙u, but rescaled by 1/N for Σ˙d. This
means that Σ˙u is intensive, while Σ˙d is extensive. As a con-
sequence, for large N the dominant contribution will be from
Σ˙d.
The behavior of Σ˙u matches exactly what is found in clas-
sical sytems [cf. Fig. 11(b)] and can be understood using
the phenomenological 2-Gaussian model of Ref. (Noa et al.,
2018). Conversely, the behavior of Σ˙d follows the variance
of the order parameter, 〈δa†δa〉, where δa = a − 〈a〉. This
contribution therefore behaves like a susceptibility. As it is a
direct consequence of quantum fluctuations, it corresponds to
an additional contribution to Σ˙, of pure quantum origin.
The other model studied in Ref. (Goes et al., 2020a) was the
driven-dissipative Dicke model, described by a master equa-
tion identical to (351), but with Hamiltonian
H = ωsS z + ωa†a +
2λ
N
(a + a†)S x, (354)
where S i are macrospin operators of size S = N/2. The Dicke
model describes an optical cavity with mode a and loss κ cou-
pled to a non-linear medium, modeled as a macrospin S . This
model has no external drive. Instead, the drive stems from the
Dicke interaction (a + a†)S x which tend to populate the cavity
with a finite number of photons. The entropy production in
this model was also studied experimentally in (Brunelli et al.,
2018), which will be reviewed in Sec. VIII.C. The theoretical
predictions for this model are shown in Fig. 13. As can be
seen, once again Σ˙u behaves exactly like in the classical case
[cf. Fig. 10(a)] whereas Σ˙d behaves like a susceptibility and
therefore diverges at the critical point.
The several studies on classical systems have shown that
a thorough understanding of the behavior of Σ˙ across a dis-
sipative transition, yields valuable insights into the underly-
ing non-equilibrium processes involved. The results presented
here for the Kerr and Dicke models, although still preliminary,
indicate that this is also the case for quantum systems. Addi-
tional studies in this direction could substantially add to our
understanding of these processes, for the community working
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FIG. 13 The two contributions in Eq. (353) to the entropy production
for the driven-dissipative Dicke model in Eq. (354). The critical point
occurs at λc =
√
ω0(κ2 + ω2)/ω.
in quantum thermodynamics, as well as that in critical phe-
nomena.
H. Effects of non-Markovian dynamics on entropy
production
In this Section, we aim to explore potential connections
between entropy production and the possible non-Markovian
character of the system-environment dynamics. A flavour of
such potential connections is already provided by Eq. (27).
First, the assumptions that underlie it involve a certain de-
gree of control over the environment E which, as remarked
in Sec. III.A, might well have the same dimensions as S .
This is well entailed by the finite-size corrections to these
expressions, discussed in Sec. IV.A. Second, Eq. (27) im-
plies the possibility that, due to the (globally unitary) system-
environment interaction, both S and E are affected. These
features are strongly suggestive of influences of a potential
backflow of information, from the environment back to the
system, that has been pinpointed as one of the fundamental
mechanisms for the emergence of non-Markovianity in the
reduced dynamics of S (Breuer et al., 2016; de Vega and
Alonso, 2017).
Specifically, Ref. (Breuer et al., 2009) defines a process as
non-Markovian if there is a pair of initial states ρ1,2S (0) of the
system, and a time t of its dynamics, such that
d
dt
D
(
ρ1S (t), ρ
2
S (t)
)
> 0. (355)
Here D(ρ1, ρ2) = ||ρ1 − ρ2||/2 is the trace distance between
two states ρ1,2 (|| · || being the trace-1 norm of a matrix). The
framework set in Ref. (Breuer et al., 2009) is based on the con-
tractivity of the trace distance under positive trace-preserving
maps: a break-down of contractivity makes the distance be-
tween two states grow(and thus Eq. (355) hold), signaling
non-Markovianity in the ensuing evolution.
The identification of the reasons for the non-monotonic be-
haviour of the trace distance under non-Markovian dynamics
is evidently key for the characterization of open-system dy-
namics. In this regard, one can demonstrate the following the-
orem (Mazzola et al., 2012)
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Theorem 6 For any quantum process described by a com-
pletely positive map, with associated system-environment in-
teraction ruled by the propagator U = e−iHt, we have
d
dt
D
(
ρ1S (t), ρ
2
S (t)
)
6
E(t) + C(t)
2
(356)
with E(t) = mink=1,2
∥∥∥∥TrE [H, ρkS (t) ⊗ ∆ρE(t)]∥∥∥∥ and C(t) =∥∥∥TrE [H,∆χS E(t)]∥∥∥. Here ρkS (E)(t) = TrE(S )[UρkS EU†] is the
reduced state of the system (environment) at time t, and
∆χS E(t) = χ1S E(t)− χ2S E(t) with χkS E(t) = ρkS E(t)− ρkS (t)⊗ ρE(t)
the matrix that encodes the correlations between S and E.
Eq. (356) identifies the two mechanisms that underpin the
occurrence of the backflow responsible for non-Markovian
dynamics: namely, the possibility that, in light of the dynam-
ical nature of the environment (as remarked above), the state
of E changes in time (as encompassed by E); and the potential
setting of system-environment correlations (here quantified by
the boundary term C). This result is to be compared with the
entropy production rate, obtained by differentiating (27) wrt
to time:
Σ˙ =
d
dt
Iρ′S E (S ′ : E′) +
d
dt
S (ρ′E ||ρE). (357)
While Σ > 0, the same is not necessarily true for the rate Σ˙.
Theorem 6 resonates directly with this result for Σ˙. The quan-
tity E is in close correspondence to dS (ρ′E ||ρE)/dt and C with
dIρ′S E (S ′ : E′)/dt. This therefore shows that, even though the
trace distance measure (355) and the entropy production (27)
are defined in terms of different information-theoretic quan-
tities, the mechanisms that underlie both are similar in spirit;
put it differently, negativities in the entropy production rate
can be viewed as a witness of non-Markovianity (Strasberg
and Esposito, 2019). This is to be contrasted with the con-
tractivity property of Markov processes, which enjoys a nice
physical interpretation in the context of quantum (and indeed
stochastic) thermodynamics, as it entails the positivity of the
entropy production rate.
Next, consider a time-dependent system-bath interaction
Hamiltonian reading
Htot(λt) = H(λt) + V + HE (358)
with H(λt) a driving term for the system, HE the Hamiltonian
of the bath, V their mutual coupling term, and λt a work pa-
rameter. Due to the coupling between system and bath, which
can well be strong, the equilibrium state of the system is not
necessarily of the Gibbs form with respect to H(λ). More-
over, the initial state of the system-bath compound might not
be factorized, thus entailing the potential emergence of non-
Markovian features.
Yet, we need to characterize such equilibrium state in order
to be able to define the entropy production and its rate. To do
so, it is convenient to introduce the so-called Hamiltonian of
mean force (Kirkwood, 1935)
Hmf(λt) = −1
β
ln
TrB
[
e−βHtot(λt)
]
ZB
(359)
with ZB the partition function of the equilibrium state of the
bath. Eq. (359) describes the energy of the reduced state of the
system if the global system-bath state is in equilibrium. Fol-
lowing Ref. (Strasberg and Esposito, 2019), we can introduce
the non-equilibrium free energy
F(t) =
〈
Hmf(λt) +
1
β
ln ρS (t)
〉
(360)
with ρS (t) an arbitrary state of the system at time t. This leads
to the formal definition of work
W(t) =
∫ t
0
dt′TrS
[
dH(λt′ )
dt′
ρS (t′)
]
, (361)
which is structurally identical to the definition in the classical
case. Using the definitions above, we have
W(t) = TrS E[ρS E(t)Htot(λt)] − TrS E[ρS E(0)Htot(λ0)] (362)
where ρS B(t) is the instantaneous state of the total system-bath
compound.
If we now take the coarse-grained, mean-force version of
the equilibrium state of the system
piS (λt) =
e−βHmf (λt)
Zmf(λt)
, (363)
the entropy production rate may be defined as Σ˙(t) =
−∂tS (ρS (t)||piS (λt)), which is equivalent to
Σ(t) = β(W(t) − ∆F(t)) = δS (t) − δS (0) (364)
with δS (t) = S (ρS E(t)||piS E(λt)) − S (ρS (t)||piS (λt)). the vari-
ation in quantum relative entropy at a generic time t, with
and without the inclusion of the bath (here piS E(λt) is the to-
tal system-bath Gibbs state and piS = TrB(piS E)) (Strasberg
and Esposito, 2019). The monotonicity of the quantum rel-
ative entropy entails that δS (t) ≥ 0∀t. Therefore, Σ(t) ≥ 0
provided that δS (0) = 0, which happens in two noticeable
cases: (a) if the system-bath compound is initially prepared in
the global Gibbs state piS E(λ0) and (b) for the class of zero-
discord system-bath states (mathematically implying the con-
dition [H(λ0),V] = 0).
The entropy production rate thus cannot be expressed as the
relative entropy associated with the irreversible relaxation of
the state of the system towards equilibrium. As a result, a
relation between the sign of the entropy production rate and
the occurrence of non-Markovian effects is not immediately
apparent, not even for undriven systems. Notice that this is
in contrast with the case of (undriven) classical open system
dynamics, for which it is possible to establish that the nega-
tivity of the entropy production rate implies directly the non-
Markovian nature of the dynamics under scrutiny. The fact
that Eq. (364) requires the consideration of the bath. with
which the system interacts, is a testament of the view, ac-
cording to which a self-consistent formulation of the second
law of thermodynamics for general (i.e. in principle non-
Markovian) open quantum systems should not be based on
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the sole reduced-state dynamics of the system, as illustrated
in Ref. (Marcantoni et al., 2017). The relation between the
conditions for the observation of non-Markovianity and the
achievement of negative entropy production is currently an
open question (Bhattacharya et al., 2017; Popovic et al., 2018)
A different approach to the inclusion of the global system-
bath compound in the description of the thermodynamics of
the system can be taken when considering the case of weak,
yet non-negligible S -E couplings (Rivas, 2019; Rivas and
Huelga, 2012). In these conditions, the dynamics of the sys-
tem might exhibit non-Markovian features, in light of the
break-down of divisibility conditions. Let us assume the ini-
tial system-bath state to be the tensor product of the equilib-
rium states ρthE = e
−βHE/ZE and ρthS = e
−βHS /ZS , i.e. ρS E(0) =
ρthS ⊗ ρthE , and a time-independent system Hamiltonian. Under
the assumption of negligible system-bath coupling, the total
Gibbs state of the compound is well approximated by such
initial state, that is ρthS E ' ρS E(0). As the global Gibbs state is
a stationary state of the dynamics, the Gibbs state of the sys-
tem ρthS would be a steady state of the reduced dynamics in the
refined weak coupling limit. However, this is not true at a fi-
nite time t. Let us call ΛRt the map propagating the initial state
of the system in the refined weak coupling limit. Following
an argument similar to the one pursued when introducing the
mean-force Hamiltonian, one can set
ΛRt (ρ
th
S ) =
e−βHRS (t)
ZRS (t)
(365)
with ZRS (t) = ZS , in light of the trace preserving nature of the
dynamical map. Moreover, HRS is the refined Hamiltonian of
the system, which reads
HRS (t) = −
1
β
ln ΛRt
(
e−βHS
)
. (366)
In analogy with the standard formulation in the weak cou-
pling limit, we define the refined average instantaneous energy
ER(t) = TrS [ρS (t)HRS (t)], which reduces to the standard weak-
coupling value at t = 0 and approaches E(t) = TrS [ρS (t)HS ]
as t → ∞, when ΛRt approaches a Davies semi-group and
HRS (t) → HS . As we are considering a time-independent pro-
cess, the change in energy of the system equals the amount of
refined heat QR(t) flowing to/from the system, so that
QR(t) =
∫ t
0
dt′E˙R(t′) =
∫ t
0
dt′TrS [ρ˙S (t′)HRS (t
′)+ρS (t′)H˙RS (t
′)].
(367)
As the map at hand is completely positive, the quantum rela-
tive entropy will satisfy contractivity upon application of ΛRt ,
so that
S
(
ΛRt (ρS (0))||ΛRt (ρthS )
)
≤ S
(
ρS (0)||ρthS
)
, (368)
which gives
ΣR(t) = ∆S (t) − βQR(t) ≥ 0, (369)
with ∆S (t) = S (t) − S (0). The integral form of this relation
is not accidental: as the map under scrutiny is in general non-
divisible, the differential form of the 2nd law above is, in gen-
eral, not valid, thus preventing a definite sign of the entropy
production rate of the process (Rivas, 2019). Albeit resulting
from a much more intricate derivation, the same conclusion
can be drawn for a general time-dependent process entailing
the performance of work.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF QUANTUM
ENTROPY PRODUCTION
In recent years there has been many experiments on non-
equilibrium thermodynamics at the microscopic domain. In
this section we have opted to review some representative re-
sults, with a focus on those contributions that specifically
characterised the entropy production.
A. Assessment at the level of quantum trajectories
In order to investigate the physical origin of irreversibil-
ity, Ref. (Batalha˜o et al., 2015) addressed the dynamics of
a nuclear spin 1/2 system (13C-labeled chloroform molecule
in a liquid sample), initially prepared in a thermal state and
driven out of equilibrium by a fast quench generated by a
time-modulated radio-frequency (rf) field producing a time-
dependent Hamiltonian HFt . A backward process was also re-
alized by driving the system with the time-reversed Hamilto-
nian, HBt = H
F
τ−t with the system prepared in an equilibrium
state of HB0 . The work probability distributions of the forward
and backward processes PF,B(W) are related via the Tasaki-
Crooks fluctuation relation (Crooks, 1999; Tasaki, 1999)
PF (W) /PB (−W) = eβ(W−∆F). (370)
Eq. (370) characterizes the positive and negative fluctuations
of the quantum work W along single realizations. It holds
for arbitrary driving protocols, especially beyond the linear
response regime, and is a generalization of the second law, to
which it reduces on average as 〈Σ〉 = β(〈W〉 − ∆F) ≥ 0.
The Hamiltonian driving the forward process was taken to
be
HFt = 2pi~ν (t)
(
σx cos φ(t) + σy sin φ(t)
)
, (371)
with φ(t) = pit/(2τ), σx,y,z the Pauli spin operators, and ν(t) =
ν0 (1 − t/τ) + ντt/τ the (linear) modulation of the rf-field fre-
quency over time τ, from value ν0 = 1.0 kHz to ντ = 1.8 kHz.
Fig. 14 reports some of the trajectories followed by the system
in both the forward and backward process.
The degree of irreversibility arising from such dynam-
ics was quantified by measuring the probability distribution
P(Σ) of the irreversible entropy production using the Tasaki-
Crooks relation in Eq. (370). By employing NMR spec-
troscopy (Oliveira et al., 2007) and the method described
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FIG. 14 GTL: The font of the axes labels in (c) is too small. Panel
(a) [(b)]: Evolution of the Bloch vector of the forward [backward]
spin-1/2 state ρFt [ρ
B
τ−t] during a quench of the transverse magnetic
field in the experiment reported in Ref. (Batalha˜o et al., 2015), ob-
tained via quantum state tomography. A sampling of 21 intermediate
steps has been used. The initial magnetization (gray arrow) is par-
allel to the external driven rf-field, aligned along positive x [y] axis
for the forward [backward] process. The final state is represented
as a red [blue] arrow. Panel (c): Polar projection (indicating only
the magnetization direction) of the Bloch sphere with the trajectories
of the spin. Green lines represent the path followed in a quasistatic
(τ→ ∞) process.
Σ
P(Σ)
FIG. 15 Distribution of irreversible entropy production. Black dots
represent the measured negative and positive values of the entropy
production Σ of the spin-1/2 system after a quench of the transverse
magnetic field of duration τ = 100 µs. The mean entropy production
(red line) is positive in agreement with the second law.
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FIG. 16 Scheme of the one-bit erasure process reported in
Ref. (Be´rut et al., 2012). An overamped colloidal particle (a silica
bead of 2µm in diameter) is trapped at the focus of a laser beam by
an optical tweezer. The laser is focused at two distinct, but closely
spaced places, alternately and at a very high switching rate. This pro-
vides the effective double-well potential into which the bead moves.
Initially, due to thermal fluctuations, the bead is equally likely to be
in either of the two wells. The erasure process always takes the par-
ticle to the rightmost well, which corresponds to the logical state 1
of a classical bit. The initial entropy of the system is thus S i = ln 2.
The figure shows the erasure process where the particle is moved
from the left to the right well. The barrier is initially high [panel
(a)] and then lowered and tilted to push the particle to the right well,
thus switching the bit to the logical 1 state, which erases the mem-
ory [panels (b) and (c)]. (d) By raising the barrier again, the erasure
process is completed. The particle is now in the right well with cer-
tainty, so the initial side it was in, originally, has been irreversibly
erased. As the process occurs in a finite time, it is stochastic in na-
ture and the heat dissipated along a given trajectory x(t) (with x(t)
the instantaneous position of the particle in the potential) is given by
Q = − ∫ τcycle
0
dtx˙(t)∂U(x, t)/∂x, where U(x, t) is the analytical form
of the trapping potential and τcycle is the time taken to close an era-
sure cycle. The average dissipated heat is obtained by averaging Q
over 600 cycles, each started by randomly choosing the initial con-
figuration.
in Refs. (Batalha˜o et al., 2014; Dorner et al., 2013; Maz-
zola et al., 2013), forward and backward work distributions
PF,B(W) can be determined and, from them, β, W and ∆F,
and hence the entropy produced during each process can be
extracted. The measured nonequilibrium entropy distribution
is shown in Fig. 15. Both positive and negative values occur
owing to the stochastic nature of the problem. However, the
mean entropy production is positive (red arrow) in full agree-
ment with the 2nd law, 〈Σ〉 ≥ 0.
B. Assessment of the non-equilibrium Landauer principle
Recent experiments have addressed erasure-like processes
involving individual classical or quantum systems (Be´rut
et al., 2012; Jun et al., 2014; Orlov et al., 2012; Peterson et al.,
2019; Yan et al., 2018). These experiments have contributed
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FIG. 17 Scheme of the experimental assessment of Landauer princi-
ple reported in Ref. (Jun et al., 2014). A 200nm fluorescent particle
moves in an aqueous solution (blue-shaded area) (a), while being
monitored by a camera (b). A computer reconstructs the position x
from the images (c) and generates a feedback (electric) force F(x),
applied via two electrodes (d). The force is chosen so as to cre-
ate a virtual potential V(x), rather than an actual one, as in Fig. 16,
imposed by a computer algorithm and calculated at the estimated
position x rather than x itself. This is not a limiting feature of this
implementation since, for feedback updates that are fast enough, the
dynamics in such virtual potentials is known to converge asymptoti-
cally to the corresponding actual one (Jun and Bechhoefer, 2012). In
the experiment reported in Ref. (Jun et al., 2014), the virtual poten-
tial and the erasure process were both along the lines of Fig. 16 (see
also (Dillenschneider and Lutz, 2009)).
substantially to the resurgence of interest on the implications
of Landauer’s principle and its extension to general quantum
contexts [cf. Sec. IV.A, particularly Eq. (74)].
At the classical level, the space of physical configurations
physically accessible to a colloidal particle has been restricted
to only two, thus implementing a de facto one-bit system, via
the use of a modulated double-well potential (Be´rut et al.,
2012) or a clever feedback-based trapping mechanism (Jun
et al., 2014). This was used to show that the mean dissipated
heat resulting from a (stochastic) erasure process saturates at
the (standard) Landauer bound. Details of these experiments
are provided in the captions of Figs. 16 and 17.
The non-equilibrium quantum scenario was addressed
in (Peterson et al., 2016) and (Yan et al., 2018). Peter-
son et al. (Peterson et al., 2019) studied a Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) system comprising Trifluoroiodoethylene
molecules in acetone, whose 19F nuclear spins are used to en-
code three two-level systems. Two of them represent the sys-
tem and environment of a non-equilibrium erasure process,
while the third is used as an ancilla, that was instrumental in
the reconstruction of the statistics of the dissipated ( Fig. 18).
The system is prepared in the maximally mixed state ρS =
h h
U
vt vt†
|0⟩A
ρE
ρS S
E
A
(a) (b)
rf − pulse
FIG. 18 (a) Quantum circuit for the reconstruction of the heat prob-
ability distribution in Eq. (372) (see also Eq. (80)). Here, h = (σz +
σx)/
√
2 is the Hadamard gate on the ancilla A, while vt = exp[iHE t]
is the free evolution of the environment E. Finally, U embodies the
S + E unitary governing the heat-dissipation process. (b) 3D chemi-
cal structure of the Trifluoroiodoethylene molecule (C2F3I), accom-
modating the nuclear spins encoding the ancilla, system and envi-
ronment. Suitably arranged rf pulses are employed to prepare and
manipulate the state of such tripartite system.
1 S /2 through a suitable set of radio-frequency (rf) pulses, thus
carrying one bit of information and embodying a proper mem-
ory that we wish to reset. The environment is instead ini-
tialized in a thermal state ρE = exp[−βHE]/ZE (with ZE =
Tr[e−βHE ]), at an the inverse temperature β that could be ex-
perimentally controlled. Here HE is the environment Hamil-
tonian. Finally, the ancilla is prepared in the logical state |0〉A.
Following the approach put forward in Ref. (Goold et al.,
2014), which adapts to the statistics of heat P(Q), a meth-
ods first devised for the reconstruction of the work probability
distribution (Dorner et al., 2013; Mazzola et al., 2013), it is
possible to show that P(Q) =
∫
Θ(t)e−iQtdt with
Θ(t) = Tr
[
UρEv
†
t ⊗ ρS U†vt
]
= 〈σx(t)〉A − i〈σy(t)〉A. (372)
This offers an operational method to infer P(Q) via measure-
ments performed on the ancilla. The latter are operated by
amplifying, digitalising, and filtering the free induction de-
cay signal collected from the NMR sample through a pickup
coil (Peterson et al., 2019). Needless to say, the features of
P(Q) depend on the joint dynamics encompassed by U, while
the validity of Landauer principle clearly does not. Peterson
et al. have chosen both a controlled-NOT and a SWAP gate as
significant instances of U, the latter providing a realization of
the paradigmatic erasure process where the state of the system
is changed into the initial state of E at every application of
the protocol. By tomographically reconstructing the change
of entropy in the state of the system following the erasure,
Ref. (Peterson et al., 2019) thus demonstrated the validity of
the Landauer bound in a genuinely quantum mechanical non-
equilibrium scenario.
Despite addressing quantum dynamics, such experiment
was unable to quantitatively address the information theoreti-
cal contributions to the dissipated heat, arising from the non-
equilibrium quantum evolution and highlighted in Eq. (74).
The reason is simply because such contributions are negligi-
ble in the NMR sample used in (Peterson et al., 2019). Such
assessment was instead made possible by the exquisite control
of the trapped-ion experiment reported in (Yan et al., 2018).
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In such implementation, the system is encoded in two hy-
perfine internal energy levels of a 40Ca+ ion confined in a lin-
ear Paul trap, while the environment is provided by one of
the vibrational modes of the particles in the trapping parabolic
pseudopotential (say that along the z direction of the reference
frame associated with the axes of the trap). Fig. 19 shows a di-
agram of the physical configuration and the relevant part of the
energy spectrum of the ion. As in (Peterson et al., 2019), the
experiment starts with the system being prepared in a classical
mixture of its logical state ρS = α| ↓〉〈↓ |S + (1 − α)| ↑〉〈↑ |S
(with α ∈ [0, 1] being experimentally adjustable), achieved by
combining a rotation in the space of states of S and spin de-
phasing (with no population loss). The vibrational z mode is
instead left to relax to a thermal state with an average phonon
number n0, by switching off the cooling lasers for an ad-
justable time. The joint S -E evolution that provides the core
part of the erasure protocol is given by the arrangement of
a red-sideband coupling, induced by a laser field driving the
729nm 42S 1/2, 1/2 ↔ 32D5/2, 3/2 transition and ruled by the
Hamiltonian (Leibfried et al., 2003)
HS E = η~Ω
(
aσ+eiφ + a†σ−e−iφ
)
/2. (373)
Here Ω is the Rabi frequency of the coupling, φ is the phase
of the driving field, η ' 0.09 is the Lamb-Dicke parame-
ter (Leibfried et al., 2003), a (a†) is the annihilation (cre-
ation) operator of the z vibrational mode and σ± are the two-
level ladder operators. Eq. (373) associates the creation of a
phonon to the | ↑〉S → | ↓〉S transition. The erasure protocol
U = e−iHS E t thus consists of the transformation ρS → | ↓〉S ,
accompanied by an increase in the energy of the environ-
ment E, which is interpreted as a process of heat dissipa-
tion from S . The setup allows for the experimental infer-
ence of the phonon number change, which gives direct ac-
cess to the amount of dissipated heat and the S (ρ′E ||ρE) term
in Eq. (74). Similarly, the change of entropy in the state of the
42P1/2
42S1/2
32D5/2
1/2
3/2|↑ ⟩
|↓ ⟩
⋮⋮
ωz 397nm 729nm
FIG. 19 Schematic diagram of the system used for the verification of
the information-theoretic contributions to quantum erasure, reported
in Ref. (Yan et al., 2018). A 40Ca+ ion is confined in a linear Paul
trap that provides an axial z pseudopotential of frequency ωz. The
ion is subjected to a magentic field that Zeeman-splits the 42S 1/2
and 32D5/2 atomic states into manifolds of hyperfine levels. Among
them, the |42S 1/2, 1/2〉 and |32D5/2, 3/2〉 ones are chosen to encode
the logical | ↓〉S and | ↑〉S pseudospin states of a two-level system
embodying S in the erasure protocol. The vibrational z mode of the
ion is used to encode the environment E, which is thus an infinite-
dimensional system.
system can be directly assessed by straightforward measure-
ments of the population of the pseudospin states. The mutual
information Iρ′S E (S
′ : E′), on the other hand, is not directly
accessible, but can nonetheless be estimated, as discussed in
Ref. (Yan et al., 2018). While such estimation affects the un-
certainty associated with the evaluation of the right-hand side
of Eq. (74), resulting in relatively large error bars, the exper-
iment was successful in demonstrating the compatibility be-
tween the amount of entropy produced in the erasure process
and the joint contribution coming from the information theo-
retic terms.
C. Assessment of entropy production in non-equilibrium
steady-states
Recent efforts have been deployed to the assessment of en-
tropy production in non-equilibrium steady-states of meso-
scopic quantum systems (Brunelli et al., 2018). In particular,
settings based on cavity optomechanics and ultra-cold atom
systems have been used as paradigm of situations leading to
non-trivial non-equilibrium steady states.
In cavity optomechanics, the position of a mechanical oscil-
lator accommodated in an externally driven cavity is displaced
by an amount directly proportional to the number of photons
in the field of the cavity itself [cf. Fig. 20(a)]. This brings the
state of the mechanical system to an out-of-equilibrium steady
state, resulting from the competition between the coupling of
the cavity field to the zero-temperature electromagnetic envi-
ronment, and the equilibrium phononic reservoir that affects
the mechanical system (Aspelmeyer et al., 2014).
The second experimental platform that has been studied
in this context comprises a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC)
loaded into a high-finesse optical cavity and illuminated by a
transverse laser field [cf. Fig 20(b)]. The off-resonant photon
scattering from the laser field into an initially empty cavity
field mode couples the zero-momentum mode of the BEC to
an excited momentum mode. The process mediates effective
and tunable-in-strength (via the transverse laser beam) long-
range atom-atom interactions (Mottl et al., 2012). Such inter-
action can be brought to competition with the kinetic energy
of the atoms, resulting in a structural phase transition (Landig
et al., 2015) akin to a Dicke phase transition (Baumann et al.,
2010a).
The cavity light field leaking through the mirrors with a het-
erodyne detection setup. The spectral analysis of this signal
is used to infer the diverging amount of atomic density fluc-
tuations accompanying the structural phase transition (Landig
et al., 2015).
In both cases, the effective interaction between the fluctua-
tions of the filed operators of the matter-like subsystems and
their optical counterpart can be shown to be that of two har-
monic oscillators coupled via the Hamiltonian [cf. Fig. 20 (c)]
Hˆ =
~ωa
2
(δqˆ2a + δ pˆ
2
a) +
~ωb
2
(δqˆ2b + δ pˆ
2
b) + ~gabδqˆaδqˆb. (374)
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FIG. 20 (a) Optomechanical setup: a micro-mechanical oscillator (δqˆb) is coupled to the field mo e of an optical Fabry-Perot cavity (δqˆa). For
this setup only the cavity is pumped. (b) Cavity-BEC setup: the external degree of freedom of a BEC (δqˆb) is coupled to the field mode of a
cavity (δqˆa). For this setup only the atoms are pumped. Red and blue wiggly lines indicate heating or cooling of the subsystems via coupling
to the baths. In both setups the number of excitations in the optical bath is zero, i.e. nTa = 0 . (c) Both systems can be modelled as two
quantum harmonic oscillators at frequencies ωa and ωb, linearly coupled with a strength gab. Each oscillator is coupled to independent local
baths at temperature Ta and Tb, respectively. The corresponding coupling rates are κa and γb. The oscillators can be pumped by an external
field (purple and orange arrows in the figure).
Here, δqˆa,b and δ pˆa,b are the position and momentum fluctu-
ation operators around the mean-field values of the two os-
cillators (a and b refer to the optical and mechanical/atomic
oscillators, respectively), ωp is the frequency of the driving
pump fields, the oscillators have frequencies ωa = ωc − ωp
and ωb, ωc is the frequency of the cavity field, and gab is the
coupling strength between the modes (Brunelli et al., 2018).
The cavity mode is coupled to the surrounding electromag-
netic vacuum with a decay rate κa. On the other hand, the
nature of the mechanical/atomic bath is specific to the setup
being considered. The optomechanical system considered in
Ref. (Brunelli et al., 2018) consisted of a Fabry-Perot cavity
with one of its mirrors being a doubly clamped, highly reflec-
tive, mechanical cantilever. The mechanical support of the
cantilever thus provided a local heat bath at room temperature
responsible for the quantum Brownian motion of the mechan-
ical system. In the cavity-BEC system, dissipation is due to
the collection of excited Bogolioubov modes, which provides
a bath for the condensate. In both cases, we assume oscillator
b to be in contact with a bath at temperature Tb and rate γb.
The average number of excitations in the equilibrium state of
oscillator b is thus nTb = (e
~ωb/kBTb − 1)−1.
The linear dynamics undergone by the coupled oscillators
allows for the use of the framework for the quantification of
entropy production in phase space illustrated in Sec. V.H. The
entropy production rate in the non-equilibrium steady-state of
such respective systems thus takes the form
Π ≡ Σ˙ = 2γb
(
nb + 1/2
nTb + 1/2
− 1
)
+ 4κana = µb + µa, (375)
where na = 〈(δqˆ2a + δ pˆ2a − 1)〉s/2 and nb = 〈(δqˆ2b + δ pˆ2b − 1)〉s/2
are the average number of excitations in the non-equilibrium
steady-state of the two oscillators in excess of the zero-point
motion of the respective harmonic oscillator. In the cavity-
OM expression for µb, instead of the full phonon number
nb, only the momentum variance 〈δ pˆ2b〉s enters as we assume
Brownian motion damping.
Eq. (375) quantifies the entropic contribution of quantum
fluctuations that the system has to pay to remain in its non-
equilibrium steady-state. It is directly determined by the indi-
vidual entropy flows µ j ( j = A, B) from the mechanical/atomic
and optical oscillator to their respective environment.
In Ref. (Brunelli et al., 2018) the two terms µa and µb have
been separately reconstructed [cf. Fig. 21, which displays the
experimental data together with the theoretical model]. The
behaviour of µb observed for the optomechanical system is
a signature of cooling: the entropy flow from the mechani-
cal resonator to the cavity field grows with gab as the effective
temperature of the resonator decreases. As for the cavity-BEC
system, the divergent behaviour of the entropy production rate
at gab = gcrab ≡
√
(κ2a + ω2a)ωb/4ωa reflects the occurrence of
the Dicke phase transition: at gcrab, the populations of the two
oscillators at the steady-state diverges, resulting in the singu-
larity of µa and µb.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
The 2nd law has always been intimately linked with in-
formation theory. The underlying laws of physics are time-
reversal invariant. Thus, how can the ensuing macroscopic
dynamics be irreversible? This is perhaps one of the deep-
est questions in physics, and a major source of confusion.
The answer is that irreversibility is an emergent property: It
emerges from the fact that information easily becomes irre-
trievable, when the number of degrees of freedom involved is
large. A classical thermodynamic argument goes as follows:
suppose one has a gas of 1023 particles, but can only monitor
the position and momenta of 1023 − 1 of them. Since the mo-
tion of the gas is highly chaotic, even this minuscule loss of
information can lead to dramatic effects on the description of
the remaining 1023 − 1 particles, causing their dynamics to be
irreversible.
This argument, however, conceals a much more dramatic
effect, which only becomes clear in the full quantum treat-
ment. In order to properly account for multiple degrees of
freedom, it is not enough to monitor them individually; one
must monitor them globally. Consider a system with N par-
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FIG. 21 Experimental assessment of the irreversible entropy pro-
duction rate Πs at the non-equilibrium steady-state for (a) the cav-
ity optomechanical system and (b) the cavity-BEC system reported
in Ref. (Brunelli et al., 2018). For the cavity-BEC setup, gcrab =√
(κ2a + ω2a)ωb/4ωa is the critical parameter of the model. The in-
sets show the behaviour of µb. In both panels, the solid black lines
show the theoretical predictions based on the values given in Table
I. The blue and red dots show the experimental data for the optome-
chanical and cavity-BEC experiment, respectively. In panel (a), the
vertical error bars report statistical errors extracted from the fit, while
the horizontal ones show experimental error on the values of the pa-
rameter. In panel (b), the vertical and horizontal error bars report
the statistical errors from the fit and the determination of the critical
point, respectively (Landig et al., 2015).
ticles and density matrix ρ1...N (mixed or pure). Local mea-
surements on each subsystem only explore the local corners
of ρ1...N , and are not enough enough to reconstruct the full
state. To do that, one would also have to perform global mea-
surements (e.g. Bell-like). Such measurements are difficult,
even for two qubits. For already a handful of degrees of free-
dom, it easily becomes surreal. In this quantum picture, there-
fore, information spreads not only from one degree of freedom
to another, but also from the local to the global corners of a
many-body density matrix. The basic definition (27) naturally
encompass both aspects: The mutual information accounts for
the spreading of information to the different corners of ρS E ,
while the relative entropy accounts for the local transfer of in-
formation, from the degrees of freedom of the system to those
of the bath.
Compared to the approach of Eq. (27), the historical for-
mulations of Clausius, Carnot and Kelvin (Sec. II) were much
more pragmatic, stating the 2nd law solely in terms of heat
and work, which are palpable quantities. But although prag-
matic, their scope is much less evident at first sight. For in-
stance, demonstrating that the different principles are equiv-
alent requires complicated constructs, involving thermal ma-
chines operating in different ways (Fermi, 1956).
A more general statement of the 2nd law thus comes at the
expense of introducing the notion of entropy. At the thermo-
dynamic level, entropy is defined as an abstract function of
state, with the property that changes in entropy for reversible
processes, close to equilibrium, satisfy ∆S = Q/T , where Q
is the heat exchanged. The 2nd law can then be formulated as
“the entropy of the universe never decreases”. For instance, if
the universe is comprised of a system and a bath, which inter-
act and exchange an amount of heat Q, then ∆S S + ∆S E > 0.
If, in addition, the bath is kept close to equilibrium, then
∆S E = QE/T and the 2nd law becomes ∆S S + QE/T > 0,
which is Eq. (4). For this reason, in the classical context the
entropy production Σ is often stated as representing the change
in entropy of the universe.
A natural question, then, would be to ask whether one can
carry over this interpretation of Σ to the microscopic realm.
This could be called a top-down approach, where one starts
with a macroscopic principle and then adapt it to the mi-
croworld. And it is opposite of the bottom-up approach we
have followed in this review, where we started with a fully
microscopic definition of Σ, in terms of information-theoretic
quantities, from which the classical principles emerged as par-
ticular cases.
In addition to the progress on the bottom up approach, re-
ported in this review, recent years have also seen significant
advances in the top-down formulation of the 2nd law. The
main challenge is in the definition of a thermodynamic en-
tropy, something which the bottom-up formulation avoids,
since it does not interpret entropy production as the change
in entropy of the universe. Clearly, the von Neumann entropy
is not a good candidate for thermodynamic entropy, since it
is constant under unitary evolution. In statistical mechanics
one often uses the Boltzmann entropy S = ln Ω, where Ω is
the “number of microstates associated to a given macrostate”.
But this quantity is only reasonable close to equilibrium and
only defined for macroscopic systems. For micro- and meso-
scopic systems, it fluctuates violently (Gupta, 1951; Pathria
and Beale, 2011) and is also awkward to define explicitly.
Most advances in the top-down approach have therefore fo-
cused on alternative definitions of thermodynamic entropy,
such as the diagonal entropy (Polkovnikov, 2011) or, more
generally, coarse-grained entropies (Sˇafra´nek et al., 2019).
One of the basic features of the thermodynamic entropy is
that it is extensive. This is what allows one to write the en-
tropy of the universe as the sum of the entropies of its parts.
Interestingly, in this regard, taking the local von Neumann en-
tropy works quite well. Consider a system of N particles with
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generic density matrix ρ1,...,N . The sum of the von Neumann
entropies of the reduced states ρi can be written as∑
i
S (ρi) = S (ρ1,...,N) + S (ρ1,...,N ||ρ1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ρN), (376)
where the last term is the total correlations [cf. Eq. (42)],
measuring the distance between the global and the maximally
marginalized states. Now suppose initially the N particles are
in a product state, but are then put to interact according to
a global unitary U, leading to a final, correlated state. The
first term on the right-hand side of (376) does not change,
since the dynamics is unitary. The second term was initially
zero, but then evolves into something non-negative. Hence,
one concludes that for any initially uncorrelated system under
closed evolution ∑
i
∆S (ρi) > 0.
Thus, if one takes as thermodynamic entropy the local von
Neumann entropy of each subsystem, we then recover the
classical statement that the entropy of the universe cannot de-
crease. Most studies attempting to define a microscopic ana-
log of the thermodynamic entropy follow somewhat similar
lines.
The above discussion meant to emphasize some of the ba-
sic principles involved in a general formulation of the 2nd law.
Often, however, one does not have access to such “luxuries”;
that is, one does not have access to the full global dynamics,
but only to an effective description, in terms of e.g. a master
equation. As a consequence, Eq. (27) or the top-down ap-
proaches may not be applicable. In situations such as this,
several principles have been applied in the past to define en-
tropy production.
The most widely used, by far, is to postulate that the en-
tropy flux should be Φ = QE/T , from which one then recov-
ers Σ = ∆S S + Φ [Eq. (4)]. This approach is both simple
and effective. It also has a neat interpretation at the trajectory
level (Breuer, 2003). But it has two shortcomings. First, it
only holds for thermal baths and it is not at all obvious how to
extend it to non-equilibrium reservoirs. And second, one may
run into difficulties concerning what is in fact the heat QE , as
discussed in Sec. V.
Fluctuation theorems greatly resolve these difficulties. In
this case, entropy production is defined as the ratio between
the path probabilities of a forward and time-reversed (back-
ward) trajectory (Crooks, 1998). These definitions are usually
regarded as being fundamental. However, they require knowl-
edge of the full path probability, which is not always available,
or can be hard to obtain (Spinney and Ford, 2012). More-
over, as discussed in Sec. III.E, the backward trajectory is not
uniquely defined, contrary to what was initially believed.
Finally, there is also the more pragmatic approach of sim-
ply manipulating ∆S and trying to identify a term which re-
sembles an entropy production, such as the Schnackenberg
approach discussed in Sec. V.E, which is extremely popular
in stochastic thermodynamics. This may seem rather ad hoc,
at first, but can lead to interesting results because, often, the
“correct” formula really stands out. Moreover, it allows one to
define entropy production for arbitrary open system dynamics,
even those that are not generated by physical processes.
Many open questions still remain. However, as we have
shown in this review, the last two decades have seen remark-
able progress in our understanding of the basic ingredients
and principles that should be involved in this endeavour. In
particular, the community’s appreciation of what the 2nd law
should represent, as well as the questions it should address,
has evolved significantly. In light of the exciting advances on
the experimental manipulation of coherent quantum systems,
we believe these new foundations will play a significant role
in our understanding of many potential future applications, as
well as in the explanation of fundamental questions.
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